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Abstract

Applying Machine Learning (ML) manually to a given problem setting is a tedious and time-consuming process which brings many challenges with it, especially in the context of Big Data. In such a context, gaining insightful information, finding patterns, and extracting knowledge from large datasets are quite complex tasks. Additionally, the configurations of the underlying Big Data infrastructure introduce more complexity for configuring and running ML tasks. With the growing interest in ML the last few years, particularly people without extensive ML expertise have a high demand for frameworks assisting people in applying the right ML algorithm to their problem setting. This is especially true in the field of smart energy system applications where more and more ML algorithms are used e.g. for time series forecasting. Generally, two groups of non-expert users are distinguished to perform energy time series forecasting. The first one includes the users who are familiar with statistics and ML but are not able to write the necessary programming code for training and evaluating ML models using the well-known trial-and-error approach. Such an approach is time consuming and wastes resources for constructing multiple models. The second group is even more inexperienced in programming and not knowledgeable in statistics and ML but wants to apply given ML solutions to their problem settings.

The goal of this thesis is to scientifically explore, in the context of more concrete use cases in the energy domain, how such non-expert users can be optimally supported in creating and performing ML tasks in practice on cluster computing environments. To support the first group of non-expert users, an easy-to-use modular extendable microservice-based ML solution for instrumenting and evaluating ML algorithms on top of a Big Data technology stack is conceptualized and evaluated. Our proposed solution facilitates applying trial-and-error approach by hiding the low level complexities from the users and introduces the best conditions to efficiently perform ML tasks in cluster computing environments.

To support the second group of non-expert users, the first solution is extended to realize meta learning approaches for automated model selection. We evaluate how meta learning technology can be efficiently applied to the problem space of data analytics for smart energy systems to assist energy system experts which are not data analytics experts in applying the right ML algorithms to their data analytics problems. To enhance the predictive performance of meta learning, an efficient characterization of energy time series datasets is required. To this end, Descriptive Statistics Time based Meta Features (DSTMF), a new kind of meta features, is designed to accurately capture the deep characteristics of energy time series datasets. We find that DSTMF outperforms the other state-of-the-art meta feature sets introduced in the literature to characterize energy time series datasets in terms of the accuracy of meta learning models and the time needed to extract them.
Further enhancement in the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model is achieved by training the meta learner on new efficient meta examples. To this end, we proposed two new approaches to generate new energy time series datasets to be used as training meta examples by the meta learner depending on the type of time series dataset (i.e. generation or energy consumption time series). We find that extending the original training sets with new meta examples generated by our approaches outperformed the case in which the original is extended by new simulated energy time series datasets.
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lassen, wobei der Meta Learner anschließend dann auch für die neue Aufgabenstellung neu antrainiert und hierfür wiederum geeignete Trainingsdaten verwaltet, erzeugt und bereitgestellt werden müssen, was dann wiederum Aufgabe von ML-Experten ist. Zur Unterstützung dieser können dann wiederum die bereits oben erwähnten Ansätze genutzt werden.

Im Fazit kann gesagt werden, dass die in der Arbeit entwickelten und beschriebenen Ansätze die Realisierung kommerzieller oder freier ML-Umgebungen zum Einsatz auf Cluster-Computing-Umgebungen On-Premise oder in der Cloud ermöglichen, welche die Nutzung von ML-Lösungen im kommerziellen Umfeld für Nutzer wesentlich erleichtern. Allerdings ist hierzu noch einiger Entwicklungsaufwand nötig.
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1. **Introduction**

1.1. **Motivation**

Machine Learning (ML) is a scientific discipline aiming at designing and developing specific algorithms and concepts allowing computers to evolve behaviors and react to different actions based on empirical data. Indeed, it can be seen as a core in the field of artificial intelligence, in which computers can learn from existing data to predict future behavior, results and trends. Over the last decade, ML has been applied in a lot of problem fields, such as text classification [139], speech recognition [109], medical diagnostics [126], computer vision [68] and computer graphics [3].

![Figure 1.1: Overview of power grid with integrated renewable sources and its usage of machine learning techniques in different steps [114].](image)

In the field of energy, ML has also been successfully applied [12][179][43][1][178][38][170]. One usage area in this application domain is to use ML algorithms for intelligent decision making in unit commitment of decentralized renewable energy resources and flexible loads.
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at grid level, where e.g. an accurate prediction of future energy demand and renewable energy generation is required as seen in Figure 1.1. Such predictions are prerequisites for optimizing the usage and minimizing wastage of energy in the system, paving the road for a more efficient usage of power networks at the grid level.

To support the German Energiewende aiming at maximizing the usage of renewable energy resources, and thereby reducing non-renewable energy production, the German government funded several larger scale energy labs, e.g. the Energy Lab 2.0 at the KIT or the Living Lab Energy Campus (LLEC) at FZJ, which are used in context of the Helmholtz research programme Energy Systems Design (ESD) as environments for research on new smart digital solutions for controlling and managing future energy networks. Instrumenting and evaluating new digital system solutions for controlling hybrid energy systems combining different technologies from different sectors is a very complex task requiring an adequate software ecosystem for e.g. gathering data and performing data analytics, modelling and executing control algorithms in experimental settings. Therefore, one main research subtopic of the ESD programme focuses on the development of a new digital energy research platform which easens the work of the energy researchers by providing a ready to go integrated tool ecosystem that hides the IT-related complexities of data gathering and managing, data analytics, managing and executing control algorithms and simulation models on high performance computing clusters from the users, which can then focus on their own research questions. This digital platform should also provide easy solutions for applying and evaluating the use of existing and new ML algorithms as part of new smart grid control solutions, and one important sub-case is the application and evaluation of adequate ML algorithms for forecasting time series data of renewable energy production and/or volatile load which are then used as part of more complex control algorithms for e.g. unit commitment of energy resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Nr.</th>
<th>User category</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>ML knowledge (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ML Programming skills (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Non-expert</td>
<td>A ML knowledge (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ML Programming skills (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-expert</td>
<td>B ML knowledge (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ML Programming skills (-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The users performing such ML tasks on the digital research platform can be divided into two different groups, namely experts and non-experts as shown in Table 1.1. On the one hand, the expert users have a deep understanding of ML and also good programming skills to implement ML models using, for example, some developing tools like Jupiter Notebook [116]. They have worked with ML libraries before and are capable of programming algorithms themselves. On the other hand, many energy researchers are non-experts in programming ML algorithms or even in understanding different ML algorithms. They
are only interested in applying ML algorithms to their problem settings. Therefore, such non-expert ML users of the platform are grouped into two sub-categories. The first one includes the users who are familiar with statistics and ML but are not able or interested in writing the necessary programming code for training and evaluating ML models particularly in cluster computing or Big Data environments. The second sub-category of non-expert users has only little to no knowledge about statistics and ML. They only want to apply ML algorithms to their research problems. The general research question for the digital energy research platform with respect to ML usage can now be formulated as “How can we support the two different Non-expert user groups mentioned before in applying ML algorithms to their research setting without forcing them to become all ML experts with detailed knowledge in ML methodology and programming?”. This thesis will try to answer this question while concentrating on a smaller group of use cases related to time series forecasting for experimentally evaluating the basic ideas for solving the above problem.

Generally, the process of building ML models, which can then later be applied to a given problem setting, consists of multiple steps and is commonly called Machine Learning Pipeline (MLP). Figure 1.2 shows a simplified MLP encompassing data preprocessing, splitting the data into training and test data, model training and model testing.

![Figure 1.2: Simplified Machine Learning Pipeline (MLP).](image)

For training accurate models for more complex problem settings, often the size and diversity of the dataset used for training the model is very important. Using large scale datasets for training, testing, and executing MLP effectively is becoming more difficult and even complex, requiring the utilization of computing clusters with dedicated ML software designed for parallel execution of parts of the algorithm (e.g ML tools designed for cluster computing environments or so called Big Data Platforms [50]). However, gaining insightful information, finding patterns and extracting knowledge from such datasets are quite complex tasks for ML users too. Additionally, the right cluster configuration of the MLP pipeline on the cluster computing infrastructure beside setting up the required communication environments to send jobs to the cluster introduce more challenges for running ML tasks for non-experts, who otherwise must know how parallel execution of ML frameworks on a cluster computing environment can be optimized for a certain problem setting.

Building on that, more in-depth research on new methodologies and an even-growing software solutions for facilitating performing ML tasks for the aforementioned ML users are existing, see e.g. [26][60][33][185][27][166]. Such solutions can be categorized into
monolithic single user applications and service-oriented solutions often having web user interfaces and/or command line interfaces (CLI) as user interface frontend. Newer service-oriented solutions nowadays often use a microservice based architecture [30]. In contrast to monolithic applications, an application with a microservice architecture is composed out of several independent deployable services, where each individual microservice performs a specific task based on its own technology stack [19]. Microservices represent state-of-the-art technology, where each service is designed to be horizontally scalable in order to build highly modular, flexible and scalable solutions. Additionally, microservice applications are designed to be automatically deployable and manageable on computing clusters providing a container runtime environment (e.g. Docker) and/or container orchestration software (e.g. Kubernetes) which is quite common in cluster computing environments nowadays. They can be easily integrated with other service-oriented applications, e.g. distributed data analytics or data management environments which nowadays also run seamlessly on computing clusters providing a container runtime environment. Thus, such applications can be easily integrated with modern Big Data data analytics frameworks, e.g. Apache Spark for parallel execution of classical machine learning algorithms or TensorFlow for executing Deep Learning Algorithms in the same cluster computing environment.

However, most of the existing solutions to support non-expert users in performing ML tasks were developed in the past as monolithic applications and often also do not support executing ML jobs in cluster computing environments. These types of applications are often tuned to allow users to easily perform certain ML tasks, e.g. classification, and provide a great user experience. But they are not suitable when the problems get more complex, the datasets for training will become too large for single computer environments, and therefore the MLP has to be performed on cluster computing environments. Driven by that, the research on modern energy system solutions must nowadays focus on more complex real world usage scenarios for making the German Energiewende a reality. And the evaluation of real world usage scenarios demand very complex system models and often large scale datasets for e.g. train ML based data analytics algorithm as part of a solution which can only be executed on computer cluster environments. Therefore, the working group designing the architecture of the digital energy research platform for the ESD research program of Helmholtz has decided that this platform will be conceptualized and implemented using a microservice-based architecture, where all services will run on Kubernetes based cluster computing environments and the user interfaces will be implemented as (progressive) web applications which can be used from any frontend device (e.g. desktop computer, laptop, tablet or smartphone). For executing MLP and ML tasks on this microservice based platform, the first challenge of this thesis can be formulated as “designing a Microservice based solution for supporting expert users and non-expert users, category 2A, in performing ML tasks in a cluster computing environment with container runtime automation”.

Another problem is, that according to the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem [173] no single learning algorithm has always the lowest performance error on a broad problem domain. Hence, for solving a specific subclass of problems of this broad problem domain, a dedicated learning algorithm must be selected from a set of available solutions with lowest performance error. This selection process can be defined as an Algorithm Selection Prob-
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Problem (ASP) [125], which is typically solved by the ML user using a trial-and-error approach. I.e. all possible combinations of learning algorithms with their hyperparameters are tried to find the most suitable solution. This can take a long time even when using a cluster computing environment, and has a high computational complexity due to the size of the search space of possible algorithm candidates. Moreover, expert knowledge is required to perform such tasks. Driven by that, the second challenge of the thesis can be formulated in conceptualizing a methodological approach which allows the digital energy research platform to support non-expert users, category 2B, in selecting the most appropriate ML model for a specific energy research related task.

According to [81][151][25][70][122][127][45][128], the usage of meta learning approaches for solving this problem is not new. They have been proposed as good solutions to deal with the problem of algorithm selection supporting non-expert users shown in Table 1.1 for automatically finding the most appropriate model in scientific literature for a long time. But the challenge for this thesis is not to decide if meta learning in general can be used to solve the problem, but more "how meta learning has to be instrumented in the field of energy for successfully solving the algorithm selection problem". The term meta learning is based on the fact that a good set of characteristics of datasets captures powerful insights into the behavior of these datasets paving the road for determining the most appropriate ML algorithm [16][55]. But these characteristics of the datasets largely depend on the characteristics of the system environment where the data was gathered, and therefore also on the application domain. Consequently, the better the used set of characterization indicators captures the behavior of a dataset with respect to their dependency on the domain specific system environment, the more accurate the selection of the best ML algorithm will be. Therefore, the main challenge for instrumenting meta learning for the digital energy research platform is finding energy system environment specific metadata sets for different ML tasks.

However, providing a generic meta learning machinery, which can be adapted by configuration and recurring learning to solve the algorithm selection problem for different ML tasks, and enhancing the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model to perform well in a cluster computing environment still represents a challenge that needs to be faced.

1.2. Research Questions and Contributions

This thesis has the main goal of supporting non-expert users, presented in Table 1.1, in performing ML tasks in cluster computing environments using e.g. Big Data analytic tools. Energy load and generation forecasting scenarios are used to experimentally evaluate the efficiency of the proposed solution. The first group of non-expert users are supported by developing a conceptual microservice-based framework with highly configurable web-based UI hiding the low level complexities of the computing cluster infrastructure and Big Data analytic tools running on the cluster from the users. Such framework can be seamlessly integrated into the digital energy research platform of Helmholtz. The second
group of non-expert users are supported by extending the microservice-based solution to incorporate a generic meta learning solution. This solution is specifically designed for solving the algorithm selection problem for energy related ML tasks such as energy time series forecasting. Additionally, scientific questions of what are the good meta features for e.g. solving the algorithm selection problem for the ML task forecasting of energy time series and how can the performance of the algorithm selection process be enhanced by enhancing the training datasets by generating new datasets are addressed. Four research questions are formulated to cover the main goals of the thesis. The following description of these research questions also lists the scientific contributions which were worked out during the thesis to find the answers of these questions and address the motivation presented in the previous section.

**Research Question 1 [RQ1]: How should non-expert users with ML knowledge, but without programming skills be supported in performing ML tasks on computing clusters using Big Data ML frameworks?**

The rapid extension of successful large scale ML applications and the immense growth of available data usable for training ML solutions aroused the interest of other developers and researchers for developing solutions using ML based Big Data analytic tools on cluster computing environments for solving complex data analytic problems. But programming ML solutions using Big Data ML tools is challenging for non-expert users who do not have programming skills in ML and modern Big Data technologies. In addition, a distributed execution environment is required for training such solutions in a timely manner on a big training dataset.

Supporting non-expert users, category 2A presented in Table 1.1, in performing ML tasks by providing easy-to-use tools is nothing new. Such users have a deep understanding of ML and its related learning scenarios but they are not able to write the programming code required to perform ML tasks as already discussed before. To support them, there have been a lot of research projects [23][26][27] which developed dedicated tools implementing certain classes of ML algorithms (e.g. classification or regression) in a very generic fashion that allows category 2A users to apply those algorithms to their problem setting without the need for programming skills. Most of those tools are developed as monolithic applications which have drawbacks in terms of scalability and maintainability as discussed before. The majority of them do not have the ability to scale beyond a level where the computing power or the data management capability of a single computer is not enough for coping with either the computational complexity of the problem or the amount of training data. There are some tools (e.g. Jupiter Notebook) found in literature, which use distributed ML frameworks for executing more complex ML problems on cluster computing environments using distributed parallel computation algorithms which also allow to distribute needed data e.g. for learning onto different nodes of the cluster. Such tools are often called Big Data analytics tools (e.g. Apache Spark for classical ML algorithms or TensorFlow for Deep Learning). But these frameworks do not hide the low level complexities of the used Big Data framework and require that the user should have skills and knowledge in both ML and the structure and working of the underlying framework on a computing cluster [33].
In this thesis, we tackle the aforementioned challenges and answer the scientific question of designing an efficient adequate solution for supporting non-expert users by proposing a microservice-based framework which hides the complexities of the big data runtime environment from the users allowing them to perform their tasks without caring too much about the technical issues of the underlying big data platform. The solution can be set up on any computing cluster providing a container runtime environment for efficient distributed processing of MLPs by instrumenting already available Big Data ML frameworks and hiding their usage from the ML users. A modern web-based user interface supports non-expert users in performing ML tasks from anywhere with any device providing a web browser. This framework can be integrated with the digital energy platform for ESD. E.g. datasets stored in that platform can be easily used for training of ML algorithms or ML algorithms can be directly applied to such datasets.

The scientific work to answer this research question is detailed in Chapter 4. The following bullet points summarize the main scientific contributions presented in this chapter:

- Conceptualization of a microservice-based framework to support non-expert users category 2A in training, testing, managing, storing, and retrieving ML models using Big Data ML frameworks installed on computing clusters with a container automation runtime environment.

- A benchmark evaluation study was carried out for determining the overhead of such a framework by prototypically implementing the microservice framework and performing ML tasks instrumenting the use case of energy load time series forecasting using classic ML algorithms already implemented in the Big Data ML framework Apache Spark. In this study, the effect of instrumenting the caching of data in Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) in Apache Spark on the performance of the forecasting algorithm was also evaluated. The efficiency of the framework in terms of execution time and overhead is also measured focusing on the effect of storing and retrieving ML models.

- Defining and evaluating the thresholds, at which it is highly recommended to switch to a Big Data clustering infrastructure for time series forecasting because it outperforms the usage of the same ML frameworks in single computer context.

After conducting this work for supporting the first category of non-expert users, the focus is moved to conceptualizing tools for supporting the second category of non-expert users. After an extensive literature study (see Chapter 3), the instrumentation of a meta learning solution for automating the process of model selection seemed to be very feasible. To conceptualize and evaluate this approach, two major aspects and challenges need to be addressed in this thesis. On the one hand, the meta features that adequately describe the input datasets are largely dependent on the system context in which the datasets belong and on the specific ML task which should be performed. Therefore, for evaluating the meta learning approach by instrumenting the concrete use case forecasting time series datasets with ML algorithms, adequate meta features need to be found which give a good prediction performance for finding the right forecasting ML algorithm. On the other hand, the prediction performance also depends on the number and availability of good training
meta examples on which the meta learner is trained to recommend the best model for a specific task. These challenges turned out to be complex research problems by themself which lead to the second and third research question.

**Research Question 2 [RQ2]: How to efficiently characterize energy time series datasets to enhance the performance of automated model selection?**

For evaluating our meta learning approach in the context of energy, time series data forecasting in energy context is used as a use case. In this approach, the meta learner has to learn to automatically assign the best ML forecasting model to an energy time series dataset [38][91]. This is normally done by learning the mapping between the forecasting performance of ML algorithms and the characteristics of energy time series datasets to forecast. Meta learning leverages the capability of ML classification algorithms to find such relationships and to classify input energy time series datasets according to ML candidates, e.g. determining an adequate forecasting model [118]. Changing the characteristics of energy time series datasets may affect the assigning process of the meta learner [16].

This raises the question, how to efficiently characterize energy time series datasets to precisely assign the best forecasting model for them. In meta learning, the characteristics of datasets are called meta features. They define a set of features (properties) derived from a dataset which e.g. cover statistical properties describing the time-related behavior of an energy time series dataset. Describing characteristics of energy time series datasets using such meta features is not new. There has been a lot of research in this context [91][151][29]. In addition to the high computation time for most of them, especially for large amounts of energy time series datasets, the calculation of these meta features is often subject to privacy and security issues. E.g., the meta features that are calculated by using knowledge about the physical surroundings (e.g. a certain building) or about human behavior of people in households. Therefore, those meta features are not optimal for using them for meta learning because they would need to be applied on all training data sets. Consequently, it is important for setting up the evaluation use case for the meta learning framework to design a new set of meta features that indirectly and anonymously captures the physical and other social properties in energy time series datasets with an acceptable as well as efficient extraction time.

The scientific work done for designing and evaluating a more suitable set of meta features for time series forecasting is described in Chapter 5. The main scientific contributions can be summarized as follows:

- **Introduction of Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) as a new set of meta features for characterizing the forecasting behavior of time series datasets to achieve a more accurate and more performant model selection for time series energy load forecasting.**

- **A similarity-based clustering analysis study was carried out to evaluate the potential of DSTMF’s meta features for capturing the deep characteristics of energy load time series datasets in comparison to other state-of-the-art meta features used in the field of energy.**
To further assess the effectiveness of DSTMF in characterizing energy time series datasets, a generic Energy Meta Learning System (EMLS) was conceptualized and implemented. EMLS allows to perform meta learning with different sets of meta features for comparison. Using that, an in-depth evaluation study was performed whereby the predictive performance of our meta learning classification model using DSTMF was compared to the predictive performance using other state-of-the-art meta features from the literature.

The EMLS system was further enhanced by designing the Encoded Energy Meta Learning System (EEMLS) leveraging the advantage of unsupervised deep learning to encode the extracted meta features by autoencoders. The resulting meta learning classification model achieves a very good predictive performance with an average accuracy value of 90%. This accuracy is achieved even when using a reduced number of training examples.

Research Question 3 [RQ3]: How to enhance the performance of automated model selection in the context of energy by creating appropriate learning datasets?

Multiclass classification problems aim at assigning a class label from a set of classes to each input example. It categorizes the input data according to different classes. Driven by that, the well-known Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP) is considered as multiclass classification problem, where an input dataset needs to be assigned an appropriate algorithm from different ones available in the class space of algorithms. Typically, the predictive accuracy of such a classification model not only depends on the features used for classification but also on the availability of a bigger set of diverse examples required for training.

Similarly, meta learning as a solution of ASP is defined as a multiclass classification problem [76][91]. The reason for that lies in the fact that the meta learning classification model captures the mapping between meta features, that describe the data, and the predictive performance of the best model. As a result, the output of meta learning will be assigning each input dataset into the best ML model from different model candidates. In addition to the challenge of availability of efficient meta features that has been tackled in the previous scientific question, the availability of examples required for training meta learning classifiers represents another challenge that needs to be faced. An appropriate diverse training dataset containing time series datasets with different temporal behavior plays a crucial role in supporting the meta learning classifier to efficiently learn the mapping between meta features and the best forecasting model. But because of security and privacy constraints, there aren’t too many load and generation time series datasets available to the general public.

This led to much research work focusing on generating new synthetic time series datasets for increasing the number of training examples required for the generalization process of classifier [47][156][121][65][188][64]. In the present thesis, we answer the scientific question of enhancing the predictive performance of ASP in the context of energy by conceptualizing and developing new approaches for generating new adequate time series datasets for the energy specific application domain for better training of our meta learner. The advantages of our approaches over existing ones in literature lies in the simplicity of
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the training dataset generation approach, which nevertheless achieves a high predictive performance of the meta learning classification model in assigning the best forecasting model for input energy time series datasets.

More details on the scientific work done for answering this research question can be found in Chapter 6. The following bullet points summarize the main scientific contributions presented in this chapter:

- Developing and conceptualizing a weather-based approach for generating new energy time series datasets for i.e. generation scenarios leveraging the advantage of weather data and its weather conditions. Such conditions are used to classify the input energy time series dataset into different new ones.

- Developing and conceptualizing an aggregation-based approach for generating new energy time series datasets by aggregating the input time series into different granularity levels.

- A benchmark evaluation study was carried out using a power generation forecasting scenario to evaluate the efficiency of the new generating time series datasets. In this evaluation, the new approaches are compared to the model-based approach existing in the literature for enhancing the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model. Moreover, the advantage of unsupervised deep learning was incorporated into meta learning for achieving a better performance in energy time series model selection.

Research Question 4 [RQ4]: How should non-expert users with neither ML knowledge, nor programming skills be supported in performing energy time series forecasting in Big Data environments?

Meta learning in the field of energy is closely linked to the process of finding the mapping between meta knowledge that describes the energy time series datasets and the best performing forecasting models. Having such a mapping, the Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP) can be solved by recommending the best forecasting model based on the characteristics of energy input energy time series datasets without the need to follow a trial-and-error approach. But how can we instrument such a meta learning solution in a data analytics platform for the energy engineering domain for users in category 2B which can be integrated easily into the digital energy research platform developed in the context of ESD research?

In some research projects, meta learning approaches were developed as frameworks with wizard-like interfaces which are very easy to use for the non-expert [158][75][45][87]. Despite the promising advances achieved in this context, much work remains to be done. None of those existing frameworks were developed with a software architecture - such as a microservice-based architecture that allows to easily integrate the meta learner into a bigger digital energy research platform, nevertheless providing a good maintainability as well as efficiency of the system and scalability for future use. Moreover, these easy-to-use meta learner tools typically do not use ML Big Data analytic frameworks for solving the ASP on cluster computing environments for higher performance in the case of Big Data.
1.3. Structure of the Thesis

The scientific work done to answer the fourth research question brought together the results of the aforementioned research questions to set up a very flexible data analytics framework which can be easily integrated into the digital energy research platform of the ESD project. It merges the concepts of meta learning addressed in RQ2 and RQ3 and the microservice-based solution addressed in RQ1 as a microservice-based meta learning framework in Big Data environments to automatically select the best forecasting model for non-expert users of category 2B presented in Table 1.1.

By answering this research question in Chapter 7, the following scientific contributions are summarized:

- Conceptualization and development of a microservice-based meta learning framework solution to automate the process of Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP) in the energy field which is easily integratable into the digital energy research platform of the ESD research program. The proposed framework makes the use of a microservice architecture built on top of a powerful big data stack for a manageable and highly scalable solution to solve the problem of model selection in big data environments.

- A benchmark evaluation study was carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the meta learner, the execution time and the overhead of the framework.

1.3. Structure of the Thesis

According to the research questions presented before, this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the basic background knowledge necessary to understand the subsequent parts of this thesis. Chapter 3 summarizes a variety of previous research projects that suggest scientific methods and frameworks related to our work. We discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each project and clarify its relation to our work. Chapter 4 covers the research question RQ1 by developing an adequate runtime environment to support non-expert users, category 2A in performing energy forecasting in the context of big data. Besides the execution workflow and the conceptual architecture including its services and the main functionalities, an in-depth evaluation study concerning the performance of the proposed framework in terms of execution time and overhead is presented in this chapter. In chapter 5, we further answer the research question RQ2 in presenting Descriptive Statistics Time based Meta Features (DSTMF) as a new form of meta features to deeply characterize energy time series datasets with respect to forecasting. A benchmark evaluation study for evaluating the performance of DSTMF compared to the performance of other state-of-the-art meta features existing in literature in the field of energy is presented in this chapter. Chapter 6 covers the research question RQ3 by enhancing the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model by generating new meta examples related to the input energy time series datasets. In chapter 7, we address research Question RQ4 by integrating the meta learning concepts introduced in Chapter 5 and 6 into the overall ML microservice framework defined in Chapter 4 and providing an easy-to-use wizard-like interfaces to assist non-expert users. The chapter
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focuses on the conceptual microservice-based architecture proposed to support non-expert users, category 2B, in selecting the most appropriate forecasting model by meta learning. Finally, in Chapter 8, the main findings of the thesis are summarized and an outlook on further work are given.
2. Theoretical Background

For better understanding of the main contributions presented in this work, it is of great importance to introduce some of the related theoretical background including fundamental terms and state-of-the-art techniques. The structure of the background is as follows. We start in Section 2.1 by explaining some fundamental concepts of Machine Learning (ML), its learning scenarios, application area and the different measurements proposed in the literature to evaluate the predictive performance of ML models. In Section 2.2, the basic concepts of Big Data analysis for handling the increasing amount of data generated everyday are explained. In addition, the microservice-based architecture style as a new technology for building efficient software solutions is introduced in Section 2.3. Such architecture is presented along with its characteristics, bounded contexts and the related service communication types. All this knowledge is necessary for understanding key concepts of this thesis [146].

2.1. Machine Learning

The ability to learn from already existing data and iteratively find a solution for performing certain tasks by adjusting the application’s behavior according to knowledge gathered from the data is the main goal of ML. An essential description of ML is provided by Alpaydin et. al [10]:

“Optimizing a performance criterion using example data and past experience”.

Using machine learning, the computers are able to learn from historical data (experience) and use the acquired knowledge to efficiently perform further tasks. Another more formal definition of ML is given by Jordan et. al in [61]:

“A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task T and some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P, improves with experience E”.

In this definition, the “computer program” termed “machine learning model” can be seen as an approximate solution of some complex mathematical function (model) which for some given input variables calculates a set of outputs for performing the given task T (e.g., a classification). By learning from experience E (i.e., from some data which contains...
information about the correct function values for specific input variables settings) the internal configuration of the ML model will be subsequently changed and thereby optimized in a learning phase such that the model better performs its approximation. ML has already been proven in many application areas to be able to provide very good approximate solutions for problems which are otherwise too complex to e.g. set up differential equations describing the problem environment with all its real world physical effects, and then solve the differential equations appropriately. To this end, applying ML to extract useful knowledge from raw data has become increasingly popular in a variety of areas. One such field is the health sector where it helps with medical diagnosis [37][126]. Virtual voice assistance, like Siri and Alexa, is another example, where ML is used to determine the meaning of voice commands from people like setting the alarm clock or finding specific information on the internet.

ML is nowadays also used for solving complex problems in technical industrial application areas, such as smart energy systems. This thesis will later focus on facilitating the usage of ML for energy load and generation forecasting [12][179][43][1][38][178][170]. Text classification [62] is a further example of an application of ML which can be used to classify documents according to more than one category such as sport, medicine, and health care, to name a few. Moreover, the extraordinary increase in the size of multimedia data led to an increasing interest in applying ML as a potential way to provide the opportunity to index, restore as well as to browse such data via keywords semantically [174][119][160]. The field of bioinformatics represents another important application area of ML [80][147] where proteins and genes are studied and classified according to their functional classes. In chemical analysis [67], the major advancements in the pharmaceutical industry combined with new achievements in ML algorithms and learning strategies pave the road for discovering and developing multiple-action drugs. By using ML, it becomes possible to discover the drugs that have the ability to achieve several therapeutic goals simultaneously.

2.1.1. Machine Learning Scenarios

On top level, four different learning scenarios can be distinguished in the field of machine learning, namely supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, and reinforcement machine learning scenarios. Those can be further divided into sub-types. The main distinction between the mentioned scenarios depends on how the ML system knows and therefore the ML model learns that a certain solution defines a correct answer to the problem for a given set of input variables.

**Supervised Machine Learning:** In this scenario, the learning data (i.e. well known sets of input variable values) are labeled with significant information called labels [7][150][107]. The learning dataset is then split into two parts. The training dataset and the test dataset. The training dataset is then used to learn the existing mapping between input values (predictors) and labels. For evaluation, if the trained model performs a good approximation of this mapping, the test dataset will be used to predict the output values (and therefore the label values of test data sets) of each test dataset. Then the prediction will be compared with the labels, and an error for the deviation will be calculated (see later). The error
will then be used to decide how to proceed with the learning. Both predictors and their corresponding outputs could be nominal or numeric depending on the source of data. In the supervised learning settings, we can think of a teacher which provides extra information i.e., labels to the examples in the training dataset to e.g. give hints on how to predict such information for the unlabeled examples in the testing dataset.

In the supervised learning scenario, the learning process involves finding the optimal mathematical mapping between the input predictors and output labels. In practice, often two well-known types of problems, namely classification and regression problems are solved using supervised machine learning [135]. In classification, the output are discrete values (i.e. class names of a classification system) whereas in regression, the output values are continuous numbers (e.g. from a subset of the real numbers for instance). A common classification problem is e.g. classifying whether an email is spam or not. In contrast, regression can be used for the prediction of the prices of houses in certain areas of a town, or for the prediction of the power generation of renewable energy sources.

When using supervised algorithms, the objective is to train models which generalize well on input data. However, depending on the actual problem setting, model generalization is often very difficult to achieve and related to it is the concept of the bias-variance tradeoff [22][181], where models have either high bias and low variance or low bias and high variance, and both characteristics cannot be optimised at the same time. Simple ML models tend to have high bias and low variance in contrast to the real world problems they should approximate, and therefore they are often unable to capture the complex underlying patterns of data. The result of this is called underfitting [56][189], where the model performs poorly on the training data and is not able to generalise to new data. On the other hand, overfitting [130][183] is when a model learns too many parameters and gets too complex, resulting in a high variance but decreased bias. Overfitting is a common problem in supervised learning, especially when the samples are few and the feature dimensionality is high. Therefore, it is crucial that the number of data instances is higher than the independent parameters to lessen the likelihood of overfitting.

Unsupervised Machine Learning: In contrast to the aforementioned scenario, in which the examples are explicitly labeled, the examples here are unlabeled. There is no information in the training set except the features (input variable values) without the corresponding output [71][28]. In this context, the unsupervised machine learning process e.g. can try to discover the similar characteristics between groups of input data and/or a significant structure in data, for example, by grouping them into different meaningful clusters as seen in Figure 2.1. Some important application examples in the context of unsupervised machine learning scenario are:

- The k-means algorithm for clustering tasks [4][44].
- The Apriori algorithm for association rule learning tasks [90][13]. This algorithm is mainly used in recommendation systems aiming at discovering the behavior of customers and presenting the appropriate products to them consequently.
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Figure 2.1: Prediction of future energy demand and renewable energy generation.

Figure 2.1 shows the main differences between supervised and unsupervised learning scenarios. The unsupervised learning scenario (shown in the right picture) aims at discovering the structure of data in the context of exploratory analysis. Clustering is an example of unsupervised learning in which the data points are grouped together into different clusters based on their characteristics. The supervised learning scenario (see left picture) aims at classifying the data points in different classes based on some classification criteria. To achieve that, the learning algorithm learns the relationships between input data points and the output classes. In this learning process, each data point is mapped to its corresponding class to formulate the final classification distribution of points.

**Semi-supervised Machine Learning:** It can be seen as a mixed form of the two aforementioned learning scenarios, whereby only a part of the data is labeled with some supervision information i.e., labels \([162][180][17]\). Consequently, a semi-supervised machine learning scenario is often easier to instrument than the supervised one because labeling all data sets can be very difficult and time consuming. It is often difficult to get labeled data because the annotation of data by humans is expensive and needs expert knowledge.

**Reinforcement Machine Learning:** In this learning scenario, the interaction with the environment plays a crucial role to build the model \([5]\). Reinforcement machine learning scenario aims at maximizing the rewards by involving an online performance evaluation in the learning process. In such a learning process, the model will react to the evaluation feedbacks aiming at increasing the rewards and achieving the best performance. Reinforcement machine learning has become more important in recent years, as it produces the best solutions in a lot of world wide used applications, for instance helicopter flying \([176]\), resource-constrained scheduling \([49]\), robot control systems \([59]\) and playing backgammon \([111]\).

2.1.2. Performance Evaluation

While performing machine learning tasks, the predictive performance of the model has to be somehow measured. This is done by defining an adequate error function for the given problem setting. Because this thesis discusses the forecasting of time series datasets an
adequate error function for the problem “forecasting of time series data sets” has to be defined.

In this section, the commonly used forecast error measurements are introduced and discussed. When comparing different forecasting models for forecasting a time series dataset, the predictive performance of those models needs to be compared and the lowest forecast error is always preferred. To achieve such a comparison, an error metric is required. These metrics measure the error in the model by comparing the actual values with the predicted values. The difference between different metrics lies in the way of computing those errors [32][72]. In the following, \( \hat{x} \) represents the predicted value, \( X \) represents the real value, and \( N \) is the number of samples in testing set.

**Mean Absolute Error (MAE):** The MAE as defined by Equation (2.1) is normally used to identify the average error. This value is more likely used as metric when the errors are uniformly distributed over all forecasted values.

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{h=1}^{N} |X_h - \hat{x}_h|
\]

**Root mean square error (RMSE):** The RMSE as defined by Equation (2.2) is used to evaluate in average the performance of a certain model [32]. The sensibility to outliers in the data is considered as a concern when using RMSE. Moreover, it gives more weight to large error since it squares it. However, it has an advantage over the MAE metric because it doesn’t compute the absolute error and is very suitable when the errors have normal distribution.

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{MSE} \quad (2.2)
\]

\[
MSE = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{J} (X_j - \hat{X}_j)^2}{J} \quad (2.3)
\]

where: \( X_j \) is an observation and \( \hat{X}_j \) is the corresponding predicted value.

According to Equation (2.3), the MSE is calculated as the sum of the squared forecasting errors divided by the number of the observed values.

**Mean Percentage Error (MPE):** The MPE as defined by Equation (2.4) gives us the ability to decide whether the predictive model estimates values lower than the true values or higher them. If the sign of MPE is negative, then the model predicts values lower than the true values i.e., it “under-predicts”. Nevertheless, if the sign is positive, then the model estimates values below the true values i.e., it “over-predicts”.

\[
MPE = \frac{100}{N} \sum_{h=1}^{N} \frac{X_h - \hat{x}_h}{X_h} \quad (2.4)
\]
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Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): The MAPE as defined by Equation (2.5) evaluates the performance of a forecasting model by calculating the mean absolute percentage error. This makes it more interpretable to any one even without a previous knowledge about the modeling problem.

\[
MAPE = 100 \frac{1}{N} \sum_{h=1}^{N} \left| \frac{X_h - \hat{x}_h}{X_h} \right|
\]  

(2.5)

MAPE as well as MPE are not suitable when there are zero values or even very small values in the ground truth since they are calculated by dividing the difference between predicted value and actual value over the actual value. Hence, large values and undefined values in certain situations, namely by dividing over zero can be obtained. Therefore, we use Mean Error Relative (MER) as an alternative metric.

2.2. Big Data Software Environments

Driven by the rapid growth of Big Data in scientific and industrial domains, efficient handling of large amounts of data has become an important research topic [133][108][35]. Big Data is often characterized by three properties, namely volume, variety and velocity as seen in Figure 2.2. Handling data showing all these properties together will make the process of managing, revealing and gaining insight, knowledge and information from the data more complex and a challenging task. Typically, larger scale computing clusters are needed for handling Big Data, because the data couldn’t be stored on a single storage system or be analyzed on a single computer.

The large amount of high dimensional data leads to the problems of high computational costs and instability in the performance of the learning algorithms. Moreover, gathering such data from multiple data sources using different techniques leads to the challenges of heterogeneity in data. To overcome these challenges, the need for software solutions for data processing and analysis which make optimal use of high speed networking, large capacity storage and scalable distributed/parallel processing increased dramatically. Such software solutions and frameworks are typically called Big Data frameworks.

One of the best known open-source frameworks is Apache Hadoop which supports big data processing and storage in a distributed computing environment [149]. It encompasses various components including a distributed file system, the data processing tool MapReduce and a cluster resource manager. Besides enabling the reliable storage of extensive files in a cluster, the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) provides fault tolerance by splitting the files into blocks and replicating these blocks multiple times over the cluster. It provides fault tolerance by splitting the files into blocks and replicating these blocks multiple times over the cluster.

Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of HDFS which consists of a Name Node and multiple Data Nodes. The name node coordinates the operations of the underlying file system (e.g.
opening and closing files, etc.) and manages metadata maps which provide the knowledge on which piece of a file can be found on which Data Nodes. On the other hand, the data nodes store the file blocks and serve the read as well write requests. For reliability, also the Name Node functionality can be set up redundantly.

Hadoop MapReduce [40] is one Big Data processing framework which allows parallel processing of data according to the well known Map-Reduce data processing method. This method processes data using two separate steps, i.e. a first “Map” step responsible for
transforming data into key/value pairs and then a second step Reduce, which accepts the output from the Map task as input, and aggregates the data from the map somehow to produce the final output of the Map-Reduce operations.

Figure 2.4.: YARN architecture [80].

One of the state-of-the-art technologies in resource management is Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) [167]. It is based on the idea of decoupling the application and the required computational resources e.g. CPUs, RAM, etc. Figure 2.4 illustrates YARN’s architecture which is mainly composed of a Resource Manager (RM), multiple Node Managers (NM) and an Application Master (AM) for each program. When an application is submitted to the RM, the RM allocates a container accommodating the required resources for the application and contacts the related NM to launch this container. The container then executes the Application Master (AM) which coordinates the application scheduling and task execution and sends resource requests to the RM.

Another Big Data Analytics framework is Apache Spark [134], which also supports the Map-Reduce processing method but in general provides a more generic and more performant parallel processing framework which also comes with a library of ready to use ML models already implemented. The Map-Reduce implementation container in Spark is several factors quicker than the original implementation in the MapReduce framework and also more reliable.

2.3. Microservices

Developing web applications using a monolithic architecture where the database, the server and the client code are maintained in a single codebase have drawbacks if the application gets more complex in terms of maintainability and their ability for adding new functionality quickly and easily. If the application can only be deployed as a whole, it is also limited in terms of scalability. With the upcoming of cloud technologies, more and more companies like Amazon, Netflix and Zalando have shifted from a monolithic architecture
to a newer more scalable and maintenance friendly architecture called microservices architecture \cite{2}\cite{18}\cite{39}. In this section, the basic background required to understand the advantages of a microservice architecture is provided. For the sake of simplicity, the term service in this thesis refers to microservice.

\subsection*{2.3.1. Characteristics}

The main idea behind microservices is that the whole application is decomposed into multiple smaller services or runtime artefacts where each of them can be deployed and run as an operating system process independently from the others. The decomposition of the functionalities into services (runtime artefacts) are done according to the application’s business functionalities. Each service follows the Single Responsibility Principle (SRP) and implements only a certain business functionality \cite{88}. By following the SRP, the services become highly cohesive and decoupled, leading to an easier code maintainability. In contrast to that, the monolithic applications lack hard boundaries and, with added functionality, tend to become complex and tightly coupled which in turns leads to difficulties when changes are made since they often span multiple components.

Another advantage of microservices is that they do not require the redeployment of the whole application when implementing new features or fixing bugs. Instead, only parts of the application including the corresponding service need to be adapted and redeployed. Furthermore, microservices of a single application are not constrained to be implemented with the same set of technologies and frameworks. This allows teams working on different microservices to use independent technology stacks resulting in different programming languages and data storage technologies suitable to the data they process.

\subsection*{2.3.2. Bounded Contexts}

It is of great importance in the design and implementation process of a microservice-based application to identify the scope of each microservice in the application. To find the cohesive and loosely coupled boundaries in a system, a pattern called bounded context which originated in Domain-Driven Design (DDD) is often utilized as a guideline \cite{95}. Before describing the bounded context, the terms domain, domain model and subdomain which are integral parts of DDD, first need to be introduced. The domain can be defined as a sphere of knowledge, influence or activity \cite{88}. Essentially, the domain is the problem space that the system addresses. The domain model is used to depict the key elements of a domain. This is done by establishing a ubiquitous language, an important communication tool between developers and domain experts containing a fundamental knowledge about the domain.

To facilitate the modeling of complex applications, the domain is usually decomposed into subdomains. Each one of them is responsible for a separate business capability. These subdomains are then mapped, preferably one-to-one, to bounded contexts which describe the solution space of the system \cite{120}. The main idea behind defining a bounded context is
to form the explicit boundaries of a domain model, delimiting its applicability to a specific context which helps team members to have a shared understanding of what needs to be consistent and how it relates to other contexts.

Although the bounded context is a favored approach to design a microservices architecture, the scopes of the services are often affected by the boundaries of an organization. This effect is called Conway’s law which states that organizations which design systems are constrained to produce designs which are copies of the communication structures of these organizations”.

2.3.3. Communication Types

Driven by the nature of a microservices architecture in which the services are isolated from each other and distributed over a network, the communication with and between microservices are becoming the most relevant gluing part to assemble the set of microservices into a full application. Therefore, it is often said that microservices should have smart endpoints and dumb pipes, meaning that the smart logic should be inside of the services and only lightweight mechanisms and standards should be used for their communication [41].

Communication styles are usually divided into request/response and event-based techniques [95]:

- Request/response: in this technique, two services can directly communicate with each other, where one service initiates a request to another and in return expects a response.

- Message-based: Using message-based communication, a communication partner creates a message which is then sent to a Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) which forwards the message asynchronously to one or more receivers. Receivers typically register themselves in a MOM for receiving messages from certain types of message queues.

- Event-based: this is a special form of message-based communication where the sent message corresponds to events, where one service or producer communicates an event as a message to a MOM and all services that have subscribed to the event type as message type will receive the message.

Typically request/response based communication will be instrumented by a microservice application for directly invoking a certain business functionality provided by a service, e.g. a user interface uses the business capability of a certain background service. It can also be used when one service has to use the business functionality provided by another service. For implementing such request/response interfaces, nowadays often REST-based communication interfaces are used which are very “lightweight”. Asynchronous event-based communication is often used in a microservice architecture to synchronize state or more generic data between several microservices. The event-based MOM framework therefore
often also implements coordination algorithms for performing necessary coordination between the distributed instances of the microservices.

### 2.3.4. REpresentational State Transfer (REST)

To implement the request/response communication style, microservices follow the REST (REpresentational State Transfer) principles, a protocol-agnostic architectural style that commonly uses HTTP as a communication protocol. The term REST was first coined by Fielding et al. in [46] and is made up of the following 6 constraints.

1. **Client-server:** to improve the portability of the client i.e. user interface and scalability of the server entities, the client and server should be separated. This constraint enables the independent involvement of both.

2. **Stateless:** this constraint affects the communication between the client and server and declares that it should be stateless, meaning that the client requests to the server must contain all necessary information.

3. **Cache:** improving the network efficiency by requiring data within a response to be labeled as cacheable or non-cacheable.

4. **Uniform interface:** this constraint emphasizes the importance of a uniform interface between components. To obtain it, a variety of interface constraints are defined e.g. identification of resources, manipulation of resources through representations, self-descriptive messages and hypermedia as the engine of application state.

5. **Layered system:** to reduce the complexity of an overall system, hierarchical layers should be implemented which constrict the components’ behavior.

6. **Code-on-demand:** this is an optional constraint that allows client functionality to be extended by downloading and executing code in form of applets or scripts.

As already said, REST-based communication interfaces (also called REST-APIs), will be typically implemented using web technology and therefore HTTP(s) as request/response protocol. URL patterns together with HTTP header fields and optionally a HTTP payload define a request to a web server hosting the service which typically returns a HTTP response consisting of a status code, HTTP header fields and a payload in an adequate Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) format [136]. The payload of a response or a request has often a machine and human readable structure which is often technically implemented by using an application specific JSON or XML format. The usage of such a communication interface requires only a small framework for performing HTTP calls and creating, interpreting and manipulating JSON and/or XML, and is therefore very lightweight. Such REST frameworks exist for all common generic computer languages and REST API’s are typically designed so that they are completely independent from the underlying operating system and hardware environment. This makes REST services accessible from any platform with any language and this makes REST services ubiquitous.
2. Theoretical Background

2.4. Time Series Datasets

A time series is defined as a sequence of values (univariate) or data tuples (multivariate) which is indexed and ordered by points in time (often described by a timestamp), which typically correspond to observations (measurements) made at that point in time. Time series are used for a wide range of application scenarios, such as energy, weather and finance. In this thesis different time series datasets are used to evaluate the proposed meta learning concepts for the ML use case “forecasting of time series” and obtain the desired results. Therefore, several sets of time series data will be used which will be described in the following subsection.

2.4.1. ENerGO+

The ENerGO+ software system was set up at the KIT Campus North, the former Karlsruhe Research Center and now a Helmholtz research center, as central measuring system which records the consumption of Energy by the KIT institutes at Campus North. The datasets collected in this system contain time series for the energy consumption of building parts or technical plants for electricity, gas, thermal energy from the district heating system and water.

All time series consumption data gathered between 01-01-2006 and 06-08-2018 available through web-based user interface ENerGO+ were extracted. About 70 GB of raw data used in this thesis for evaluation was provided in CSV format which contains a variety of different measurements. For providing a interpretation context for each dataset, a metadata file was provided with additional information about each measuring station and the type of consumption data contained in the time series:

- Stdid: unique identifier of measurement time series.
- Anlage: identifier of the building the measuring station is located in.
- Teilanlage: sub-division of the building or a single technical plant.
- Medium: Indicates what is measured. For example electricity, gas or water.
- Erfassungsart: Type of acquisition: manual or auto.
- Bm_zw_ausgang einheit: Unit of measured medium. For example kWh for electricity or m3 for water flow

For the evaluations in this thesis, only electricity consumption is of interest, so all other measurements were discarded. Because equidistant measurements are easier to handle for forecasting, only electricity meters with equidistant auto-acquisition of data were considered. Each electricity meter at the Campus is configured to provide energy consumption data every 15 minutes. From the 2125 time series all but 761 were discarded in this pre-selection phase. To further exclude unusable time series, a deeper analysis of the actual data was required. We decided to not use time series data with a time span of less
than one year, which also lead to a few discarded short time series. Some time series also contained large gaps (maybe, because some meters were defect over a longer period in time) which is also problematic. This led to the decision to discard all time series with gaps greater than two weeks. Additionally, we decided to only use time series with less than 2% of the data missing, therefore a few more time series had to be discarded as the pre-processing of the data progressed. Finally, to enhance the quality of the data even further - depending on the evaluation use case - several automatic quality enhancement procedures e.g. interpolation missing data points were performed prior to the evaluation. 200 time series datasets are resulting from these filtering steps. Further details about these will be provided later in this work in the corresponding evaluation chapters.

2.4.2. Ausgrid Solar Home Electricity Data

A further dataset used for some evaluations was the Ausgrid Solar Home Electricity Data Set. This time series dataset provided by the state-owned Australian energy provider Ausgrid. It offers time series observations for 300 solar customers with installed PV systems. All time series extracted from this dataset with time samples n= 1, …, N have a temporal resolution of 30 minutes and contain measurements from 01-06-2010 to 30-07-2013.

For each customer three readings categories were recorded at half-hourly intervals:

- GC: General Consumption.
- CL: Controlled Load Consumption.
- GG: Gross Generation.

Additionally, for every customer the generator capacity of the installed solar systems was recorded in Kilowatt Peak (kWp). In this work we used only GG.

2.4.3. Weather Time Series Dataset

For the evaluation scenarios using the generation data from the Ausgrid Solar Home Electricity dataset, also corresponding weather data was important. A corresponding time series weather dataset is provided by the Bureau of Meteorology of the Australian Government. The measurements were carried out at a weather station in the city of Sydney, which lies in the same area where the houses for capturing the time series dataset explained in 2.4.2 were located. The weather dataset contains observations for the same time frame as the power generation time series dataset from section 2.4.2. Namely, day-to-day observations for evapotranspiration, maximum and minimum relative humidity, maximum and minimum temperature, precipitation and solar radiation are provided.

---

3. Related Work

A variety of learning algorithms, methods and approaches are already offered for applying ML models to different use cases whereby the selection and adaptation of a good performing model is still a complex, long lasting and error prone process [166]. To simplify the usage of ML, the ML community therefore also developed powerful techniques, frameworks and tools to make the usage of ML more accessible to end users. In this chapter, several research projects with the main goal of supporting users in performing ML tasks in Big Data environments are presented. Section 3.1 summarizes a group of research projects for facilitating and managing ML tasks. These projects are mainly categorized into data analysis and ML workflow management frameworks. Section 3.2 covers another group of research projects using meta learning to help the user in finding an adequate model for a given ML task. This section introduces projects focusing on the type of meta features, algorithms instrumented as meta learners and methodologies used to achieve the main goal of automated model selection. In Section 3.3, state-of-the-art research projects existing in the literature for the purpose of generating new time series datasets to augment the set of training data are introduced.

3.1. Machine learning software and tools

The process of selecting, configuring and training a good performing ML model for a given use case is still characterized by an iterative trial-and-error procedure where in each iteration, the ML user discovers new essential insights into the effectiveness of certain configuration settings on the model and thereby influencing future experiments. To aid users to go in the right direction, many frameworks are developed which help users by providing ML frameworks with already given configurable model implementations, or tools for organizing and analyzing this trial-and-error approach. Such frameworks can be categorized into data analytic and ML workflow management as well as visualization frameworks.

3.1.1. Data analytic framework

Frameworks like Apache Spark [187] which is a data analytic framework containing a good library for more traditional ML algorithms, or TensorFlow [110] which is dedicated to deep learning, are low level frameworks that help data scientists in programming ML algorithms which could then be executed on a local computer or even for better performance on a
computing cluster. Such frameworks typically don’t provide easy-to-use user interfaces for non-experts by themselves but there are additional (Open Source) tools (e.g. Jupiter Notebook [73]) which provide lean web user interfaces to such frameworks for hiding the details of the background cluster runtime environment from the user. Typically, these interfaces are aimed towards more experienced data scientists and less towards non-expert users who just want to apply ML algorithms.

Contrary to the tools aimed for the experienced ML programmers, there are nice User Interface (UI)-based tools targeted to non-expert users with little to no programming experience at all. Johanson et al. in [60] developed OceanTEA, a framework to analyze time series datasets in a climate context. OceanTEA leverages web technology such as microservices and a nice web UI to interactively visualize and analyze time series datasets. It is a cloud-based software platform, consisting of a microservice back-end and a web UI, similar to the framework implemented in this thesis. Both components communicate with each other through an API gateway utilizing REST communication and each microservice is deployed independently using container automation through a Docker. OceanTEA provides four main UI interfaces for the exploration and analysis of oceanographic times series data including functionalities of time series data management, data exploration, spatial analysis and temporal pattern discovery.

Another project focused on the acceleration of research in energy data management and analysis is WattDepot presented by Brewer and Johnson in [26]. This software platform is also open source and internet-based. It supports the collection, storage, analysis and visualization of data coming from energy meters. The architecture encompasses three types of services, namely sensors, servers and clients. The sensors collect the data from different energy meters and send it to the services which store the incoming data by utilizing the provided RESTful APIs. Since the services are not coupled to a specific database, flexible data storage options are provided. For analysis and visualization, the clients request the data from the services in the format XML, JSON or CSV. The applications of WattDepot include a web application for a dorm energy competition and a power grid simulation mechanism.

However, both WattDepot and OceanTEA typically provide hard-coded dedicated ML based analysis features which are specifically tuned towards specific application use cases and therefore e.g. other ML tasks such as forecasting which is needed in the energy application field are not included in them.

Shrestha et al. in [148] developed a user-friendly web application to analyze health and education datasets. This tool also includes ML algorithms for the forecasting of time series data. The application also has a nice and easy-to-use user interface that was developed using human-computer interaction design guidelines and principles and targeted at novice and intermediate users. The technologies used were Java, the Play framework and Bootstrap. But only linear regression, logistic regression and back propagation were utilized to perform forecasting on the input datasets. However, this framework is also not able to solve more complex ML tasks by using Big Data analysis frameworks executable on cluster computing environments, and it can only be used as standalone application on a desktop computer.
3.1. Machine learning software and tools

Apache PredictionIO [33] is an open source ML framework for developers. Besides supporting the deployment of ML algorithms, Apache PredictionIO allows expert users to train and test ML models and query results via RESTful APIs. It is built on top of state-of-the-art scalable open source Big Data frameworks, e.g. Hadoop, HBase, Elasticsearch and Apache Spark. The drawback here is the non-existence of an easy to use UI layer to facilitate performing ML tasks by non-programmers.

With the increasing interest in ML, a new market called ML as a Service (MLaaS) is existing, whereby ML functionalities like training and deploying ML models are typically provided through web services. Ribeiro et al. [124] introduced a scalable and flexible open-source MLaaS architecture, including a graphical user interface (GUI), for building multiple predictive models from various data sources simultaneously. It is based on a service component architecture and is implemented using Node.js and JSON. The architecture was evaluated by implementing three algorithms; Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Regression (SVR), and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN). The resulting models were compared based on their accuracy using mean absolute errors and mean squared error as well as their computing performance, which the GUI visualizes in addition to their predictions. Another leading cloud-based MLaaS platforms is google cloud machine learning engine. This platform simplify the usage of ML by abstracting away the many challenges related to ML including making the infrastructure more affordable and scalable [182]. The distinguishing factor compared to the framework developed in this thesis is that these MLaaS platforms at least until now do not provide an integrated model management, and therefore the possibility to store and retrieve ML models for future usage.

3.1.2. ML workflow management and visualization frameworks

Model and data versioning is also an important area of research that has produced systems to manage the process of building ML models. The process of building a satisfactory ML model by a data scientist is characterized as an iterative trial-and-error procedure, where in each iteration the user reveals essential insights into the effectiveness of algorithm configurations. Since the models may become numerous, it is important to keep track of the relevant information so that the model’s performance with different configurations can easily be tracked and analyzed. This leads to the need of an efficient model management which encompasses the storage and retrieval of the models and related metadata (e.g. hyperparameters, evaluation performance, etc.) in order to analyze them collectively [166].

Multiple recent research projects have been introduced addressing model management as a part of the ML workflow. Vartak et al. in [166] introduced ModelDB, a system for tracking and versioning ML models in the form of pipelines. The authors argued that data scientists are reluctant in using other environments than their favored ones, especially those with a GUI and therefore they provide native client libraries for scikit-learn and Spark MLlib which can be used to track and store models and related metadata. The framework consists of a front-end and a back-end encompassing a relational database and custom storage engine. The front-end is implemented as a web UI and supports the review,
inspection and comparison of the tracked and indexed models and pipelines through a tableau-based interface. In addition, the information can be explored and analyzed using SQL. The limitations here are that ModelDB is developed as a monolithic application making it difficult to be maintained and further developed. Moreover, ModelDB do not provide the ability to handle problems in the context of Big Data.

Vartak et al. [165] introduced another system to analyze ML models built with scikit-learn and Tensorflow called Mistique (Model Intermediate STore and QUery Engine). It captures, stores, and provides the ability to query model intermediates like the input data. Mistique is implemented in Python and consists of three main elements, being a PipelineExecutor, a DataStore, and a ChunkReader. It utilizes a column-based schema for its DataStore which consists of an in-memory store and a persistent store. Also, a so-called MetadataDB exists which is a central repository for the metadata of the pipelines and intermediates. The authors focused on efficient storage and proposed two optimization strategies for ML pipelines. First, columns that are found to be similar or identical are compressed. Secondly, a query cost model and a storage model were implemented to determine if a model should be rerun or the intermediate read and if an intermediate should be stored. Finally, the authors assessed the storage gains and speedup for ML pipelines and deep neural networks. Furthermore, the cost models were evaluated and found to be effective. Also the overhead of utilizing the framework was estimated by comparing the runtime performance of different pipelines.

Schelter et al. [137] introduced a system for auditing the ML workflows of more general model types (e.g. neural networks), including the support for dataset schema management. The system consists of a back-end running serverless on AWS and offers REST APIs for communication, but unlike [165] it does not include a web UI. The metadata is stored in a document database and the system is integrated with scikit-learn, Spark MLlib and MXNet. For decoupling purposes, the authors chose a declarative approach where artefacts of the workflow are described by metadata and not via compiled code. Additionally, they guaranteed consistency by applying the immutability principle meaning that items are only recorded once.

To manage ML models and their lifecycle, MLflow is introduced in [185]. Expert users can develop and track ML experiments as well as share and deploy ML models. MLflow is developed as an open source software system addressing typical problems of ML workflow management, particularly experimentation, reproducibility and deployment. MLflow supports programming of models with Python, Java and R, and provides REST APIs encompassing three main elements. The first one, MLflow Tracking, offers APIs for logging experiments and supports querying the results through APIs as well as visualizing them with a web UI. The second component, MLflow Projects, can be used to create reusable software environments for reproducibility and is configured through YAML files. The last item, MLflow Models, provides the functionality to package ML models in a generic format and deploy them. Those models incorporate similarly to MLflow Projects a YAML file which contains the metadata of the model.

To address the issue of model deployment, a variety of frameworks and tools are developed. Tensorflow serving [106] provides a flexible and powerful system for serving tensorflow
3.2. Meta learning for energy time series model selection

To select ML models following the well-known trial-and-error approach, the relevant configurations of different learning algorithms are changed and tested until a model with good performance is found. Consequently and due to the large number of available ML algorithms and their relevant hyperparameters, this process is becoming more complex and even difficult for non-expert users. To tackle this challenge, meta learning approaches have been proposed [164][70][163][171]. The main aim of meta learning is to find indicators that map datasets to the best suitable algorithm for performing a certain task (e.g. forecasting). To this end, meta learning uses a set of attributes, referred to as meta features, to capture the characteristics of the data mining task and searches for the correlation between these features and the best machine learning algorithm for performing a given task.

While several studies have investigated the use of meta learning to select the most appropriate model, the majority of them studied the selection of classification algorithms, e.g. [70][122][127][128][45][175][132][74][191][85][123], to name a few. With the growing popularity of regression, the first use of meta learning in the context of time series was by Ludmir et. al. in [118] who proposed an approach for time series model selection. Two case studies have been investigated in their work. In the first one, the authors used a single machine learning algorithm to select models for forecasting stationary time series. In the second one, the well-known NOEMON approach [63] to select time series models for the M3-competition has been used. As meta features, a set of 10 meta features including simple, statistics and time series meta features are extracted to describe time series datasets.

In [98], Wang et. al. proposed a meta learning framework for recommending the most appropriate forecasting method from 4 different candidates, namely random walk, exponential smoothing, neural networks and ARIMA. As meta features used to characterize time series datasets, serial correlation, kurtosis, strength of trend, nonlinearity, strength of seasonality, skewness, periodicity, self-similarity and chaos are extracted. A decision tree algorithm has been used as a meta learner to recommend one of the aforementioned candidates for an input time series dataset based on its characteristics.

The same group of meta features has been later used by Widodo in [172]. The difference is that the author tried to reduce the time series dimensionality by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Kück et. al. in [76] used feedforward neural networks as a meta learner to select the best time series forecasting model for 78 time series from the
NN3 competition. As algorithm candidates, single, seasonal, seasonal-trend and trend exponential smoothing were used. To characterize time series datasets, error-based features (landmarkers) and statistical tests were used as time series meta features.

To achieve the main goal of meta learning in finding the mapping between meta features and the learning algorithm, different algorithms as well as approaches have been proposed as meta learners in literature. On the one hand, some of them used statistical methods to induce meta learners [138][93]. On the other hand, neural networks, decision trees and other computational intelligence methods [118][98][168] are used as meta learners. In the cited scientific works, different categories of meta features such as simple, statistical, time series, model-based and landmarking are utilized. A good overview summarizing the state-of-the-art of meta learning approaches applied for time series forecasting can be found in [151]. However, it is noticeable that although a large number of scientific papers address the topic of meta learning, only a few are dedicated to take the advantage of it in the case of energy forecasting.

Building Energy Model Recommendation System (BEMR), a meta learning based framework to recommend the most appropriate forecasting algorithm for building energy profiles based on building characteristics, is proposed by Cui et.al. [38]. As meta features, physical features of the building combined with statistical and time series meta features extracted from the operational and energy consumption data of the building were used for constructing efficient meta examples to be used by the meta learner. While the algorithm selection is fully automatic, this approach has the disadvantage that the meta feature set uses some physical construction properties that are often not available in praxis due to privacy issues.

In the following, some meta learning approaches developed as frameworks with wizard are discussed. A parallelized, component-based, modular and easily extendable meta learning system for univariate and multivariate time series load forecasting is described in [91]. Here, Matijaš et. al. built an ensemble of euclidean distance, CART decision tree, LVQ network, MLP, AutoMLP, e-SVM and Gaussian Process (GP) algorithms to find the association between the meta features and the forecasting performance. Minimum, maximum, Standard Deviation (SD), skewness, length, periodicity, highest ACF, traversity, kurtosis, granularity, exogenous, periodicity, trend and fickleness are considered as meta features. These features were weighted with the Relief feature ranking method [153] before being utilized by the ensemble-based meta learner.

Auto-WEKA [158] is a framework for automatically selecting classifiers and hyperparameters implemented in WEKA. In the updated version Auto-WEKA 2.0 [75], the selection of the best regression algorithm is provided. To solve the Algorithm selection and hyperparameter optimization (CASH), bayesian optimization is utilized. Due to the large number of hyperparameters that can be tested while building ML models, such hyperparameters are structured as trees or as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). In the evaluation, two Sequential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO) algorithms, namely Sequential Model Based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) and Tree-structured Parzen Estimator (TPE) are used. As a baseline for the evaluation, the authors also used two algorithms which do not perform hyperparameter optimization but only algorithm selection: exhaustive evaluation
and Hoeffding race. WEKA provides 47 classification algorithms grouped into 30 base classifiers, 14 meta methods and 3 ensemble classifiers. The authors used 10 benchmark datasets obtained from the UCI repository for evaluation. Each dataset was partitioned into a 70/30 train/test random split and the hyper-parameter configurations were evaluated based on standard 10-fold cross validation. As a result, the SMAC algorithm as a Bayesian optimization method performed best.

The same principles of Auto-WEKA are used in Auto-Sklearn [45] which is a meta learning framework based on scikit-learn. To solve the Combined Algorithm Selection and Hyperparameter optimization (CASH) problem, they built on the research from Auto-WEKA and used the same Sequential Model based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) algorithm as Bayesian optimizer for hyperparameter tuning. To further improve the results and increase the accuracy and robustness of the framework, Feurer et. al proposed a meta learning approach to suggest some models which in turn are used as seed for the optimization process. In an offline phase, they collected meta features and performance data of 140 datasets from the OpenML repository, which is used to find the candidate models for new datasets. The implemented 38 meta features include simple, information theoretic and statistical features, but do not include landmarking meta features as they are too computationally expensive to calculate. Performance evaluation was done using the available 15 classification algorithms from scikit-learn.

As a benchmark evaluation, Auto-Sklearn is compared to Auto-WEKA which resulted in a significantly better performance in some cases and a comparable performance in most of the other cases. They also performed different experiments to evaluate the meta learning and ensemble-generating approach which showed that both methods lead to a better performance than vanilla Auto-Sklearn. The drawback in Auto-WEKA and Auto-Sklearn is that they are implemented as monolithic applications which limit the scalability and increase the difficulty of maintenance. Moreover, they did not provide the possibility to handle model selection for large amounts of data.

Another meta learning framework developed with the R language is SmartML [87]. It is implemented as a web application with REST APIs. SmartML can recommend a classification algorithm including hyperparameter tuning based on a total of 25 meta features. The limitation here is also that SmartML does not support the usage of Big Data ML frameworks for large scale processing on computing clusters. In contrast to the aforementioned works, the meta learning framework presented in Chapter 7 is developed as a microservice architecture runnable on a cluster computing platform to increase the scalability and facilitate maintainability. Moreover, it utilizes powerful Big Data ML frameworks to perform model selection in cluster computing environments.

To the best of our knowledge, all meta features used in meta learning for energy can be subcategorized into simple, statistical, time series and domain-based meta features. Simple meta features can be directly derived from time series datasets, e.g. the number of samples and the number of attributes. Statistical meta features capture the statistical properties of time series datasets such as cor and skewness, to name a few. Time series meta features introduce in-depth insight into the characteristics of time series datasets, such as acf_features, pacf_features, arch_stat, crossing_points, heterogeneity, hurst, max_kl_shift as
explained in [82]. Domain-based meta features, as its name implies, are derived from the domain, in which the time series readings are collected, for example, the physical characteristics of the buildings [38].

3.3. Generating new time series datasets

In this section, we cover some of the related work for generating new artificial time series datasets. Talagala et al. [156] used a model-based time series generation technique to increase the size of the original time series training dataset. Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) and Exponential Smoothing (ETS) models were trained for every time series and then a number of new time series were generated with each of these models via simulation. To visualize the characteristics of the time series and compare the distribution of the generated time series with the distribution of the original ones in the meta feature space, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is used. As a result, they found that the new simulated time series increased the diversity and evenness of the dataset in the meta feature space.

Another method for generating synthetic time series was proposed in [47]. This method is based on differently averaging a set of time series from the same predefined class. The averaged time series are then treated as new synthetic time series. The weights of the time series for the average can be varied, making it possible to create many new time series datasets. For calculating the average of a time series dataset, three different methods based on DTW Barycentric Averaging (DBA) are proposed. The three methods are called average all, average selected and average selected with distance. Each one of them distributes the weights differently. Using the average selected with distance method, they doubled the number of time series in each class for every dataset in the University of California Riverside (UCR) archive. In an evaluation study on 85 datasets, they showed that the augmentation increased the accuracy of a 1-NN DTW classifier on 56 datasets on average of 3.81%, decreased the accuracy on 22 datasets on average of -1.72% and didn’t change the accuracy on 7 datasets. Using the Wilcoxon signed rank test, they found that the increase in accuracy was statistically significant at the 0.001 level.

A genetic algorithm for generating new time series based on user-defined meta features is proposed by Reif et. al in [121]. The generation process involves the minimization of the cost function $f(x)$ where $x$ is the meta feature vector of the current time series. The genetic algorithm mutates the time series by shifting data points and recombining them by swapping fractions of them. Note that this algorithm gives the user more control over meta feature combinations than the algorithm described in [65], where only time series with meta feature vectors on a 2-dimensional Principal Component (PC) space can be targeted.

To learn the probability distribution of a real smart grid dataset and then to generate synthetic time series, a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is used in [188]. The goal is to make the newly generated time series datasets statistically in-differentiable from the
original ones. To train GAN, the authors used energy consumption and solar generation records from 93 different users. To assess the similarity between the newly generated time series datasets and the original time series, Maximum Mean Discrepancy and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) based k-means clustering as well as Short-term Load Forecasting (STLF) forecasting errors of ARIMA models are used. The proposed approach was able to learn the conditional probability distribution of input features and new samples are produced based on the learned distribution.

In [64], Kang et al. proposed GeneRAting Time Series with Diverse and Controllable Characteristics (GRATIS), a new approach to generate time series with diverse characteristics by using Gaussian Mixture Autoregressive models (MAR). This approach is able to simulate multi-seasonal time series. They showed this by simulating the half-hourly electricity demand based on an original time series. In contrast to [65], they used a genetic algorithm to tune the parameters of a MAR model so that the time series which are generated by the MAR model gets closer to the target meta feature vector, instead of changing the time series itself in a space whose dimensionality is equal to the length of the time series.

### 3.3.1. Summary

In this chapter, we gave a detailed overview of the state-of-the-art research projects related to our work. We started in Section 3.1 by briefly presenting a group of ML software tools aimed at facilitating and managing performing ML tasks. Many ML libraries (e.g. scikit-learn [113], R [157], Spark MLlib [94]) provide the ability of training ML models, but they require the user to have an understanding about the algorithm and are targeted to expert users. However, making ML more accessible to a broader group has become an active research topic, which can be explained by the increased interest in ML by non-expert users. Table 3.1 summarizes the aforementioned state-of-the-art solutions presented in Section 3.1 highlighting their properties and differentiating them from the solution presented in this thesis.

As seen in this table, none of the frameworks and tools presented in Section 3.1 perform automated model selection of ML models. Some of them support non-expert users (category 2A) presented in Table 1.1, for example OceanTea, Watt Depot and ML Flow. However, the other category of non-expert users, namely 2B, still represents a challenge that needs to be faced. Some of the frameworks also do not support or hide the high complexity related to the configurations of big data environments which is another challenge for users that needs to be faced. Retrieving ML models to be used in production for other tasks without the need to build a new model for a new task is only supported by a few existing frameworks, namely Apache PredictionIO, ModelDB, Mistique and tensorflow serving. Caching of input data has the advantage of accelerating performing ML tasks, but it is also not supported in all of the frameworks presented in Table 3.1.

The challenge of processing large amounts of data in terms of execution time and overhead is tackled by using Big Data tools and a parallel distributed environment. However, such solutions are also only existing in a few of frameworks and summarized in Section 3.1.
Table 3.1: Comparison of the data analytic and ML workflow management frameworks in related work to our framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automated Model Selection</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Processing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-expert</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2A+2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hide Big Data</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web UI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Related Work
A microservice-based architecture that has the main advantages of high scalability and
easy maintainability of software solutions is found only in OceanTea, WattDepot, Apache
PredictionIO and microsoft azure [36]. The other research projects presented in Table
3.1 are developed as monolithic solutions which make it difficult to scale and require the
redemption of the whole application when fixing bugs. While some of the discussed
frameworks are developed as data analytics ones, the others are considered more as
ML workflow management and visualization frameworks. None of them combined both
categories in one conceptual framework to introduce more functionalities to the end users
and facilitate performing ML tasks.

In this thesis, we tackle all of these challenges highlighting the novelty of our work by
developing a conceptual microservice-based meta learning framework. The distinguishing
factor of our conceptual framework lies in the fact that our framework combines all the
advantages presented in Table 3.1 in one conceptual solution:

- Model managements: the framework implemented in this thesis tracks and stores
  the ML model and captures relevant metadata automatically for the user.
- It supports distributed processing, performing big data tasks and hides the low level
  high complex configurations of big data environments for the users.
- Supporting both categories of non-expert users by introducing highly configurable
easy-to-use UI in which the user easily can manage and launch ML tasks on the
cluster and by automating the process of selecting ML models.
- Storing and retrieving ML models to be used later for further tasks.
- Caching of input data to increase the efficiency in performing ML tasks in big data
  environments.
- The framework developed in this thesis is developed to be generic and able to handle
  a variety of ML tasks. However, energy load and generation forecasting scenarios
  are considered in the evaluation as will be seen later in this thesis.
- It combines both categories of software solutions namely, data analytics and ML
  workflow management and visualization frameworks in one microservice-based
  concept. This concept has the advantage of allowing plugging in several machine
  learning and deep learning runtime environments for future enhancements.

In order to support non-expert users category 2B in selecting the most appropriate ML
model for a specific task, meta learning has been proposed to automate the process of
model selection. State-of-the-art research projects in the field of meta learning to solve
ASP are presented in Section 3.2. While some of them are proposed as concepts, the others
are developed as framework solutions to select the best ML model without following the
well-known trial-and-error approach.

Concerning meta learning concepts, a variety of meta features are extracted, namely
simple, statistical, information-theoretic and landmarking as presented in Section 3.2. In
terms of energy, for example, to solve ASP for a building, time series for building profiles
besides the physical properties of the building are used as seen in [38]. The limitation of
this approach is related to privacy that leads to the non-availability of such properties in many applications situations. However, employing statistical properties as meta features is not new. Rossi et.al. in [131] used average, variance, minimum, maximum and median as meta features to develop a meta learning based method for periodic algorithm selection in time-changing data. The distinguishing factor in our thesis is that we extend the statistical meta features introduced in [131] to include more fine-grained as well as coarse-grained statistics in addition to the arithmetic mean as meta features known as Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) (see Chapter 5).

Our new set of meta features characterize energy time series datasets without having security as well as privacy issues. Better predictive performance is acquired by DSTMF compared to the cases existing in the literature. Another advantage and distinguishing factor of DSTMF lies in the complexity of extracting such meta features, whereby DSTMF introduces a smaller extraction time as well as overhead compared to the other meta features when they are extracted for a large amount of energy time series datasets.

To the best of our knowledge and as seen in all of the research projects presented in Section 3.2, there is no application of deep learning in the context of meta learning related to energy scenarios. It is clearly seen that only the original representation of meta features is utilized to describe time series datasets. In this thesis, we use unsupervised deep learning to encode the extracted meta features which can be seen as another novelty factor of our solution distinguishing it from the ones existing in the literature. To achieve that, we leverage the advantage of autoencoders to gain a deeper insight into the characteristics of time series datasets by encoding meta features into another more efficient representation form.

Concerning meta learning frameworks, such as Auto-WEKA, Auto-Sklearn, SmartML, most of them are developed as monolithic applications to select the best model in the context of classification. None of them is dedicated to perform automated model selection in the context of regression, for example, for energy load as well as generation forecasting. Moreover, they do not support ASP in big data environments. These challenges are tackled in our solution by presenting a microservice-based meta learning framework in Chapter 8. The distinguishing factor of our framework lies in the fact that it is built on top of a big data stack allowing it to perform automated model selection for large amounts of energy time series datasets. Another advantage of our solution over the existing ones presented in Section 3.1 lies in the utilization of a microservice architecture to achieve better scalability and maintainability.

Driven by the main definition of meta learning in which a meta learning problem is considered as a multi-class classification one, the size of the training sample on which the meta learner is trained, highly affects the predictive performance of the meta learning model. To enhance the predictive performance of multi-class classification problems by increasing the size of training examples, many solutions are proposed in the literature as seen in Section 3.3. While some of them generated new time series datasets by following model-based approaches in which new time series datasets are simulated, the others used genetic approaches to generate new training examples that are efficient and statistically in-differentiable from the original ones. The limitations of such approaches lies in the
3.3. Generating new time series datasets

complexity of building the models required to generate the new time series datasets. Also, such approaches often don’t widen the diversity of the datasets because e.g. a model based approach follows a certain model which limits the diversity of the generated datasets if the model doesn’t address all possible variations which are possible in real situations.

In this thesis, we propose two new approaches to generate new energy time series datasets. The aggregation of energy time series datasets has the advantages not only in DSTMF, but also it is proposed as a new approach to generate new energy time series datasets. Weather datasets are also used in our approach to generate new time series datasets based on the conditions of weather in the area in which time series datasets are collected. Beside the simplicity in calculation, our new approaches outperform model-based ones existing in the literature whereby the meta learning classification model introduced better predictive performance compared to the case of model-based approach as will be seen in Chapter 6.
4. Enhancing the Applicability of the Trial-and-Error Approach in Big Data Environments

Over the last decade, a variety of powerful algorithms and approaches for modeling and decision making from data are provided in Machine Learning (ML). Implementing a ML model is a complex, long lasting and error prone process whereby a large number of hyperparameter configurations need to be tried to find the best ML model. With the revolution of Big Data, where a large amount of data is generated and gathered each day, various software solutions are proposed to perform ML tasks, such as Apache Spark and Hadoop. Such solutions have the disadvantages of high complexity regarding the configurations of the underlying backends. Driven by that, the ML tasks are even harder to be performed by non-expert users.

In this chapter, we present our solution for supporting non-expert users with ML knowledge but without programming skills (category 2A, see Chapter 1) in performing ML tasks in Big Data environments. We start in Section 4.1 by clarifying the problem statement including motivations, challenges we aim to face and the scientific question we need to answer in this chapter. In this section, we precisely define the target group of non-expert users that are supported in our solution. In Section 4.2.1, we present our conceptual microservice-based architecture proposed to support non-expert users in performing ML tasks in Big Data environments. After that, the main execution workflow required to understand the main functionalities of our framework is explained.

We evaluate our work in Section 4.3 from four points of view. In the first one, the effect of caching on the execution performance of our big data engine, namely Apache Spark is
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investigated. The major advantage of our framework in storing the pre-trained ML model to be used later for new tasks is evaluated in terms of time. Thereafter, the efficiency of our microservice-based framework in terms of overhead is also evaluated for different sizes of energy time series datasets. To precisely define the best practice in using our framework, we define and evaluate the required thresholds and conditions, at which it is highly recommended to use big data environments in favor of single computers for performing a given ML task. The research contributions presented in this chapter were the main topics of our papers in [141][142].

4.1. Problem Statement

Besides the advantage of ML in solving many complex business problems, there are also some downsides. It is a time-consuming process for the user to apply ML according to the well-known trial-and-error approach whereby a lot of model hyperparameters need to be configured to achieve the best performance. Such an approach is based on the idea that all possible combinations of learning algorithms with their relevant parameters are tried for each task until a good solution is found. Consequently, it wastes the resources for constructing multiple models which can take a long time especially in the context of Big Data.

In order to build an ML model, several steps including data preprocessing, splitting the data into training and test data, model training and model testing are required. Such process is more difficult in the context of Big Data where a large amount of data need to be processed. With the increasing amount of available data, various libraries and systems have been introduced to enable large-scale distributed/parallel processing. One of the best known open-source frameworks is Apache Spark [187], Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [149] and Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) [167], to name a few. Apache Spark supports Big Data processing and storage in a distributed environment. It encompasses various components including a distributed file system, the data processing tool MapReduce and a cluster resource manager. HDFS enables the reliable storage of extensive files in a cluster. It provides fault tolerance by splitting the files into blocks and replicating these blocks multiple times over the cluster. YARN is a technology that decouples the application and the required computational resources (e.g. CPUs, RAM, etc.) for processing from the resource management infrastructure of the cluster. Besides the advantages of such technologies, they do have some drawbacks for non-expert users. It will be difficult or even impossible for them to execute ML tasks in Big Data environments. This is due to the lack of experience needed to set up such tasks, and the required configurations to successfully submit and execute jobs in Big Data environments.

In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ1 presented in Section 1.2. We supported non-expert users category 2A presented in Table 1.1 in performing ML tasks in Big Data environments. We developed a new microservice-based solution helping the aforementioned non-expert users to solve ML problems in Big Data environments without caring too much about technical issues of the underlying Big Data and cluster computing
environment as a runtime platform. Our solution facilitates training, testing, managing, storing and retrieving ML models. It is provided with an easy-to-use highly configurable UI in which the model and the required hyperparameter can be set.

To evaluate our concept, the short-term (hourly) power generation forecasting scenario is taken into consideration. In the following sections, the conceptual architecture of the proposed framework, the execution workflow, evaluation and the experimental results are explained in detail.

### 4.2. Proposed Solution

In this section, we present our conceptual microservice-based architecture proposed to answer the aforementioned research question RQ1. To this end, we clarify in detail the layers, the microservices and the communication between them to achieve the main goal of our framework. For better understanding of the functionalities of the different layers involved in our microservice-based framework, the general execution workflow is presented and explained in detail in Section 4.2.2.

#### 4.2.1. Conceptual Microservice-Based Architecture

Figure 4.1 illustrates the conceptual architecture of the presented framework. As seen in this figure, the architecture consists of three main layers, namely the UI layer, service layer and persistence and processing layer. The UI is split into separate sub-parts (e.g. separate web applications) providing dedicated functionalities for data and model management, model training and cluster management which are wrapped into one logical web application forming the UI of the application. Two microservices are incorporated together to perform the service layer. Each service is a small and self-contained application that can be deployed independently e.g. on the runtime cluster with a single responsibility. While one service is responsible for data and model management, where models can be seen as special data objects, the other service focuses on the management of running ML jobs e.g. for training and testing.

To allow web applications in the UI layer to interact with the runtime environment, the services provide RESTful APIs. The persistence and processing layer provides the basic model and data storage capabilities according to the underlying runtime computer infrastructure. Moreover it provides generic interfaces for running and managing ML jobs on this infrastructure independent of the used low level ML framework.

#### 4.2.1.1. User Interface (UI) Layer

As seen in the architecture presented in Figure 4.1, the User Interface (UI) layer consists of separate web applications providing the dedicated functionalities of the framework.
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Figure 4.1.: Basic architecture of the proposed microservice-based framework [141][142].

These applications interact with the service layer via RESTful APIs and are wrapped into a container application which provides navigation between the views to form the complete UI. To make the user experience of the UI as pleasant as possible, the famous 10 Usability Heuristics for UI Design by Nielsen [102][103][57] are applied while conceptualizing and implementing the UI. Multiple technologies including HTML5, CSS and React are utilized to implement the UI. React [152], the JavaScript (JS) library from facebook, is chosen because it simplifies the development of complex user interfaces. Its good performance can be attributed to its use of a virtual Document Object Model (DOM) which is a copy of the HTML DOM and enables efficient rendering updates of the otherwise slow HTML DOM. React is based on declarative programming and the concept of encapsulating and reusing of components. Such components are implemented through a specific syntax called JavaScript Syntax Extension (JSX) which is a combination of HTML and JS code.

In this UI, Node Package Manager (NPM) is used to simplify the configuration of the build tools and the setup of React application. For better data management and to organize the side effects related to asynchronous RESTful API calls, Redux and redux-saga are used [21]. To distinguish different functions and to provide good navigability on the website, React Router is utilized. For implementing a responsive and nice web design, the popular framework React Bootstrap [154] which provides easy to use pre-styled components is utilized.

A recent trend in web development has been to develop web UIs as Single Page Applications (SPAs) [96]. Essentially, SPAs are front-end applications that consist of a single HTML document that can be dynamically updated through JavaScript (JS). This makes it possible to refresh only particular regions of the screen instead of reloading the whole page when changes take place. This is especially convenient in interactive web pages, since these applications can respond much faster to user input and therefore provide better user...
experience. Additionally, the number of requests between the SPAs and services is often dramatically decreased, since much of the logic can be implemented in the front-end. For these reasons, the web UI is implemented as an SPA communicating with the service tier through HTTP requests using the RESTful APIs. In the current version of the concept, the UI contains separate web applications for “data management”, “model management”, “execution of jobs” (e.g. for training and testing) and “cluster management”. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show some web page views related to these applications. In following, the main UIs in the UI layer are presented in more detail.

**Data Management UI:** It is responsible for uploading, managing and configuring data sources which provide data to ML jobs. To understand the different characteristics and properties of input datasets, an interactive visualization and statistical analysis can be performed in this UI. For example, in the case of time series datasets, the user has the ability to zoom in/out and select a part of the chart for more detailed view. This allows the user to discover trends and outliers in the selected part of the time series dataset. Additionally, when the user hovers over a specific point in the chart, the related information will appear in a small box, for example the value of the power generation at this point. The interactive visualization of statistics and performance data in our framework is implemented using the HighChart JavaScript library [42].

**Job Execution UI:** As mentioned before, the main goal of our microservice-based framework is to support non-expert users in performing ML tasks in Big Data environments. To this end, this UI provides functionalities for executing a job for training and testing a ML model. An example for ML job can be the building of a model for load forecasting. To ease the usage for non-experts category 2A presented in Table 1.1, the UI provides a wizard interface which guides the user through the process of choosing a dataset, a type of analysis to be performed on the dataset, an adequate ML model (e.g. model, either pre-trained or untrained) for performing the wanted type of analysis and afterwards for tuning the execution parameters of the model based on an already existing parameter set.

One of the main advantages of the proposed framework is to be very generic. I.e., in the step of selecting a given type of analysis to be performed on a dataset, the user should be able to select many different types of ML based analysis. But what kind of ML analysis methods and algorithms will be available is directly dependent on what kind of low level ML frameworks will be integrated on the persistence and processing layer. Because in the present work only Apache Spark is integrated as a low level ML framework and Apache Spark’s standard ML library mainly provides algorithms for classification, clustering and regression, our framework currently only provides these three categories for choosing an analysis category as shown in Figure 4.2a.

After choosing one of these categories, the user is navigated to the datasets tab view in order to select an already uploaded dataset or data source, or directly upload one to perform the ML task. Thereafter, the wizard navigates to the next wizard screen shown in Figure 4.2b. This figure shows that a ML framework can provide a variety of ML algorithms for performing a certain analysis category to cover a wide range of ML application scenarios. I.e., it can be seen in Figure 4.2b that Apache Spark provides several
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Figure 4.2.: User Interface (UI).

algorithms for “regression analysis”, e.g. “linear regression”, “decision tree regression” and
4.2. Proposed Solution

(a) Model Management UI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Created</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Test Performance</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.04.2019 08:52</td>
<td>linear_regression_model_1</td>
<td>LR model for time series data forecasting.</td>
<td>MeanAbsoluteError: 43.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MeanSquaredError: 3078.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RootMeanSquaredError: 55.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.04.2019 08:53</td>
<td>decision_tree_regression_model_1</td>
<td>DT model for time series data forecasting.</td>
<td>MeanAbsoluteError: 11.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MeanSquaredError: 3078.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RootMeanSquaredError: 55.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16.04.2019 09:12</td>
<td>random_forest_tree_regression_model_1</td>
<td>RF model for time series data forecasting.</td>
<td>MeanAbsoluteError: 11.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MeanSquaredError: 3078.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RootMeanSquaredError: 55.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.04.2019 09:13</td>
<td>gradient_boosted_tree_regression_model_1</td>
<td>GST model for time series data forecasting.</td>
<td>MeanAbsoluteError: 11.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MeanSquaredError: 3078.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RootMeanSquaredError: 55.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Job Execution UI - Summary

Figure 4.3.: User Interface (UI).

so on. If at a later time more than one ML framework is incorporated into the present
framework, different algorithms implementing another analysis category can even be provided.

Another advantage of our framework is the storage and re-usability of pre-trained ML models on new datasets. This reduces the time needed by the user to solve his problem for a new dataset. It can be seen from Figure 4.2b, that the user has the possibility to use an already existing pre-trained model or alternatively create and train a new ML model. Here, the user can adapt a given collection of algorithm hyper-parameters for tuning the model performance. After appropriate options are chosen in Figure 4.2b, the ML task including learning and testing can be executed on the runtime platform. The wizard will then show a screen which allows to monitor the execution state. When the execution is done, the model and the other results of execution are saved in the persistence and processing layer and a comprehensive visualization of results as well as an execution summary are shown as depicted in Figure 4.3b.

**Model Management UI:** As its name implies, the model management UI is responsible for managing ML models which are pre-trained in the framework. Figure 4.3a shows a view of this UI which lists the available models. Each model is described with some associated metadata (e.g. id, creation date, model name, a textual description of what the model does, etc.) which are shown in the tabular view. Each row (e.g. a pre-trained model) represents a ML pipeline corresponding to a specific ML task. For each task, the related general information resulting from performing this task such as ML algorithm, dataset used for training and testing, hyperparameters and performance results, to name a few, are shown if the user hovers over the model entry in the model list. To this end, the user can compare models and select the best one for executing it on a new dataset. Moreover, the user can perform actions on a selected model, namely delete a pipeline, extract the best hyperparameters, extract cluster configurations or extract the whole parameters and use them to build a new ML model.

**Cluster Configuration UI:** As mentioned in the introduction, a Big Data infrastructure as a runtime environment for ML tasks can introduce great challenges for configuring and running the framework on the cluster with best performance for a given task. To tackle this challenge, the cluster configuration UI implemented in this framework gives the possibility to tune the low level execution framework configurations in relation to the usage of CPU cores, RAM usage and executors instances, to name a few.

### 4.2.1.2. Service layer

In this layer, the generic interfaces to the runtime environment are provided via currently two microservices, namely the Job Management Service (J.M.-Service) and the Data Management Service (D.M.-Service) as shown in Figure 4.1. These interfaces are accessed by UI applications to setup and execute ML jobs in Big Data environments. Each microservice has dedicated responsibilities and contains a layered architecture based on the Separation of Concerns (SoC) design principle. Keeping the code in distinct layers enforces a logical encapsulation of functionalities and dependencies leading to better code maintainability
and loose coupling. Figure 4.4 depicts this architecture, where only upper layers are allowed to access lower layers.

To handle HTTP requests and form the entry point of the microservices, the presentation layer is provided. It contains controllers which map HTTP URLs and provide Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) functionality to the outside through RESTful APIs. For simple read requests, the layer accesses the persistence layer to acquire the relevant data from the database. However, for complex logic, it communicates with the service layer which contains the business logic. This has the advantage that common operations required by multiple controllers can be abstracted to the service layer. The persistence (i.e. data access) layer consists of repositories and entities. The repositories interact with the underlying data source i.e. database and manage the entities which encapsulate the domain objects.

Figure 4.4.: Layered architecture microservice.

A comprehensive description of both microservices, which are called as services for a simplicity’s sake is provided in the following two sections. The established RESTful pattern is chosen as the communication tool instead of the event-driven pattern, because the microservices are just two in total and the RESTful communication is easier to implement. In addition, the JSON format is selected for requesting and sending data via the RESTful APIs because of its popularity, ease of use and interpretability.

**J.M.-Service:** To create and submit ML jobs to be executed by an available low level ML execution framework (e.g. Apache Spark) on the available runtime environment (e.g. a cluster or single computer), this service is developed. This job includes data preprocessing and building forecasting models, to name a few. It interfaces with the persistence and processing layer below which encapsulates the specification of a certain runtime environment. For better execution and managing of ML tasks, the J.M.-Service is
Table 4.1: List of the URL patterns of the J.M.-Service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL Pattern</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/jobs</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used a list of spark jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jobs</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to create of a spark job and its</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corresponding processing directory in HDFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jobs/id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve a spark job for a specific id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jobs/id</td>
<td>A DELETE request on this URL is used to delete a spark job for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a specific id with its corresponding processing directory in HDFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jobConfigurations</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to show a list of spark configurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jobConfigurations</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to create spark configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jobConfigurations/id</td>
<td>A DELETE request on this URL is used to delete a specific spark configurations for specific id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/jobSetup</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to copy the packaged jars and pre-trained saved machine learning models into HDFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/submitJob/id</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to submit a spark job</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not only responsible for executing ML tasks but also tracking and monitoring the status of the running tasks.

Moreover, it reads the execution results stored by the executing framework somewhere in the runtime environment (e.g. in an execution directory of the task on e.g. a file system) and sends them to the D.M.-Service for storage in a database, so that the execution statistics and results can later be visualized in the UI. The J.M.-Service provides an abstract job execution and monitoring interface to the web application UI through its RESTful APIs. This completely decouples the UI from the specification of the runtime environment. The main functionalities of J.M.-Service REST-APIs are summarized by the URL patterns presented in Table 4.1.

**D.M.-Service:** To perform ML tasks, the required input datasets and ML algorithms as well as scripts need to be available and prepared. This service is responsible for the storage and preparation of required inputs to execute a job on the runtime environment, namely storing and providing datasets, models containing (pre-trained) algorithms and hyperparameters, to name a few. To store the required data and the results produced from performing ML tasks, the D.M.-Service uses its own database. On the one hand, the UI applications interact with this service to upload, manage and retrieve data, model information as well as configurations. On the other hand, the J.M.-Service interacts with the D.M.-Service to retrieve information about datasets, models and configurations. J.M.-Service service is also responsible for copying models from the database to the execution environment of a task and pushing results back to the D.M.-Service. The D.M-Service then stores all information about the execution of a task and the results in its own database, so that these information can be later used for the visualization of the results and the overall performance of the ML jobs as already shown in Figure 4.3b.
### Table 4.2: List of the URL patterns of the D.M.-Service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL Pattern</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/algorithms</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve a list of the available machine learning algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/algorithms/id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve a specific machine learning algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/categories</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve a list of the available machine learning categories, for example classification, regression, clustering, to name a few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dataSets</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to show available datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dataSets/id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve the metadata of a specific dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dataSets/id/data</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to upload a local data file into HDFS and upload the dataset’s reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dataSets/id/descriptiveStatistics</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to prepare model for calculating the descriptive statistics for a specific dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mlModels</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve a list of pre-trained machine learning models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mlModels/id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve metadata of a specific machine learning model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mlModels/id</td>
<td>A DELETE request on this URL is used to delete a specific pre-trained machine learning model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mlModelPredictions/id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve the prediction file for a specific machine learning model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mlPipelines</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve a list of machine learning execution pipelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mlPipelines/id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to get the meta data for a specific machine learning pipeline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main functionalities of the D.M.-Service REST-APIs are summarized by the URL patterns presented in Table 4.2.

#### 4.2.1.3. Persistence and Processing Layer

Hiding the low level details of the runtime environment from the implementation of the services is one of the major advantages of this layer. Both J.M.-Service and D.M.-Service uses generic functions implemented in this layer to interface with the job runtime directory in HDFS and the database infrastructure installed on the runtime as well as performing dedicated tasks on the runtime environment for instrumenting installed ML frameworks to e.g. perform job execution. For each ML runtime environment, the persistence and processing layer will contain an adapter which maps model and execution details to the specific framework (see Section 4.2.2 for further discussion on issues related to the prototype and interfacing to the Apache Spark runtime environment).
Typically, a job runtime directory is created in the file system of the runtime platform to store all information related to the execution of a certain job. To achieve that, the persistence and processing layer contains functionalities for creating such directories depending on the execution framework. More generally, all data items managed by the D.M.-Service are stored in a database infrastructure which is defined by an abstract object-like interface. This interface can be implemented in the runtime infrastructure by using different database technologies as shown in the next section.

### 4.2.2. Execution Workflow

The previous sections elaborated on the architecture and the design of the framework. The focus now is shifted to how the main components communicate with each other to achieve the main goals of the framework, that is, assisting non-expert users in training, testing and managing ML tasks in Big Data environments. To this end, we introduce the basic execution workflow necessary to understand the main functionalities of our framework.

Apache Spark as one of the state-of-the-art Big Data processing environment is installed on a Big Data computing cluster using an Apache Hadoop software stack as runtime engine for executing ML jobs. ML execution environments typically use a job runtime directory in a file system for storing all information needed for job execution (e.g., for storing models to be executed, algorithm configurations and results). On a Big Data cluster based on Apache Hadoop, HDFS is typically used as a distributed file system and the runtime directory for a job can be accessed by all computing nodes of the cluster using the HDFS interfaces. Therefore, for implementing the persistence and processing layer on the cluster, HDFS and a PostgreSQL [105] database are utilized to store the required input and the output produced from performing ML tasks. The PostgreSQL database system is used as an object-relational database to store all information managed by the D.M.-Service, e.g., ML categories, ML algorithms, hyperparameters, pre-trained models, jar files, references of datasets stored in HDFS, pre-trained model pipelines and untrained model pipelines. The main difference between pre-trained and untrained model pipelines is explained in detail in Section 4.3.

To store datasets and the output of successful jobs executed in Apache Spark before being read by the J.M.-Service, HDFS is also utilized. The dataset storage on HDFS allows it to have “Big Data” as input, i.e., datasets which are extremely large. To achieve the goal of storing pre-trained ML models in the form of binary objects, the Large Object feature of PostgreSQL is used. This feature uses the Large Object Manager Interface which stores only a reference named oid in the database table pointing to the actual object stored in the system table pg_largeobject. This method breaks the binary data into chunks and allows storing objects of up to 2GB within the database. However, another format such as the Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) will be considered in the future.

Figure 4.5 shows the basic methodological workflow for task execution as it is implemented in the prototype for submitting jobs to the Apache Spark runtime. For each new job, the persistence and processing layer generates on behalf of the J.M.-Service a Universally
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Figure 4.5.: Execution workflow.

Unique Identifier (UUID) as jobID which is sent back to the D.M.-Service. The usage of a UUID guarantees the uniqueness of the id, making it suitable to use in a distributed environment, such as a Big Data environment.

A temporary job runtime directory with the UUID as a name is created in HDFS by the J.M.-Service for each jobID. To this end, the J.M.-Service uses the File System (FS) shell instruction of HDFS. After that, the J.M-Service calls the D.M.-Service to fetch the necessary artifacts (e.g. model, runtime configurations) from the database and pass it to the J.M-Service as an Apache Spark AVRO file. After that, the J.M-Service places the AVRO file in the persistence and processing layer in the job runtime directory.

The decision for utilizing AVRO was made, because AVRO uses a schema that decouples the solution from the implementation including error prevention. An AVRO file contains the received jobID and the chosen cluster configurations. However, if no cluster configurations are chosen in the UI, the default one are fetched from the database and used in this task. Besides cluster configurations, algorithm hyperparameters and metadata related to the execution of algorithms, namely the name of the application main class are included in the AVRO file for execution. The name of the application main class is required by Apache Spark to find the main code entry point for executing the task. While all datasets are stored in the HDFS, path references pointing to the files are stored in the database of the D.M.-Service.

Once the user chooses a dataset, the path reference of the dataset in HDFS is fetched from the database and included in the AVRO file. After that, the D.M.-Service fetches the corresponding jar file from the database and sends it to the J.M.-Service. At this point, all required information to perform the task is passed to the J.M.-Service which creates a spark-submit job and sends it for execution to Apache Spark.
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As a result of executing e.g. a task performing forecasting on a time series dataset, the forecasting results, forecasting performance and the forecasting model in the form of a binary object are located in the temporary job runtime directory of the task. After executing the job, all of these results are stored in the temporary job runtime directory and read afterwards by the J.M.-Service to be passed to the D.M.-Service. The D.M.-Service receives the results and stores them in the form of a pipeline in the database to be retrieved later. Simultaneously, the D.M.-Service sends the results to the UI to be rendered and visualized for the user.

4.3. Evaluation

In this section, four aspects related to the evaluation of our microservice-based framework are investigated. We start by analysing and discovering the effect of caching in Apache Spark. In this context, we compare the execution time of training and testing the benchmark evaluation models in case of memory caching and without memory caching of the input time series datasets. Moreover, the execution time and framework overhead for evaluating the efficiency of the framework are measured, highlighting the advantage of storing and retrieving ML models and discovering the threshold, at which the use of the proposed framework is recommended for better performing machine learning tasks in Big Data environments. In these experiments, datasets presented in 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 are used. Before presenting the obtained results, the experimental setup and the related configurations are presented.

4.3.1. Experimental Setup and Configurations

We implemented the aforementioned microservice architecture using Java on a local workstation which is a MacBook with a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8GB of RAM. Both microservices are implemented as standalone Spring Boot applications which are configured to run on different HTTP ports, namely 8090 and 8080. To run our web application, the embedded Apache Tomcat server from Spring Boot is utilized.

To precisely investigate the effectiveness of the framework, a local execution context and cluster execution context have been configured and used in our experiments. In the local context, Spark (v. 2.3.0) on top of Hadoop (v. 2.7.6) as state-of-the-art technologies to perform ML tasks is installed on the aforementioned workstation, where the executors and drivers run in a single JVM. In the cluster context, we utilize a powerful Big Data stack, in which Apache Spark is fit on top of Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) as a resource manager and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) as a primary data storage. The Big Data stack is deployed on a cluster of 3 logical machine nodes. Each of them has 32 cores and 80.52 GB RAM. The nodes are connected to each other by a LAN with 10 GBit/s bandwidth.
To tune an application’s performance, Spark provides an abundance of configuration parameters. A focus of this evaluation is on adjusting the cluster’s main resources, the CPUs and amount of RAM, used by the applications, since they can greatly impact the computational performance. In the cluster context, we distinguish two configuration setups, namely default and custom including driver cores, driver memory, executor cores, executors memory and executors instances as presented in Table 4.3.

Random Forest (RF) [140], Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) [100], Gradient Boosted Trees (GBTs) [115] and Decision Tree (DT) [161] are used as base classifiers to build the data-driven forecasting models. The focus is on forecasting the hourly generated power of the solar PV systems using the weather condition and time features. MLlib, which is a Spark scalable ML library, is employed to build the models. To train and test the forecasting models, Ausgrid solar home electricity data presented in Section 2.4.2 is used. MLR is a widely used supervised algorithm which assumes a linear relationship between one or multiple independent input variables and a dependent output variable. Table 4.4 presents the default values of the MLR hyperparameters.

The DT algorithm is a supervised ML algorithm that has the ability to capture the non-linear structures in data. It is based on the idea of building a binary tree which recursively partitions the input space and consists of internal nodes and leaves (i.e. terminal nodes). It is constructed starting from the root and its nodes are split down based on the largest decrease in impurity. For classification trees, the impurity is often measured with the Gini impurity or entropy. However, for regression trees, where the target is continuous, the impurity is based on variance reduction. Table 4.5 presents the default values of the DT hyperparameters.

---

**Table 4.3:** Default and custom cluster configurations used in cluster context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Custom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drivers.cores = 1</td>
<td>Drivers.cores = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver.memory = 1 GB</td>
<td>Driver.memory = 1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executors.cores = 2</td>
<td>Executors.cores = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executors.memory = 1 GB</td>
<td>Executors.memory = 70 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executors.instances = 1</td>
<td>Executors.instances = 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4:** Default hyperparameters of MLR algorithm in MLlib.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MaxIter</td>
<td>Maximum number of iterations</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RegParam</td>
<td>Regularization/Shrinkage parameter</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/ml-guide.html
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Table 4.5.: Default hyperparameters of DT algorithm in MLlib.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MaxBins</td>
<td>Maximum number of bins for split decision and discretization of continuous features</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxDepth</td>
<td>Number of trees in the forest</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinInstancesPerNode</td>
<td>Minimum number of trees (training instances) in children must have by splitting</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A forest of multiple DTs is built in RF algorithm. Each DT is trained independently. While single DTs are often said to overfit, the RF algorithm does not overfit because of the law of large numbers [53]. Also, randomness is applied to the training process of RF by utilizing random feature subsets for node splitting. Since, each DT is trained separately, multiple trees can be trained in parallel. For the final prediction, the individual votes of all trees are combined. Table 4.6 presents the default values of the RF hyperparameters.

Table 4.6.: Default hyperparameters of RF algorithm in MLlib.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MaxDepth</td>
<td>Maximum depth of individual trees in the forest</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumTree</td>
<td>Number of trees in the forest</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to RF which trains the trees independently, GBTs algorithm employs the Boosting technique training one tree at a time. Successively, to correct the errors made by previous trees, a DT is fitted on the residuals of the previous tree, instead of a fraction of the original data. The final prediction is based on a weighted majority vote. Table 4.7 presents the default values of the GBTs hyperparameters.

Table 4.7.: Default hyperparameters of GBTs algorithm in MLlib.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MaxDepth</td>
<td>Maximum depth of individual trees in the forest</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxIter</td>
<td>Maximum number of iterations</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StepSize</td>
<td>Controls the contribution/weight of each tree</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubsamplingRate</td>
<td>Training data proportion used for learning each tree</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typically, tuning hyperparameters is an important step of the Machine Learning Pipeline (MLP), since they can not only significantly influence the forecasting performance of a model, which is not our focus in the present work, but also the processing time.

Based on the main property of our microservice-based framework in facilitating training and testing ML models in Big Data environments, an efficient hyperparameter tuning is
performed for the aforementioned ML algorithms to ensure that the time measurements are taken for a best case scenario of the aforementioned algorithms. The results are depicted in Table 4.8.

One of the main advantages of the proposed framework is the ability to store pre-trained models in order to use them later in production. Thus, for evaluation, two execution contexts are determined, namely the untrained model pipeline and pre-trained model pipeline. In the first one, as its name implies, the user follows the general methodology to perform an ML task, in which the model is trained from scratch and afterwards tested. In the second one, the user selects a pre-trained model from the database and uses it to perform or test an ML task with a new dataset without the need for building a new model. As mentioned before, the main goals of evaluation are discovering the effect of caching in Apache Spark, the advantage of storing ML models and reusing them, measuring the framework overhead and determining the thresholds for efficiently performing ML tasks on the cluster. To this end, time measurements need to be precisely defined. As time measurements, we defined $T_{total}$ and $T_{fo}$ according to Equation (4.1) and (4.2) respectively.

$$ T_{total} = T_{st} + T_{fo} \tag{4.1} $$

where:

- $T_{st}$: is the execution time required by Apache Spark to perform a ML task in context of pre-trained pipelines or untrained pipelines.
- $T_{fo}$: is the framework overhead.

$$ T_{fo} = T_{co} + T_{dbo} \tag{4.2} $$

where:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML Algorithm</th>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Linear Regression (MLR)</td>
<td>Max iterations (ntree) = 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regularization parameter = 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree (DT)</td>
<td>Max bin = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max depth = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min instance split = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Boosted Trees (GBTs)</td>
<td>Max depth = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of trees = 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step size = 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sampling rate = 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest (RF)</td>
<td>Max depth = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of trees (ntree) = 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- $T_{co}$: describes the communication overhead between microservices and inside the Big Data infrastructure.
- $T_{dbo}$: describes the overhead for storing and retrieving required data from the database.

4.3.2. Results and Discussion

So far the experimental setup and the configurations required to perform ML tasks on clusters are presented. In the following, the evaluation results are discussed. As the focus lies on the execution time and the framework overhead raised while performing ML tasks, the accuracy of forecasting will not be taken into account.

4.3.2.1. Effect of Caching in Apache Spark

The basic data structures of Apache Spark, namely Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs), are developed as a fault-tolerant immutable collection of data objects and can be computed on different nodes of the cluster [186]. In this context and in order to speed up the running applications, caching RDDs in Apache Spark plays an essential role. This is especially helpful, when running iterative ML applications, where the data is accessed repeatedly. If RDD is not cached, nor check-pointed, it is re-evaluated again each time an action is invoked on that RDD. In our evaluation, the training time is measured as the time it takes to fit the model on the training data. The prediction time is similarly computed for applying the resulted model on testing data. Since Spark utilizes lazy evaluation for data transformations, meaning an operation is not executed until an action is called on the data, the prediction time has to be measured in combination with performing an action. The main advantages of the lazy evaluation mechanism in Apache Spark are:

- Increased manageability of RDDs because the source code of our machine learning algorithms is organized into smaller operations which in turns reduces the number of passes on data by grouping the operations.
- More efficient computation time and an increased speed, as only the necessary values are computed saving the communication round-trip time between the drivers and clusters.
- Better optimization of operations on data by reducing the number of queries.

Table 4.9 shows how the caching of the input time series datasets affects the performance of the implemented algorithms, using their default hyperparameters and default cluster configurations. For calculating these values, the experiments are repeated three times. Afterwards, the mean values are calculated as final performance indicators. Obviously, the need for caching is larger in the case of large datasets, as more operations are required and larger amounts of data are loaded and accessed repeatedly, therefore and to precisely discover the effect of caching, the models are trained and tested on a small dataset size i.e.,
Table 4.9: Mean computation time for training and testing different algorithms in the cases of caching and no caching of input data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Learning Algorithms</th>
<th>Training Time (s)</th>
<th>Prediction Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Caching</td>
<td>Caching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Linear Regression (MLR)</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree (DT)</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient-boosted trees (GBTs)</td>
<td>37.04</td>
<td>21.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest (RF)</td>
<td>23.11</td>
<td>12.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 MB. As shown in this table, combining lazy evaluation with caching reduces the training and prediction time of all algorithms by approximately 75%.

4.3.2.2. Advantage of Storing and Retrieving ML Models

In the second group of our experiments, we evaluate the advantage of storing and retrieving ML models. The main ML task is to perform short-term power generation forecasting using MLR, RF, DT and GBTs data-driven models on the Ausgrid solar home electricity data presented in Section 2.4.2. The weather dataset presented in 2.4.3 is used to extract the required features for building forecasting models. The algorithm hyperparameter configurations shown in Table 4.8 are used. For better utilization and exploitation of the available abilities of the underlying Big Data cluster, the custom configurations shown in Table 4.3 are used. A feature space consisting of 5 features, namely temperature, humidity, cloud coverage, hour and day is used to build the forecasting models. A dataset of 4 GB size is used for training and testing ML models, where 80% of the input time series dataset are used as a training set and 20% as testing set. For each ML algorithm, the experiment is repeated three times. Afterwards, the mean values are calculated as final performance indicators. Figure 4.6 shows the total time required by the framework to perform the aforementioned task in case of a pre-trained and untrained model pipeline.

In general, the total time $T_{total}$ is strongly related to the complexity of ML models. As this complexity increases, $T_{total}$ required to perform the task will dramatically increases. The base classifier of both RF and GBTs algorithms is the DT algorithm. Consequently, the complexity of RF and GBTs models is higher than the complexity of the DT model. As seen in Figure 4.6, RF and GBTs introduced higher $T_{total}$ than DT and MLR algorithms.

Both GBTs and RF are algorithms for learning ensembles of trees, but the training processes are different. While the GBTs algorithm trains one tree at a time, the RF algorithm can train multiple trees in parallel. This can be seen clearly in Figure 4.6, in which GBTs shows higher $T_{total}$ than RF. In our experiments, both MLR and DT algorithms introduce lower $T_{total}$ compared to RF and GBTs.
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The efficiency of storing ML models can clearly be seen in case of complex ML models, namely GBTs and RF models, and will rise with growing complexity of the model. As the complexity of the model increases, the time needed to perform the same task with each new dataset will dramatically increase and the benefit of using pre-trained models will also increase. E.g. by performing forecasting, we gain a time of 690 and 411 seconds in case of GBTs and RF respectively. In contrast to that, only a little time is gained in case of retrieving and reusing simpler models such as MLR and DT as seen in Figure 4.6.

As a result, the recommendation of storing ML models and reusing them in testing (or in production) is higher in case of complex models than for simpler ones. This experimental study gives evidence for the importance of storing and retrieving ML models as a major property in our framework. However, the experiments are performed only with a dataset of 4 GB size. As this size increases, the complexity of the ML models will increase too, paving the road to save and gain more time for performing ML tasks with new datasets based on pre-trained models without the need for training these models.

4.3.2.3. Framework Overhead

In this group of experiments, the framework overhead resulting from performing ML tasks is measured. As a ML task, short-term energy generation forecasting using MLR models is taken into consideration. The algorithm hyperparameter configurations shown in Table 4.8 besides the custom cluster configurations are used. The evaluation instruments the untrained model pipeline, in which the training and the testing steps of ML models are required. The goal of the study is to evaluate the effect of input dataset size on framework performance in terms of the framework overhead defined in Equation (4.2). To achieve that, the size of the input datasets is upscaled to 64 GB, as bigger datasets typically expose more load on the framework infrastructure.
As defined in Equation (4.2), the framework overhead encompasses communication overhead and database overhead. The obtained results depicted in Figure 4.7 show that the proposed framework introduces an approximately constant communication overhead averaging at around 26 seconds for datasets with sizes up to 512MB. The framework overhead starts to increase for a size of input datasets larger than 512MB. The reason behind this is the additional overhead inside the Big Data environment needed for resource scheduling, coordination and network communications in the cluster. More precisely, an increasing size of the input dataset naturally leads to an increased overhead due to data replication, disk I/O and the serialization of data inside the execution environment of the cluster. A detailed increase in overhead can be seen also in Figure 4.8.

Despite this increment, the introduced framework overhead is still low compared to the execution time spent in performing a ML task as shown in Table 4.10. For example, the portion of framework overhead is 210.47 seconds in the worst case, namely for 65 GB input multivariate time series datasets. Consequently, our evaluation demonstrates that it maintains high performance ML processing with low framework overhead to facilitate and solve ML tasks in Big Data environments.

4.3.2.4. Cluster Utilization Threshold

This section discusses the question “when to use the proposed framework for performing ML tasks more efficiently on a cluster?”. Clearly, the dataset size has a significant effect on the complexity of machine learning models and therefore on runtime performance. As the size of the dataset used for training and testing ML models grows, the complexity of the
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model increases which dramatically affects the total execution time in our microservice-based framework. While MLR forecasting models have the lower complexity, the GBTs forecasting models represent the models of higher complexity in our evaluation study for the same dataset size as seen in Figure 4.6. The algorithm hyperparameter configurations shown in Table 4.8 are used. We changed the input dataset size between 2.5 MB and 4 GB in the experiments for investigating the effect of dataset size on the framework overhead and execution time. The total time $T_{\text{total}}$ is compared to the time required for performing the same task in local and cluster context. The ratio of local time and cluster time is defined as $abs\_threshold$ in Equation (4.3).

$$abs\_threshold = \frac{T_{\text{local}}}{T_{\text{total}}} \tag{4.3}$$

where:

- $T_{\text{local}}$: encompasses the total time required to locally execute a machine learning task.

The main idea behind defining $abs\_threshold$ is to find the dataset size for which the total time in local context exceeds the total time required by the framework to execute tasks in the cluster context. From this point, it is highly recommended to use a cluster. Precisely, to effectively perform machine learning tasks, this ratio should be greater than 1.

Generally, performing ML tasks in a cluster context introduces additional overhead. The main reason behind this lies in the time cost for resource scheduling, coordination and
### Table 4.10: Execution time and the related overhead required for building MLR models based on different sizes of datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DataSet Size (MB)</th>
<th>Execution Time (s)</th>
<th>Framework Overhead (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>28.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>21.79</td>
<td>28.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>27.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>25.88</td>
<td>26.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>30.54</td>
<td>27.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>27.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>68.54</td>
<td>25.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>113.25</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>200.66</td>
<td>37.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>383.75</td>
<td>53.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>724.98</td>
<td>79.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>1016.48</td>
<td>85.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>4724.98</td>
<td>110.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32768</td>
<td>6383.75</td>
<td>150.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65536</td>
<td>11804.36</td>
<td>210.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in Figure 4.9a and for data less or equal to 256 MB, $T_{total}$ in both cluster modes is greater than $T_{local}$ in local mode which can be explained by the added overhead for processing the application on the cluster. Thus, running Spark applications locally for these dataset sizes is more efficient. For a dataset size less than 256 MB, $T_{total}$ with custom configurations is greater than $T_{total}$ with default configurations, since two additional nodes are used in these configurations where each of them introduces an overhead. As expected, when the dataset size grows larger, utilizing a cluster becomes more desirable which is shown by the intersection points highlighted by the two red lines, where these points depend on the configurations. As the $abs\_threshold\_cc$ (cc: custom configurations) is found at a dataset size of 512 MB making the custom configurations the most efficient beyond that point, the $abs\_threshold\_dc$ (dc: default configurations) lies at a dataset size of $\geq 1024$ MB. Consequently, the computing power of the cluster can be seen and the
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Figure 4.9: Mean $T_{total}$ in case of local and cluster (default, custom) configurations mode to determine the $\text{abs\_threshold}$ for MLR, DT, RF and GBTs algorithms.

Comparing Figures 4.9a, 4.9b, 4.9c and 4.9d, we conducted that as the complexity of ML models increases, the $\text{abs\_threshold}$ is early arrived. The reason is that the complex models need more calculation costs. As a result, the performance in the cluster context will earlier outperform the performance in the local context because of the power of the underlying deployed Big Data cluster. Concerning the GBTs model which represents the most complex model in our benchmark evaluation, the $\text{abs\_threshold}$ is arrived at an input dataset in size of about 64 MB. In contrast to that, lower complexity models such as DT models introduced $\text{abs\_threshold}$ for 300 MB.

As mentioned before, there is an inherent overhead in the framework arising from e.g. database communication and the use of the cluster. The smaller this overhead is compared to Spark’s execution time, the more efficient the framework is. To gain insight into how
the efficiency of the framework varies as the dataset grows, a new threshold, referred as
min_threshold, is defined and formulated in Equation (4.4):

\[
\text{min\_threshold} = \frac{T_{\text{exe}}}{T_{\text{fo}}}
\]  

where:

- \(T_{\text{exe}}\) is the execution time required by Apache Spark to perform a ML task in context
  of pre-trained pipelines or untrained pipelines, same as \(T_s\) defined before.

This threshold is defined based on the fact that for an efficient execution of a task, the
overhead time should not exceed the time required for the execution. Consequently, to
effectively perform machine learning tasks, this threshold should be greater than 1. The
main difference between min_threshold and abs_threshold lies in the context, in which
they are calculated. While abs_threshold compares the total time required to perform
a machine learning task in local and cluster context, the other one is calculated only in
cluster context comparing the framework overhead with the execution for different dataset
size. As a result, we discovered the point at which it is recommended to use our framework
in cluster context.

This group of experiments is conducted using the default cluster configurations summa-
rized in Table 4.3 and also repeated three times for more robust results. The obtained
mean results, presented in Figure 4.10 show that min_threshold has the same behavior
of abs_threshold. It is evident that for very small dataset sizes, the min_threshold is less
than 1 since more time is spent on \(T_{\text{fo}}\) than \(T_{\text{exe}}\). The min_threshold comes closest to 1 at
the size of 64 MB and 32 MB for MLR and DT respectively as seen in Figures 4.10a and
4.10b. Beyond this point, \(T_{\text{exe}}\) starts to exceed \(T_{\text{fo}}\) which implies that for larger dataset sizes
it is recommended to use the framework in cluster context. Precisely, the gap between
\(T_{\text{fo}}\) and \(T_{\text{exe}}\) increases proportionally to the dataset size, since \(T_{\text{exe}}\) is strongly dependent
on it. As the complexity of the model increases, the min_threshold is shifted to meet
smaller dataset sizes i.e., 2.5 MB as seen in Figures 4.10c and 4.10d. Combining the results
of abs_threshold and min_threshold, it is recommended to perform ML tasks using the
proposed microservice-based framework if both of these thresholds are greater than 1.

4.4. Summary

In this chapter, we presented a new highly scalable generic microservice-based architecture,
our solution to support 2A non-expert users to perform ML tasks in Big Data environments.
We started in Section 4.1 by introducing the problem statement, in which the challenges
and the problem to be solved are explained. In Section 4.2, the conceptual microservice-
based architecture is introduced including the different layers that communicate with
each other to achieve the main goals of the framework. We explained the different layers,
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Figure 4.10.: Mean $T_{\text{total}}$ in case of local and cluster (default, custom) configurations mode to determine the min_threshold for MLR, DT, RF and GBTs algorithms.

their services and the REST-APIs developed in this thesis. To understand the interaction between services, a brief execution workflow was introduced.

We evaluated our solution in Section 4.3. We started by presenting the experimental setup and configurations required to conduct our experiments. In a comprehensive evaluation study, the advantage of storing and retrieving ML models is demonstrated. The results also show that the caching of RDDs in Apache Spark plays an essential role in saving the execution time required for performing the task on the cluster. Precisely, the training and prediction time is reduced by approximately 75% when combining lazy evaluation with caching techniques.

Moreover, by measuring the framework overhead and comparing it to the model calculation time, it could be demonstrated that the proposed framework introduces an acceptable low overhead relative to an increasing size of an input dataset. The advantage of storing and retrieving ML models as a major property of our solution is also investigated. We have seen
that it is of great importance to store ML models in order to be used later in production for other tasks, especially in the case of complex models. For efficient utilization of the proposed framework, certain thresholds are defined to determine the dataset size, in which it is highly recommended to use clusters in favor of single computers for performing a given ML task.

As a result from the evaluation, our framework introduced a suitable solution to enhance the applicability of the trial-and-error approach for building ML models in cluster environments. Such suitability is derived from different reasons. Firstly, hiding the low level complexities of big data infrastructure from the user. Secondly, the low overhead during performing ML tasks. Thirdly, the advantage of storing and retrieving ML models. Fourthly, caching the input energy time series datasets which positively affects the execution performance of the framework. Lastly, the best practice for using such framework for performing ML tasks on clusters.
5. Characterizing Energy Time Series Datasets

As established in the motivation, the accurate forecasting of future energy demand and renewable energy generation provides better sustainability and intelligent decision making in managing energy resources at grid level. A plethora of machine learning algorithms are existing in the literature to forecast energy time series datasets. In order to select the respective algorithm for a given time series dataset, the end user often uses a trial-and-error approach which takes a long time for constructing multiple models. To address this issue, meta learning is existing attempting to find the most appropriate model for forecasting based on the characteristics of the given datasets [81][151][25].

The characteristics of energy time series datasets may provide useful insights into which methods are most appropriate for forecasting [55][16]. To this end, we propose Descriptive Statistics Time based Meta Features (DSTMF) as a new group of meta features to describe energy time series datasets. Descriptive statistics are a set of summary statistic properties that quantitatively describes the numerical properties of a dataset and summarizes its features with regard to the distribution of data. The well known five-number summary is a set of descriptive statistics that characterizes the dataset in five sample percentiles, namely minimum, maximum, median, 1st Quartile and 2nd Quartile which are derived from the well-known boxplot/box-and-whisker plot [79].

In this chapter, we present our meta learning approach including a new type of meta features for selecting the most appropriate forecasting model for energy time series datasets. We start in Section 5.1 by explaining the problem statement including the main challenges, goals and problems we aim to solve and the research question we answer in this chapter. Then, Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) as a new art of meta features is presented in Section 5.2.1. For efficient instrumenting of meta features, we propose Energy Meta Learning System (EMLS) and Encoded Energy Meta Learning System.

Parts of this chapter are reproduced from:
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(EEMLS) in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, respectively. While the original representation of meta features is used in the first one, we encode the meta features using autoencoders in the second system to leverage the advantage of unsupervised deep learning in enhancing the predictive performance of meta learning classification models.

We evaluate our work in Section 5.3 in three points of view. In the first one, similarity-based clustering analysis is performed to measure the accuracy of the extracted meta features in characterizing energy time series datasets. In the second and third one, we evaluate this accuracy by incorporating the original and encoded representation of meta features into a complete meta learning scenario for energy time series model selection. The research contributions presented in this chapter were the main topics of our papers in [143][144].

5.1. Problem Statement

In view of more renewable energy being injected in the energy systems, accurate forecasting of electrical load and generation has attracted significant attention for optimizing the usage of energy to achieve better management as well as distribution of energy at grid level. To this end, there has been historically a lot of research around performing energy load and generation forecasting, in which the users often used the well-known trial-and-error approach for finding the best forecasting model for a given time series. Based on the utilized modeling approach, we can classify these forecasting models into five categories, namely artificial intelligence models [43][179][97], averaging models [170], time series models [11], regression models [12][69][84], as well as hybrid models [190].

The trial-and-error approach is based on the idea that all possible combinations of the learning algorithms with their relevant hyperparameters are tried for each task to find the most suitable one. However, this is typically tedious. It wastes the resources for constructing multiple models which can take a long time especially in the case of large datasets to be forecasted. Moreover, expert knowledge is required to perform such tasks. To address this issue, some meta learning approaches have been proposed for automatically finding the most appropriate model for time series forecasting based on the characteristics of input time series datasets [92][6][151][25]. These approaches consist of three main input spaces, namely problems, algorithms and meta feature space. The problem space is reflected by a datasets pool that includes a variety of datasets for training models and extracting meta features. The algorithm space includes a set of forecasting algorithms, from which the most suitable candidate is selected as the best solution for forecasting. The meta feature space contains a set of meta features that capture the characteristics of datasets.

A meta learning approach is based on the fact that the good feature set capturing the characteristics of a time series dataset gives powerful insights into the future behavior of this dataset paving the road for determining the most appropriate forecasting algorithm. According to that, the better the used meta features characterizes the behavior of a time series dataset, the more accurate the selection of the best forecasting algorithm will be.
5.2. Proposed Solution

Typically, a meta learning approach solves the problem of model selection by formulating it as a supervised learning task incorporating training and testing phases. The main task of the training is that an algorithm, referred to as meta learner, learns the mapping between available forecasting algorithms and the corresponding set of meta data indicator values for the same dataset. Therefore, a set of meta examples are needed, that correspond to the already mentioned set of learning datasets which are accordingly tagged by predictors and labels as shown in Figure 5.1. The predictors correspond to the meta features extracted to describe the datasets. The labels indicate the most appropriate algorithms. In the testing phase, given a new time series to be forecasted, the meta features are extracted. Based on these features, the trained meta learner will suggest the most appropriate model.

Building on that, the good characteristics of energy time series datasets plays an essential role in precisely achieving the main goal of meta learning and assigning the best model for the input time series datasets. Such characteristics are considered as a challenge in building an efficient meta learning model. In this chapter, we tackle this challenge and answer the research question RQ2 "How to efficiently characterize energy time series datasets to enhance the performance of automated model selection?” by proposing Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) as a new art of meta feature to capture the deep characteristics of energy time series datasets.

**Figure 5.1.:** General methodology of meta learning for time series model selection [143].

5.2. Proposed Solution

To address the problem stated in Section 5.1, we propose Descriptive Statistics Time based Meta Features (DSTMF) as a new group of meta features to describe energy time series
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Furthermore, we propose the Energy Meta Learning System (EMLS) and Encoded Energy Meta Learning System (EEMLS) to efficiently instrument the new art of meta features in a meta learning scenario for recommending the most adequate forecasting model.

5.2.1. Descriptive Statistics Time-Based Meta Features (DSTMF)

In this section, we introduce Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF), our new type of meta feature to characterize energy time series datasets. As its name implies, DSTMF is based on the descriptive statistics which are a set of summary statistic properties that quantitatively describe the numerical properties of a dataset and summarize its features with regard to the distribution of data. The well known five-number summary is a set of descriptive statistics that characterizes the dataset in five sample percentiles, namely minimum, maximum, median, 1st Quartile and 3rd Quartile which are derived from the well-known boxplot/box-and-whisker plot.

Five-number summary statistics provide information about the location (from the median), the spread (from the quartiles) and the range (from the minimum and maximum of the observations). While the main advantage of the five-number summary introduced with boxplots is to detect outliers in datasets, we leverage it to support our meta learner with some new meta features capturing the behavior of time series datasets. The proposed DSTMF approach is based on extracting the aforementioned five-number summary statistics extended by the arithmetic mean for different aggregation levels of the input datasets as seen in Figure 5.2. For each input time series dataset in the problem space, we have n possible aggregation levels. In this context, we distinguish between calculating DSTMF in terms of load and generation time series datasets.

![Figure 5.2: Methodology of extracting Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF).](image)

In the case of load time series datasets, 10 target aggregation levels are defined, namely 1-hour, daily, monthly, weekend, workday, workday_sum, winter, summer, spring and autumn. The final meta feature set results from combining the meta features of the aggregations with that from the original dataset. It gives a detailed representation and
characterization of the input time series at different aggregation levels. The reason for this approach is that, if we have an input time series with 1-hour measurement values, capturing the characteristics of a time series dataset only at the fine-grained aggregation level is not always a good idea, because of the effect of changing in the readings for the same time point from day to day. E.g., assume that we have a time series of an energy load for a building. On one day, the peak energy load in the morning is at 7 am (work-day) while on the next day the peak is at 9 am (weekend). Such changes in the energy load may affect the accuracy of understanding the time series and capturing the deep characteristics of it. As a result, if we aggregate the hourly energy load in a daily energy load moving toward a coarse-grained energy load, we can hide these changes and reduce the bias toward specific values at the fine-grained aggregation level.

In case of power generation time series datasets, some of the aforementioned aggregation levels do not exist, e.g. workdays and weekends. The reason for that lies in the fact that the power generation of photovoltaic is mainly dependent on the weather and not affected by human behaviour. As a result, such aggregation levels are excluded and DSTMF is calculated for the rest of the resulting aggregation levels of the generation time series datasets.

To operationalize DSTMF, we start with the original input time series dataset extracting the aforementioned meta features. Then, the dataset is aggregated to each target aggregation level larger than the original aggregation level. An aggregation level A is considered to be larger than an aggregation level B, if the time horizon between the data points in A is larger than the time horizon between data points in B. For instance, given an input time series dataset with daily aggregation level. From this, a load time series dataset with 1-hour aggregation level cannot be derived without losing the accuracy of respective time series measurements. Therefore, the possible aggregation levels will be monthly, weekend, workday, workday_sum, winter, summer, spring and autumn.

For each possible aggregation level, the five-number summary in addition to the arithmetic mean is calculated. The results are combined to one meta feature set forming the first row in the matrix illustrated in Figure 5.2. We repeat this process for all input time series datasets to have the final shape of the meta features dataset as a matrix, as shown in Figure 5.2 which will be used by meta learners to select the most appropriate forecasting model. While each row in this matrix corresponds to a specific input time series dataset from 1 to m, each column is calculated for a specific possible aggregation level from 1 to n. In order to avoid having missing values in the final meta features dataset, one has to consider one important property that all input time series datasets should have, i.e., the same granularity level. This ensures that we have the same number of possible aggregation levels producing the same number of meta features for each input time series dataset.

### 5.2.2. Energy Meta Learning System (EMLS)

As we have mentioned before, to assess the effectiveness of DSTMF in characterizing energy time series datasets, EMLS as depicted in phase 1 and phase 2 of Algorithm 1 is
conceptualized and implemented. Our system will support the selection of the appropriate forecasting algorithm for the respective dataset. A variety of meta features groups are extracted in the present work, namely simple, statistical, information-theoretic, time series and DSTMF meta features. Both Random Forecast (RF) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) are involved in EMLS as the meta learners. To ensure better applicability of the classification rules by the meta learner, an efficient feature selection and importance analysis procedure is integrated into EMLS.

Algorithm 1 Energy Meta Learning System (EMLS)

Phase 1: Prepare energy time series datasets and build meta learning classification model

Input:
- \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \): Problem space (energy time series datasets)
- \( A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m\} \): Algorithm space
- \( Agg = \{Daily, Weekly, Monthly, \ldots\} \): Aggregation levels of \( X \)
- \( PP \): Set of functions to preprocess \( X \)
- \( MF \): Set of functions to extract meta features categories
- \( DSTMF \): Set of functions to extract DSTMF meta features
- \( FF \): Set of functions to calculate forecasting features

Output:
- Meta learning classification model

preprocessing and features extraction of problem space \( X \)

1. **for** \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) in \( X \) **do**
2. **Apply** \( PP \) to preprocess \( x_i \)
3. **for** \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) in \( X \) **do**
4. Calculate forecasting features \( FF \) for \( x_i \)

Extract Meta knowledge

5. **for** \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) in \( X \) **do**
6. Split \( x_i \) into training set \( x_i\_training \) and test set \( x_i\_testing \)
7. **for** \( j = 1 \) to \( n \) in \( Agg \) **do**
8. Aggregate \( x_i\_training \) based on \( Agg \)
9. Calculate meta features \( DSTMF \) on the aggregated datasets
10. **for** \( k = 1 \) to \( m \) in \( A \) **do**
11. Train model \( a_k \) on \( x_i\_training \)
12. Test model \( a_k \) on \( x_i\_testing \) and save forecasting error
13. Select model with best performance measure as a label for \( x_i \)
14. Build Knowledge Matrix (KM)
15. Split KM into \( KM\_training \) and \( KM\_testing \)
16. train and test meta learning classification model on \( KM\_training \) and \( KM\_testing \)
5.2. Proposed Solution

Algorithm 1 - Phase 2: Model selection for a new energy time series dataset

**Input:**
- Meta learning classification model
- \(x_{new}\): energy time series dataset to classify (a new building)
- \(PP\) and \(DSTMF\) functions

**Output:**
- The adequate forecasting model

18: Apply \(PP\) to preprocess time series dataset \(x_{new}\)
19: Aggregate \(x_{new}\) based on \(Agg\)
20: Apply \(DSTMF\) functions on the aggregated results
21: Apply \(MF\) functions on \(x_{new}\)
22: Pass the extracted meta features of \(x_{new}\) to the meta learning classification model to predict the best forecasting model for \(x_{new}\)
23: Update KM with \(x_{new}\)

One of the main advantages of EMLS proposed in this thesis lies in the dispensing with the usage of physical features to describe the buildings. EMLS indirectly and anonymously captures physical and other social properties influencing the load behavior of a building, which are usually difficult to get explicitly due to privacy and security issues. Such information is implicitly contained with time series load data of the building and can be efficiently instrumented as meta features. Moreover, EMLS presents a generic meta learning system which is able to handle a variety of energy use cases, not only for buildings but also for other energy time series use cases. Regardless of the concrete goal of forecasting, EMLS is able to assign an adequate model to a given energy time series dataset. Precisely, EMLS could be utilized in the case of short, mid and long term for both energy load and generation forecasting.

EMLS is explained utilizing the Energo+ time series dataset presented in 2.4.1 with loads for 200 buildings. As depicted in Algorithm 1, EMLS incorporates two main phases, in which the meta learning model is first trained on a set of time series datasets describing the electricity loads of buildings and afterwards tested on new load datasets to recommend the most appropriate short term forecasting model for them. In the following, the approach outlined in Algorithm 1 is briefly explained.

**Phase 1: Prepare Energy Time Series Datasets and Build Meta Learning Classification Model**

1. **Time series preprocessing.** To ensure a better quality of time series datasets which leads to an accurate load forecasting, EMLS applies a preprocessing procedure. First, the negative values are automatically set equal to zero. After that, Hampel Filter \[112\] which is a widely used method to detect outliers in time series is used. After performing normalization in which time series are re-scaled to values between zero and one, linear interpolation defined in \[52\] is used to fill gaps if they are small, ranged between one missing value and up to eight missing values (2 hours).
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To fill bigger gaps, a more elaborate method is required. As we often have a high similarity of the same days every week, it is possible to use values from past or future weeks to impute the missing data with. To compensate for some of the variance, we impute the mean of several weeks taken from the past and the future of the currently considered gap of missing data. These samples are only used if they themselves don’t contain any missing data.

2. Short-term Load Forecasting Scenario. Depending on the use-case, different forecasting horizons can be considered. For example, larger forecasting horizons are considered for maintenance related issues. Most studies however focus on short-term or very-short term forecasting, because they are the most important in the areas of storage control, automatic generation control, unit commitment and the electricity market [169]. In fact, most energy is traded in one-day-ahead markets, which raises the significance of one-day-ahead forecasts [14]. For this reason, we will focus on the task of predicting a solar power generation time series one-day-ahead in the form of multi-step forecasts.

The algorithm space is comprised of all the algorithms in the target space of the meta learning multi-class classification problem. In other words, it contains all algorithms which can be recommended by the meta learning system. For each input time series dataset, we build forecasting models including 4 algorithms developed for time series forecasting, namely DT, RF, GBTs and LR. Further details about the way in which our input time series datasets are forecasted using these algorithms, is provided in Section 5.3.1.

3. Meta Features Extraction. As mentioned before, the characteristics of energy time series datasets paves the road into which methods are most appropriate for forecasting. As seen in Algorithm 1, the next step in the proposed EMLS is to extract the meta information required to describe time series datasets. Such meta features are extracted on the training parts of time series datasets. According to the DSTMF methodology depicted in Figure 5.2, the original input time series datasets which have a time resolution of 15 minutes, are then aggregated to 1-hour, daily, monthly, weekend, weekend sum, workday, workday sum, winter, summer, spring and autumn. For each aggregated dataset, the five-number summary and the arithmetic mean are calculated resulting in six meta features.

For robust evaluation, it is of great importance to compare DSTMF to state-of-the-art meta features existing in literature in the field of energy. (1) Simple meta features (S.F.) can be directly derived from time series datasets, e.g. the number of samples and the number of attributes. (2) Statistical meta features (St.F.) describe the statistical properties of time series datasets such as Standard Deviation (SD), skewness, average, variance, median, kurtosis, step, to name a few. (3) Information-theoretic meta features (I.F.) are directly based on entropy measures, e.g. entropy and noise-signal ratio [29]. (4) Time series meta features (T.F.) are types of statistical features but are grouped in another category because they are strongly related to time series datasets [48], e.g. lumpiness, stability, max level shift, max var shift, max kl shift, crossing
points, flat spots, stl features, acf features, pacf features and heterogeneity, to name a few. All these meta features could be computed using methods available in R [157].

The following matrix sketches a formal representation of the extracted meta features, whereby each row corresponds to a specific time series dataset:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
S.F., ..., St.F., ..., I.F., ..., T.F., ..., DSTMF, ... \\
S.F., ..., St.F., ..., I.F., ..., T.F., ..., DSTMF, ... \\
... \\
S.F., ..., St.F., ..., I.F., ..., T.F., ..., DSTMF, ...
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The DSTMF meta features group is constructed by combining the calculated descriptive statistics from all aggregation levels and the original time series. With six values per aggregation level, there are a total of 72 meta features. To discover the effectiveness of DSTMF, seven different groups of meta features are proposed, namely simple, statistical, information-theoretic, time series, DSTMF, all meta features without DSTMF and all meta features including DSTMF. The distribution of meta features is 2, 7, 2, 45, 72, 56 and 128 meta features for the aforementioned groups respectively. After extracting the meta features, EMLS will construct the meta knowledge in the form of a knowledge matrix. In this matrix, each row corresponds to one building containing meta features of this building as predictors and the best forecasting model as a label. This step is followed by training random forest and artificial neural networks as meta learners to learn the mapping between the extracted meta features and the best forecasting models. Based on this mapping, the resulting meta learning classification model is used later to recommend the best forecasting model for new buildings as depicted in Algorithm 1. The results of training and testing meta learners are explained and discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.

**Phase 2: Model Selection for New Energy Time Series Datasets**

In this phase, the best short term load forecasting model for new buildings is recommended. According to Algorithm 1, we start by preprocessing time series and aggregating them in different aggregation levels. After that, DSTMF and the other groups of meta features are extracted. These meta features will then be passed to the meta learning classification model setup and trained in the previous phase to assign the most appropriate short term load forecasting model for them. After the new load datasets of buildings have been classified, the knowledge matrix is updated for improving the predictive performance of the meta learner over the time.

**5.2.3. Encoded Energy Meta Learning System (EEMLS)**

For better exploitation of meta information included in the extracted meta features, this section discusses the use of deep learning to encode the extracted meta features by autoencoders. The main idea behind autoencoders is that we use unsupervised learning for leveraging the advantage of neural networks for the task of meta features representation.
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learning. We design a neural network architecture such that we impose a bottleneck in the network forcing a compressed knowledge representation of meta features.

![Diagram of the methodology]

Figure 5.3.: Methodology of EMLS and EEMLS [144].

Figure [EEMLS] demonstrates the main methodological approach of EEMLS. As seen is this figure, EEMLS follows the same methodology of EMLS with the main difference that it utilizes autoencoders to encode the input meta features in a new representation form for capturing the deep characteristics of energy time series datasets in an “Encoded Knowledge Matrix”. We adapted EMLS to employ autoencoders by adding an encoding step between the steps 15 and 16 in the aforementioned Algorithm 1.

5.3. Evaluation

The key focus of the evaluation is to investigate the accuracy of the new art of meta features, DSTMF, in characterizing the energy time series datasets. We aim to support meta learner with new art of meta feature to enhance its performance in recommending the best forecasting model from the ones presented in 5.3.1. To this end, we conducted three groups of experiment on the dataset presented in 2.4.1. Based on a similarity-based clustering analysis in the first group of experiments, the potential of DSTMF’s meta features for capturing deep characteristics of energy load time series datasets is evaluated and compared.
to other state-of-the-art meta features. In the second and third group of experiments, we build a complete meta learning use case according to the main methodologies of EMLS and EEMLS to evaluate DSTMF in an original and encoded representation form. In these experiments, we compare the predictive performance of our meta learning classification model using DSTMF with the predictive performance using other state-of-the-art meta features introduced in the literature. The encoded representation of meta features enabled us to leverage the advantage of unsupervised deep learning in the context of energy time series model selection as will be seen in the following sections.

5.3.1. Use Case Study: Short-Term Load Forecasting Scenario

Accurate load forecasting of individual buildings has attracted significant attention in recent years, especially in energy management systems which monitor, optimize and control the smart grid energy market [97]. The reason for that lies in the fact that an accurate knowledge about the future energy patterns helps to reshape the load, paving the road for better management as well as distribution of energy at grid level. However, there are many approaches to predict the electrical load. In the past, physical models were often used leveraging the physical knowledge of buildings and domain expertise to forecast electrical load [86][89][99]. The emergence of automatic data collection and other technological advancements enabled the use of data-driven models [52][9].

Massive amounts of data can be used to unfold the underlying knowledge without expert knowledge about the domain. In addition to the raw load data, exogenous variables like weather or calendar data can be used to support the forecasting model which can be categorized by their forecasting horizon as: Short Term Load Forecasting (STLF) with a horizon up to one week is important for real-time operations and short-term decisions. Medium Term- (MTLF) and Long Term Load Forecasting (LTLF) are used for monthly or yearly planning and energy management.

In this chapter, the focus lies on one-day ahead STLF data driven models with few calendar-based exogenous variables. The reason for choosing such a use case lies in the increasing importance of energy load forecasting in the modern power systems [97][184][54][8][77] In our evaluation, each time series dataset is a series of load (kW) values with sampling rate of 15 minutes which leads to 96 values to be predicted for one day. Based on the fact that the periodicity is one of the main characteristics in electricity load time series datasets, calendar features such as hour, day, month and weekend are extracted for each building as exogenous variables to be used as predictors for short-term forecasting. Additionally, we choose to use the load values of one-day-ago and the corresponding value in one-week-ago as forecasting features, as the energy load patterns of the investigated time series of office buildings likely have daily and weekly seasonality.

DT, RF, GBTs and LR are utilized to forecast one day ahead load. Generally and for all buildings, only the last year is used for testing and the rest for training. Based on the main idea of the meta learning approach, the model with best forecasting performance is considered as a label in the final knowledge matrix to represent the best solution for
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(a) One-day ahead forecasting of building Nr. 32. (b) One-day ahead forecasting of building Nr. 617.
(c) One-day ahead forecasting of building Nr. 2713. (d) One-day ahead forecasting of building Nr. 459

Figure 5.4: Predictive performance in terms of RMSE for DT, RF, GBTs and LR for buildings 32, 617, 2713 and 459.

a building, as explained in Algorithm 1. To indicate the accuracy of the short-term load forecasting model, RMSE metric [32].

Only the forecasting of 1 hour is depicted in Figure 5.4. Interesting is that not all models have the same predictive performance on a specific time series dataset. The reason for that lies in the characteristics of time series dataset. While DT achieves the best performance for building 32, LR introduces the smallest RMSE for forecasting the load of building 617.
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5.3.2. Similarity-based Clustering Analysis

The experiments are conducted on datasets of 60 energy time series selected from Energo+ presented in 2.4.1. These time series are measurements of the energy load from 60 institutional buildings at a granularity level of 1-hour for 5 years. The original granularity level is 15 minutes, therefore we aggregate the readings in 1-hour before starting this group of experiments. Before applying the DSTMF methodology to extract the meta features, a preprocessing procedure is applied to cleanup and harmonize the energy time series datasets. The procedure includes detecting gaps and NA values and performing outlier analysis.

According to the DSTMF methodology presented in Section 5.2.1, the input time series datasets which had a time resolution of 1-hour, are then aggregated to daily, monthly, weekend, workday, workday_sum, winter, summer, spring and autumn. For each aggregated dataset, the five-number summary and the arithmetic mean are calculated resulting in 6 meta features. As a result, 60 meta features are extracted for each input time series dataset formulating a final meta feature matrix of 60 columns and 60 rows.

As mentioned before, it is a great of importance to perform a benchmark evaluation, in which the DSTMF’s meta features are compared to state-of-the-art meta features of other approaches existing in literature and applied in meta learning model selection for time series forecasting. For this benchmark evaluation, the four different groups presented in 5.2.2 are used. To this end, 2 S.F., 8 St.F., 2 I.F., 26 T.F. and 60 DSTMF’s meta features are extracted for the 60 time series energy load datasets forming the final meta feature matrix.

After extracting the meta features for our input load time series datasets, a similarity-based clustering analysis is performed to measure the accuracy of the extracted meta features in representing the behavior of those datasets. The goal of clustering is to identify similarities between unlabeled datasets by organizing the datasets into homogeneous groups with the help of some similarity-criteria where this criteria value is minimized for datasets within the same group and the between-groups dissimilarity is maximized.

The main idea behind clustering lies in the fact that, if a set of meta features accurately captures the characteristics of a set of datasets, then a clustering algorithm applied on those datasets and their corresponding meta features separately should arrive at the same cluster classification. Or more precisely, the meta features that are grouped together in one cluster should represent the datasets which are also located together in one cluster for applying the same clustering algorithm.

To ensure that the clustering analysis works as expected, an appropriate clustering algorithm is needed. Our decision for choosing the right clustering algorithm is based on internal measures which use the intrinsic information in the time series datasets to assess the quality of the clustering. Internal measures entail the connectivity, the silhouette coefficient and the Dunn index. Briefly, connectivity indicates the degree of connectedness of the clusters, as determined by the k-nearest neighbors algorithm. The connectedness corresponds to what extent items are placed in the same cluster as their nearest neighbors.
in the data space. The connectivity ranges from 0 to infinity and should be minimized for better clustering. Silhouette width and Dunn index combine measures of compactness and separation of the clusters. The values of silhouette width range from -1 as poorly-clustered observations to 1 as well-clustered observations. The Dunn index is the ratio between the smallest distance between observations not in the same cluster to the largest intra cluster distance. It has a value between 0 and infinity and should be maximized for better clustering.

Normalization is an essential step before clustering. This is due to the fact that normalization controls the variability of the dataset by converting it into a specific range to generate good quality clusters and improve the accuracy of clustering algorithms.

Table 5.1 summarizes our results after applying a wide range of clustering algorithms [177], namely hierarchical clustering, k-means, PAM, DIANA, CLARA, SOTA, Agnes, Model-based, SOM and FANNY, on our 60 normalized energy load time series datasets. From the aforementioned results, the clustering algorithm that outperformed all others is chosen to evaluate the accuracy of meta features. Overall, according to Table 5.1, the k-means clustering algorithm performed best with regard to the connectivity, the silhouette coefficient and the Dunn index, therefore, it was chosen as the clustering algorithm for our experiments to evaluate the accuracy of meta features.

However, determining the optimal number of clusters in the k-means algorithm is a great challenge. For the presented work, the statistical testing method, called gap statistic proposed by Tibshirani et. al. in [159] is used to determine the optimal number of clusters. The gap statistic compares the total within intra-cluster variation for different values of $k$ with their expected values under null reference distribution of the data points. The estimation of the optimal number of clusters will then be the value that maximizes the gap statistic. As a result, $k = 8$ is considered as an optimal number of clusters for the k-means clustering algorithm. Based on the aforementioned configurations, the clustering analysis is performed on the 60 normalized energy load time series datasets and their corresponding meta features with the following cluster groups: simple, statistical, information-theoretic, time series, DSTMF, all without DSTMF and all meta features.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the distribution of the 60 time series datasets on 8 clusters after applying the k-means clustering algorithm. As each dataset is represented by multiple meta features, k-means clustering algorithm will perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and plot the data points in 2 dimensions corresponding to the first two principal components that explain the majority of the variance in data.

The Clustering Error (CE) is defined based on Equation (5.1).
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\[ CE = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{CW_i}{CT_i} \]  

Where:

- \( CW_i \): the number of the dataset that are wrongly clustered in cluster \( i \).
- \( CT_i \): the total number of datasets in cluster \( i \).
- \( n \): the total number of clusters.

**Figure 5.5:** Result of applying the k-means algorithm with 8 clusters on the original input time series datasets.

To understand how the error is calculated, consider the cluster number 5 (depicted in light blue in Figure 5.5) as an example. In this cluster, the datasets number 58, 16, 35, 9, 13, 21, 47, 43 and 45 are grouped together in one cluster. Assume that the k-means
clustering algorithm is applied on the group of statistical meta features. As a result, only the meta features datasets number 58, 16, 35, 9 and 43 are grouped together in one cluster and the others are clustered in different clusters. The majority of meta features datasets that are grouped together are taken as a reference of correct clustering and all others are considered as wrongly clustered. According to this, 4 out of 9 meta features datasets are in the wrong clusters. This calculation is repeated for the other clusters to discover the meta features datasets which are clustered in wrong clusters. This error is accumulated to find the final error of clustering.

Table 5.2: Clustering error for different groups of meta features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering Category</th>
<th>Clustering Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple meta features</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical meta features</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-theoretic meta features</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time series meta features</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSTMF’s meta features</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple + Statistical + Information-theoretic + Time series meta features</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All meta features</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 shows the comparison of results for applying the clustering on different groups of meta features. Note that both simple and statistical meta features characterize time series datasets only to a low extent. This can be seen in clustering error of 80% and 70% for simple and statistical meta features respectively. An improvement of 14% is achieved by information-theoretic meta features. An acceptable capturing of the characteristics of time series datasets is obtained by time series meta features, where the clustering error is 41%. DSTMF’s meta features outperform all previous meta features by achieving a clustering error of 39%.

A better clustering with an error of 31% is attained when using simple, statistical, information-theoretic and time series meta features together. The major effect of our new meta features can be clearly seen when applying clustering on all meta features including DSTMF’s meta features, whereby a further improvement of 13% is realized with a clustering error of 18%. This gives good evidence for the effectiveness of our proposed meta features in capturing the deeper properties of time series datasets.

5.3.3. Predictive Performance of Meta Learner: Original Representation of Meta Features

In this part of the evaluation, the experiments are conducted on the dataset presented in Section 5.2.2. We extracted 128 meta features categorized in seven different groups to describe the energy time series datasets. To discover the association between the
meta features and forecasting models explained in Section 5.3.1, Random Forest (RF) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) are employed as meta learners. For achieving the best predictive performance of the meta learner, it is important that the best set of hyperparameters for both meta learners is used. This is done by using the GridSearchCV technique [58], in which an exhaustive set of hyperparameter combinations is created and the model is then trained on each combination.

In this context, the used meta learner tries to achieve the goal of meta learning in selecting the most appropriate learning algorithm by formulating it as a supervised machine learning problem, in which a multi-class classification problem is solved. 140 time series datasets corresponding to 140 buildings are randomly selected from the original 200 buildings for training in this group of experiments.

For fair evaluation, three testing scenarios are taken into consideration. In the first one, the testing datasets represents 10 buildings that are partly covered by the training dataset. Secondly, the testing dataset represents 10 buildings that are completely contained in the training dataset. The last testing scenario defines the testing set by load datasets of 10 new buildings that are not covered by the training dataset. Concerning the difficulty for meta learner to recommend the best model, the second testing scenario represents a simple easy case compared to the last scenario that presents the difficult one. The experiments are repeated five times. Each time a new group of buildings is randomly chosen for training. After performing the tests, the mean of the results is computed and presented in Figure 5.6.

An overall comparison between the different categories of meta features is presented in this figure. This comparison is based on the number of buildings that have been assigned the correct short term load forecasting model. Generally, a relatively bad classification performance is introduced by both meta learners especially in the third testing scenario, in which a new group of buildings that are not covered by the training dataset is used as seen Figures 5.6a and 5.6b. This bad performance has two main reasons, namely the curse of dimensionality and multicollinearity between meta features. The negative effect of multicollinearity can be interpreted as some meta features are highly correlated in a way that can negatively affect the performance of the meta learner. This is due to the fact that multicollinearity problem can lead to a false interpretation of feature importance as the importance level of certain features can be underestimated or overestimated.
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To overcome these problems, the proposed EMLS applies an efficient feature engineering procedure for identifying the main independent from each other meta features and delete all predictors that have no effect on the response variable. Pearson’s correlation [112] is applied to find the highly correlated meta features in order to remove them. As seen in Figure 5.7, a relatively high correlation is found among meta features which negatively affected the predictive performance of the meta learner. Due to the large number of DSTMF meta features, we will show the correlation between 30 meta features.

![Graphical representation of predictive performance](image)

**Figure 5.6.** Predictive performance of meta learning classification models in case of using Random Forest (RF) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as meta learners.

To overcome these problems, the proposed EMLS applies an efficient feature engineering procedure for identifying the main independent from each other meta features and delete all predictors that have no effect on the response variable. Pearson’s correlation [112] is applied to find the highly correlated meta features in order to remove them. As seen in Figure 5.7, a relatively high correlation is found among meta features which negatively affected the predictive performance of the meta learner. Due to the large number of DSTMF meta features, we will show the correlation between 30 meta features.
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Figure 5.7.: Correlation matrix of 30 DSTMF meta features.
After discovering the highly correlated meta features, the next step is to remove them. To this end, we remove the meta features that are > 0.75% correlated. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 illustrates a part of the time series and DSTMF meta features after removing the highly correlated meta features.

**Figure 5.8.** A part of DSTMF meta features after removing the features that are > 0.75% correlated.
Figure 5.9.: A part of time series meta features after removing the features that are > 0.75% correlated.

As a result, the total number of meta features is reduced containing only the meta features that are not strongly correlated as seen in Table 5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Features Groups</th>
<th>Total Number of Meta Features</th>
<th>Number of Not Highly correlated Meta Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple meta features</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical meta features</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-theoretic meta features</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time series meta features</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSTMF meta features</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple + Statistical + Information-theoretic + Time series meta features</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All meta features</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After removing the highly correlated meta features, we need to select the most important predictive features. To achieve that, Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) is used. RFE is an automatic feature selection method that can be used to build many models with different subsets of a dataset and identify those attributes that are not required to build an accurate model. This technique begins by building a model on the entire set of features and computing an importance score for each one. The least important feature(s) are then removed, the model is re-built, and importance scores are computed again. Table 5.4 illustrates the features selected by RFE for each meta-feature group.

Before feature engineering and in the case of using RF as meta learner, the best predictive performance is achieved by time series meta features for the three testing scenarios as depicted in Figure 5.6a. In the second testing scenario, the best predictive performance is achieved by time series as well as all, the last category, as also depicted in Figure 5.6a. ANN showed the best predictive performance with the categories DSTMF, time series and all, as seen in the second testing scenario in Figure 5.6b. In this figure, DSTMF outperforms time series meta features in the first and third testing scenarios. As depicted in Figure 5.6c, EMLS is able to assign the correct forecasting model for 9 buildings in the second testing scenario when using time series, DSTMF and all meta features.

Interesting is that the whole number of buildings are assigned the correct model by using ANN with time series and DSTMF in the second testing scenario as seen in Figure 5.6d. Focusing on the third testing scenario, the most difficult one, the best predictive performance of assigning 9 correct models to 10 buildings is achieved in the case of using ANN for the categories time series, DSTMF and All as seen in Figure 5.6d.

Moreover and by comparing the last 2 categories of meta features, an improvement is generally noticed for all testing scenarios in case of using DSTMF as a part of meta feature space, namely category all, as depicted in Figures 5.6a, 5.6b, 5.6c and 5.6d. EMLS achieves an improvement of 10% to 30% after applying the feature engineering procedure as illustrated in Figure 5.6. Moreover, it is notable that a bad predictive performance is introduced by both RF and ANN for simple and information-theoretic meta features in all testing scenarios. This provides an evidence that these categories badly characterize time series datasets. Moreover, the proposed DSTMF represents a new comparative art of meta features against time series meta feature category as seen in Figures 5.6b, 5.6c and 5.6d. Furthermore, it is found that using ANN as a meta learner introduces better predictive performance in assigning the best forecasting model for energy time series datasets.

5.3.4. Predictive Performance of Meta Learner: Encoded Representation of Meta Features Using Autoencoders

In this part of our evaluation, we investigate the effect of encoding meta features on the predictive performance of meta learners in predicting the most appropriate forecasting model. The experiments are also conducted on the dataset presented in Section 5.2.2. We extracted 128 meta features categorized in seven different groups, namely simple, statistical, information-theoretic, time series, DSTMF, all meta features without DSTMF
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Feature Category</th>
<th>Total Nr. of Meta Features</th>
<th>Selected Meta Features</th>
<th>Nr. of Selected Meta Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple Meta Features</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nr. of samples and Nr. of attributes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Meta Features</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Var, skewness, std, kurtosis, std1st_der, outlierinclude_mdrmd, histogram_mode</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-theoretic Meta Features</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Entropy, motiftwo_entro3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Series Meta Features</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>stability, x_acf10, unitroot_pp, x_acf1, ac_9, e_acf1, alpha, diff2x_pacf5, arch_lm, diff1_acf1, spreadrandomlocal_meantaul, diff2_acf10, diff2_acf1, time_level_shift, linearity, walker_propcross, flat_spots, unitroot_kpss, firstzero_ac, trend</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSTMF Meta Features</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>autumn_max, weekly_workdays_max, weekly_max, daily_max, winter_max, workdays_max, weekends_max, winter_thirdQu, winter_mean, daily_min, weekends_mean, weekly_weekends_median, weekends_median, daily_median, monthly_thirdQu, winter_firstQu, summer_max, autumn_thirdQu, summer_mean, daily_thirdQu, workdays_median, workdays_mean</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Without DSTMF</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>stability, x_acf10, unitroot_pp, x_acf1, ac_9, e_acf1, alpha, diff2x_pacf5, arch_lm, diff1_acf1, spreadrandomlocal_meantaul, diff2_acf10, diff2_acf1, time_level_shift, linearity, walker_propcross, flat_spots, unitroot_kpss, firstzero_ac, trend, entropy, motiftwo_entro3, var, skewness, std, kurtosis, std1st_der, outlierinclude_mdrmd, histogram_mode, count</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Meta Features</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>stability, x_acf10, unitroot_pp, x_acf1, ac_9, e_acf1, alpha, diff2x_pacf5, arch_lm, diff1_acf1, spreadrandomlocal_meantaul, diff2_acf10, diff2_acf1, time_level_shift, linearity, walker_propcross, flat_spots, unitroot_kpss, firstzero_ac, trend, entropy, motiftwo_entro3, var, skewness, std, kurtosis, std1st_der, outlierinclude_mdrmd, histogram_mode, count, autumn_max, weekly_workdays_max, weekly_max, daily_max, winter_max, workdays_max, weekends_max, winter_thirdQu, winter_mean, daily_min, weekends_mean, weekly_weekends_median, weekends_median, daily_median, monthly_thirdQu, winter_firstQu, summer_max, autumn_thirdQu, monthly_mean, daily_thirdQu, workdays_median, workdays_mean</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and all meta features including DSTMF. Only the most four comparative groups of meta features are included in this group of experiments, namely time series, DSTMF, all meta features without DSTMF and all meta features including DSTMF. This is due to their good performance as seen in Section 5.3.3.

An autoencoder neural network is an unsupervised deep learning technique [20] that employs backpropagation for setting the target values to be equal to the inputs [101]. Its architecture can vary between a simple FeedForward network, convolutional neural network and LSTM network, to name a few. A simple architecture is utilized here as the main goal of the current evaluation is to reconstruct the meta features in another powerful representation form capturing the useful meta information already included in meta features as depicted in Figure 5.10.

![Autoencoder Architecture](image)

**Figure 5.10.** Autoencoder architecture utilized for reconstructing the meta features in another representation form.

The parameter settings of autoencoders are as follows: the number of neurons in the last layer is equal to them in the first layer that corresponds to the number of input meta features we want to encode and the activation function is Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). The reason for using ReLU lies in the fact that unlike classical activation functions such as “Tangens Hyperbolicus” [66] and “sigmoid logistic” functions [78], ReLU allows exact zero values easily which makes it a good candidate for encouraging sparsity of representation [51].

The autoencoder reconstructs its inputs by minimizing the difference between the input meta features $\chi$ and the output $Y$ instead of predicting the target value for given inputs. To achieve that, two parts are required, namely encoder and decoder, which can be defined as transitions $\Phi$ and $\Psi$ in Equation (5.2):

$$\Phi : \chi \rightarrow F, \psi : F \rightarrow \chi$$  (5.2)
The encoder stage of an autoencoder takes a row \( x \) in the input meta feature matrix \( \chi \) and maps it to another representation form \( h \in \mathcal{F} \) in Equation (5.3):

\[
h = \sigma(Wx + b)
\]  

(5.3)

where:

- \( h \) represents a latent variable, or latent representation of the input meta features.
- \( \sigma \) is the activation function.
- \( W \) is a weight matrix and \( b \) is the bias vector, whereby weights and biases are initialized randomly and then updated iteratively by feedforward backpropagation.

After that, the decoder stage maps \( h \) to another representation form \( x' \) of the same shape of input meta feature \( x \) as presented in Equation (5.4):

\[
x' = \sigma'(W'h + b')
\]  

(5.4)

The autoencoder is then trained to minimize the reconstruction error of meta features, referred as loss according to Equation (5.5):

\[
L(x, x') = \|x - x'|^2 = \|x - \sigma'(W'(\sigma(Wx + b)) + b')\|^2
\]  

(5.5)

After integrating the autoencoder into the system, the meta learning use case presented in EMLS is modified according to the methodology of EEMLS and evaluated to discover the effect of meta features encoding on the predictive performance of the meta learner.

As a meta learner, ANN is used. To get consistent results, the experiments are repeated five times. Each time a random set of building load datasets are selected for training ANN meta learner and the mean values of the evaluation results are depicted in Table 5.5. Despite no information compression is achieved by autoencoder in Setup Configurations (SCs) 1, 5, 9, 13 and 17, as the number of neurons in the middle layer is equal to them in the first input layer, an acceptable performance is obtained. An improvement is achieved in SCs 2, 6, 10, 14 and 18, whereby a compression ratio of 50% is performed by the autoencoders. For further compression, no improvement is noticed as a part of meta information is lost.

Generally, the best performance is introduced by the T.F. and DSTMF meta features. As seen in Table 1, this performance is changing according to the used setup configurations, where we reduce the total number of buildings used for training to accurately measure the strength of meta features in capturing the deep characteristics of time series datasets. While in some cases, time series meta features outperforms DSTMF, DSTMF introduces better performance especially for a small size of training set. Precisely, it can be clearly seen that for a number of buildings >= 64, T.F. meta features outperforms DSTMF as seen in SC from 1 to 8. As the number of buildings in the training set is decreased, the task is more difficult for meta learners to learn and assign the correct models. In these situations, DSTMF outperforms all other categories.
Overall, an improvement is achieved between the last two categories, in which the DSTMF meta features support meta learners with more useful meta information about time series datasets. This has two main reasons. On the one hand, the large amount of useful meta information contained in DSTMF meta features. On the other hand, the power of the autoencoder to encode the useful meta knowledge contained in the extracted meta features in a new efficient representation form.

By using autoencoders, the system is able to handle the multiclass classification problem of meta learning by a few number of examples in the training set, namely 32, 16 and even 8 examples introducing a good acceptable predictive performance in assigning the correct short term load forecasting model for a testing set of 20 new buildings. To this end and for a very few number of training examples, the proposed DSTMF outperforms T.F. meta features leading the meta learning classification model to achieve a better predictive performance, as seen in Table 5.5.
Consequently, the present thesis introduces a new meta learning approach, in which only a few number of time series datasets is required to build an efficient meta learning system for time series model selection without the need for simulating new time series in the case of a few available examples in the training set. Another advantage of encoding is that the proposed EEMLS introduces a good predictive performance not only with a small size of training set but also with a few number of features required to train the meta learning model, namely 25% of meta features and two meta features as seen in Table 5.5. This shows that EEMLS definitely produces very simple but effective models for performing energy time series model selection.

![Figure 5.11:](image)

Figure 5.11.: The predictive performance of ANN meta learner in case of encoded and original representation of meta features.

To verify the positive effect of meta feature encoding, it is of great importance to compare the predictive performance of the ANN meta learner with its performance in the case of using the original representation form. Concerning the encoded meta features, only the setup configurations containing the whole number of meta features are taken into account, namely 1, 5, 9, 13 and 17. By the encoded representation of meta features, the ANN meta learner is able to assign the correct forecasting model to the majority of buildings in the testing set as seen in Figure 5.11. This number decreases as the size of the training set is decreased. Moreover, the encoded meta features outperforms the original meta features as a larger number of buildings have been assigned the correct models.

Experiments show the tendency that encoding meta features is a good solution to alleviate the concern that solving a multiclass classification problem with a very few number of examples will lead to very bad performance. Consequently, in the case of only a few number of time series datasets available for training the meta learner, it is highly recommended to encode meta features by autoencoder for better utilization of meta information contained in them as seen in Figure 5.11.
5. Characterizing Energy Time Series Datasets

5.4. Summary

In this chapter, Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) as a new methodology for characterizing the behavior of time series datasets with meta features to achieve a more accurate model selection for time series energy load forecasting was presented and evaluated. We started in Section 5.1 by describing the problem statement we aim to solve. In Section 5.2, the general solution methodology was presented. Our methodology included proposing Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) to describe energy time series datasets, and presenting Energy Meta Learning System (EMLS) as well as Encoded Energy Meta Learning System (EEMLS) for instrumenting the extracted meta features in building an efficient meta learning classification model. The main difference between EMLS and EEMLS lies in the utilization of unsupervised deep learning to encode the extracted meta features using autoencoder.

We evaluated the accuracy of DSTMF in characterizing energy time series datasets in Section 5.3 in three different groups of experiments. In the first group of experiments, we applied similarity-based clustering analysis to measure the efficiency of DSTMF against state-of-the-art meta features existing in the literature. We found that DSTMF outperformed time series, information-theoretic, simple and statistical meta features in characterizing energy time series datasets. In the second group of experiments in Section 5.3.3, we compared the efficiency of DSTMF in terms of the predictive accuracy of meta learners in assigning the best forecasting model to the input energy time series datasets. To achieve that, random forest and artificial neural networks were used as meta learners. Different groups of meta features were extracted. The accuracy of meta learners was then measured in the case of using DSTMF as meta features and compared to the cases of using the other groups of meta features. This group of experiments was carried out in two points of view, namely with and without applying feature engineering procedure. Generally, DSTMF introduced better performance in characterizing energy time series datasets than the other groups of meta features. An improvement of 10% to 30% was acquired after applying the feature selection procedure.

In the last group of experiments, we discovered the accuracy of DSTMF in characterizing energy time series meta features in the case of using an autoencoder. We used an autoencoder to encode meta features in another representation form. Generally, we found that the predictive performance of meta learner in assigning the best forecasting model for buildings outperformed the case of using original representation of meta features.
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Meta learning approaches have been proposed to address the issue of model selection [81][151][70][122] by formulating it as a classification problem whereby each dataset is assigned an adequate model. Considering meta learning as a multi-class data-driven approach and in order to perform well, meta learning systems require a sufficiently large training set to learn from. When the amount of originally acquired data is not enough to train a well-performing meta learner, the meta learning model will overfit on the training data and generalize badly [83][117].

By increasing the training set size, meta learning performance can be improved. The reason for that lies in the fact that the predictive performance of a classification model highly depends on the examples available for training not only in number but also in their diversity. To this end, there has been a lot of recent work published in literature presenting methodologies and approaches for generating new time series datasets which could be used as training dataset [47][156][121].

In this chapter, we present a new approach for enhancing the predictive performance of meta learners by adding newly generated meta examples to the training set with some new but simple generation strategies. We start in Section 6.1 by presenting the problem statement including the research question we aim to answer. After that, our concept to enhance the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model in recommending the best forecasting model is introduced and discussed in detail in Section 6.2. Thereafter, we evaluate the effect of the inclusion of the newly generated meta examples on the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model in Section 6.3. In our evaluation study, two representations forms of meta features are taken into account, namely, original and encoded representation of meta features. The research contributions presented in this chapter were the main topics of our paper in [146].

---
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6.1. Problem Statement

Meta learning for energy time series forecasting model selection is based on accumulating the meta knowledge over several energy time series datasets and then using such acquired knowledge to recommend the best model for a new energy time series dataset. Each dataset is represented by a meta example consisting of a set of meta feature values and a label that corresponds to the most suitable forecasting model for this time series dataset. As mentioned before, the process of learning in this context is essentially considered as a multi-class classification problem in which the meta learner tries to learn the mapping between the meta knowledge and the corresponding forecasting models.

Like many other machine learning problems, a multi-class classification problem also has the challenge that it needs an adequate domain data set in size and diversity for training. The better (diverse) and more examples are available for the learning process, the better the classification performance will be. To face this challenge, many approaches are proposed in literature to generate synthetic time series dataset or simulate new ones[65][188][64].

In this chapter, We first develop a meta learning system which predicts the best one-day-ahead forecasting algorithm for a given solar power generation time series. We further answer the research question RQ3 ‘How to enhance the performance of automated model selection in the context of energy by creating appropriate learning datasets?’ by generating additional meta examples which we can be added to the original training set in order to create extended training sets. This is achieved by creating new time series, which can be transformed into said meta examples. The additional meta examples will reduce variance and overfitting and ultimately result in better classification performance by the meta learner. Our concept incorporates many different methodologies to generate new time series datasets, namely time-based, weather-based and a combination between them to increase the number of meta examples which in turns enhances the predictive performance of the meta learning classification problem.

6.2. Proposed Solution

In order to enhance the predictive performance of our meta learning multi-class classification problem, if our training dataset is too small, more meta examples are required. To augment the training dataset, we propose a new simple approach for generating new time series datasets using the existing datasets without the need of instrumenting complex simulation models or synthetically generating new time series. Newly generated time series data sets are automatically added to the existing training set and transformed into meta examples by extracting the relevant meta features and determining the label of the best forecasting model. The new resulting meta examples will then be used to train the meta learner again on the bigger training data set and enhance its performance in recommending the best forecasting model for a new time series dataset.
To incorporate the new generated features into our solution, we extend the main meta learning methodology presented in Section 5.1 as shown in Figure 6.1. Our approach for generating new time series datasets uses two methodologies, namely aggregation-based and weather-based. Both of them will later be compared to the model-based approaches, in which new time series are simulated. As shown in Figure 6.1, the aggregation-based approach uses the input energy time series datasets to generate new ones by aggregating values into different aggregation levels as detailed in 6.2.3. The weather based approach groups (parts of) datasets according to their behavior under certain weather conditions and constructs new ones by varying the weather situations as detailed in 6.2.2. All resulting energy time series datasets are passed to extract the relevant meta features such as information-theoretic, statistical, time series and DSTMF meta features. We use these meta features as features in the knowledge matrix. Then, we build a benchmark of power generation forecasting models and set the best one as a label for each time series dataset in the knowledge matrix.

To find the mapping between the extracted meta features and the best forecasting model, another ML algorithm is trained on the resulting knowledge matrix. As explained before, for a new energy time series dataset, the newly trained meta learner will then recommend the best forecasting model. The main goal of our concept is to increase the number of meta examples used for training the meta learner without the need for simulating new ones. To evaluate the effect of our new generated meta examples on the predictive performance of the meta learner, an in-depth analysis study is provided in Section 6.3. In this evaluation, we compare our proposed approaches with the model-based approach existing in literature for generating new time series datasets. Before presenting the three different approaches...
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for generating new time series dataset, an overview of the used solar power generation dataset is provided.

6.2.1. Dataset

Ausgrid solar home electricity data presented in Section 2.4.2 is used in this chapter to realize the new concepts for generating new meta examples. Even though the state-owned Australian energy provider Ausgrid applied the main data quality criteria on the gathered ausgrid solar home electricity data, some preprocessing steps are necessary before performing forecasting and afterwards meta learning. We start by performing a visual analysis on ausgrid solar home electricity data to recognize the time series datasets that contain big gaps in order to ignore them in our evaluation. While performing this procedure, We recognized that the gaps ranging from a couple of observations up to multiple months as seen in Figure 6.2. Such datasets with large gaps are discarded and not taken into consideration in our work as will be seen later in this section.

![Figure 6.2: Methodology of enhanced meta learning approach.](image)

The next step is to detect the range of time series values that is taken into consideration in each day. To select the best range of time series values during the day to be considered in our forecasting, we divide every day into 3 sections as seen in Figure 6.3. Let S be the period ranging roughly from the daytime of the latest sunrise to the earliest sunset in a year in Australia. This interval ranges from 8 am to 4:30 pm and the solar systems are expected to always generate positive amounts of power during this time all year round, even if it is raining. Let D denote the period where it depends on the season, whether the solar systems generate power. Let N be the period where the sun (almost) never shines.

The different periods are illustrated for a winter and a summer day in Figure 6.3. The blue values correspond to a day that was recorded in the summer. The black curve corresponds to a day that was recorded in winter, where the sun goes down earlier. Period N is highlighted in red. Period D is orange and period S is highlighted in green. Note that
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Each data point represents an interval, e.g. the data point at 4:30pm represents the power generated from 4:30pm to 5pm.

Period S contains 17 observations and ranges from 8am to 4:30pm. Period D contains 9 observations and ranges from 6:30am to 8am and from 4:30pm to 7:30pm. Period N contains 20 observations ranging from 7:30pm to 6:30am. In total, these 3 periods consist of 48 observations. We remove all the data points in period N from our time series datasets. The time series values should always be zero or very close to zero during this time. Not removing those data points will slow down the forecast models computationally and also exhaust their learning capacity unnecessarily. So after removing period N, we have periods D and S, which encompass 26 observations in each day.

After segmentation, we now focus on period S to identify missing observations which present themselves as zero values. This is due to different reasons. We avoid using period D, because the fact that the zero values which can regularly occur based on seasonality would complicate the process of differentiating a missing from a correct observation. For period S, this is not the case and zero values are a clear sign of a missing observation. Furthermore, period S is the most important time frame that we are most interested in forecasting, because it is the period where most power is generated. Every time series contains 18632 total observations inside period S. The missing observations are ranged between 25 and 8943 points for every time series.

As a result from the visual analysis performed in the previous step, no negative values were found in any time series. In contrast to that, many high values as outliers were noticed. A Hampel filter is used to detect outliers in order to be removed from time series datasets. If the number of bad observations in a day is too high, interpolating the remaining values of the day will not yield good and realistic results. Thus, we label such days as unusable. We use the results from the previous steps and a day is marked as unusable, if it has more than three bad observations in succession. Having identified the unusable days, we now
determine whether or not to use a time series or to impute data on unusable days. If a time series has too many unusable days, we remove it from the dataset instead of replacing the missing data points, because we don’t want to distort the time series too much. In this work, we decided to remove the time series from the dataset which had 40 or more unusable days. Consequently, 62 time series were removed and the remaining 238 time series are used in our work.

Considering the 238 time series dataset, we need no to fill the missing values. To achieve that, two approaches have been applied depending on the number and the range of missing values in each time series dataset. On one hand and for single missing values, we applied linear interpolation [104] as seen in Figure 6.4.

For time series with a wide range of missing values, we insert the data points of a day with a similar date from the preceding or following years. For example, an unusable day on the 23.7.2011 might be replaced by the 23.7.2012 or the 23.7.2011. In this way, we preserve seasonal weather characteristics that the day is exposed to. In general, we had to replace 15 unusable days on average for every time series.

### 6.2.2. Weather-based Approach

The generation of photovoltaic systems has a close relationship to weather conditions, such as the temperature, humidity, solar irradiance, hourly solar angle, to name a few. E.g., a time series that is made up of power output sequences on only sunny days is going to be different from a time series made up of the power output sequences generated in rainy days. To the best of our knowledge, time series datasets containing weather information have been widely used in forecasting, where the efficient forecasting features based on weather conditions are extracted and used to increase the predictive accuracy of the forecasting models. In our weather-based approach, we introduce new usage of weather data by using information about weather situations and corresponding power production to generate new time series datasets.

The basic idea of the weather-based method is as follows: based on the input time series and daily weather data for the same period, we filter the input time series according to
certain weather conditions and use the filtered time series as a new one. For example, we can characterize each day in the solar power time series as rainy or sunny as seen in Figure 6.5. We can then create a new time series by only keeping the rainy days and removing the sunny days or vice versa. With our weather-based approach, we intend to generate new time series datasets, in which the days inside it share the similar weather conditions but their day-to-day order is modified. This will in turn generate different time series with different characteristics.

The proposed weather-based approach can be applied independently to each input time series dataset. We classify each day in the input time series based on the available weather data, which describe the weather conditions of that day. E.g., a day may be labeled as being sunny, or very hot, or both. After all the days have been classified, we chain all the days in each class separately in chronological order to create a new time series. As a result and for each input time series dataset, we can create a new time series for every weather class.

The weather data used should correspond to the power production data as best as possible. Because the production data reflect productions of households with PV in Australia, corresponding weather data from the "Bureau of Meteorology of the Australian Government" is used. Further description of this time series dataset is provided in Section 2.4.3.

It contains the daily weather information for the same location of our input time series datasets presented in Section 6.2.1. Such information includes evapotranspiration, maximum and minimum relative humidity, maximum and minimum temperature, rain and solar radiation, to name a few. From these weather observations, we derived 14 classes for characterizing the weather situation of a day as listed in Table 6.1. In this table, each class is briefly described by a short description of which weather conditions need to be present in order for a day to be assigned to the respective class.
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### Table 6.1.
Weather classes defined in the weather-based approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weather Class</th>
<th>Description of Weather Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High/low radiation</td>
<td>Higher/lower radiation than the median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluctuating/steady temperature</td>
<td>Difference between maximum and minimum temperature of a day is higher/lower than the median difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High/low temperature</td>
<td>Both maximum and minimum temperature are above/below their respective median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High/low evapotranspiration</td>
<td>Evapotranspiration is higher/lower than the median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>Precipitation higher than 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not_rainy</td>
<td>Precipitation equal to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluctuating/steady humidity</td>
<td>Difference between maximum and minimum humidity of a day is higher/lower than the mean difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High/low humidity</td>
<td>Both maximum and minimum humidity are above/below their respective median</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given an input time series dataset, we filter it based on the aforementioned classes and consequently generate new time series. As only 14 weather classes are taken into consideration in filtering the input time series dataset, we can generate 14 new time series for each input one. As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, 238 input time series datasets are resulting at the end of the preprocessing procedure. Consequently, \(14 \times 238 = 3332\) new time series datasets are generated in total by our weather-based approach.

Because certain days are removed from the input time series datasets to arrive at new one based on weather conditions, the new generated time series datasets will contain less observations than the input time series datasets, from which they are derived. E.g., the number of observations in the new generated time series datasets range between 8736 and 16432 observations, compared to the 28496 observations present in each input time series dataset. The shortest newly generated time series dataset consists of days with high humidity, whereas the longest time series dataset was made up of days classified as not_rainy. Although this approach for generating new time series datasets based on weather information is quite simple, it is quite effective as the evaluation described later in this chapter will show.

The approach is limited to that it can only be applied to generate new time series datasets from power generation ones. If the input time series datasets contain load values, then this approach cannot be applied to create new meaningful load time series, as the load data are not affected by weather but instead by human behavior.

### 6.2.3. Aggregation-Based Approach

The main goal behind this approach is to aggregate the input time series datasets using different aggregation levels in order to generate new time series datasets with different characteristics. This makes sense because energy can be summed up over a larger time interval to form a new energy time series data set with lower time resolution but having the energy production summed up over the larger interval. These datasets will then be
transformed into meta examples and merged in the learning process of meta learner to increase its accuracy as will be seen in Section 6.3.

For each input time series dataset resulting from the preprocessing process in Section 6.2.1 and during the aggregation process, multiple data points are added up in a given interval to create new aggregated observations as seen in Figure 6.6. We will refer to the number of data points that are aggregated to a single data point in the aggregation process as an aggregation level. Only period S explained before in Section 6.2.1 is taken into consideration in each input time series dataset. In this way, we ignore the large night time gap between the last observation of the previous and the first observation of the next day. The time interval between two data points defines the granularity of the time series dataset. E.g., the granularity is half-hourly for half-hourly observations of our input time series datasets. Moreover, when each day contains only one value, the time series has daily granularity.

![Figure 6.6: Methodology of the aggregation-based Approach for generating new time series datasets.](image)

Given n observations per day, the aggregation levels can range between 2 and n. As one-day-ahead forecasting is considered in this work as a forecasting scenario as will be seen in Section 6.3.1, the aggregation levels larger than one day will not be taken into consideration, since they would result in data points containing observations from multiple days. Furthermore, depending on the aggregation level, the forecasting horizon for a time series has to change. If the algorithms were using the original forecasting horizon of n for a time series which has daily granularity, the algorithm would end up forecasting n days ahead, instead of doing a one-day-ahead forecast. Thus for an aggregation level of n, i.e. daily granularity, the forecasting horizon will be 1, whereas for an aggregation level of \( \frac{n}{2} \), the forecasting horizon is 2 and so on. More details about the forecasting scenario for which our meta learning problem is formulated, are provided later in Section 6.3.1.

In contrast to the aforementioned weather-based approach which can only be applied to generate new time series datasets if the input contains power generation values, the advantage of this approach lies in its applicability in the context of load and generation datasets. Driven by the aforementioned methodology of the aggregation-based approach, we aggregate each input time series dataset with 8 aggregation levels, namely 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 26. Consequently, with 8 aggregation levels and 238 original time series, we are able to generate \( 8 \times 238 = 1904 \) new aggregated time series.
The lengths of the newly created time series range from 1096 for the largest aggregation level up to 14248 data points for the smallest aggregation level. The impact of the different aggregation levels on the periodicity and granularity of the generated time series can be seen by looking at Figure 6.7. Each graph in the figure shows 50 data points of the new time series which were generated with the aggregation-based method.
Figure 6.7: Examples of the time series generated by the aggregation-based approach.
6.2.4. Model-Based Approach

To evaluate the efficiency of the aforementioned weather- and aggregation-based approach, we need to compare them with model-based approaches existing in the literature [156] and used to generate new time series datasets by simulating new ones as seen in Figure 6.8. $X$ and $Y$ represent the input features and forecasted values respectively.

The model-based approach incorporates two main steps. In the first one, the forecasting model is trained on the original training time series datasets. However, more details about the training performed in this forecasting scenario is presented in Section 6.3.1. In the second step, the trained model is used to generate new data points based on the model’s learned parameters where the new generating data points correspond to the forecasted values. Precisely, the forecasting model is used to perform forecasts based on the constructed input vectors. By appending these forecasts together, we can create a new time series dataset. To achieve that, 4 ML algorithms are used, namely Neural Network (NN), k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Decision Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF). 8 different setups shown in Table 6.2 are employed to build the models. While 3 models are developed for each of NN and KNN, 1 model is developed for each of DT and RF. We used keras framework version 2.3.1 to implement neural network models. The classes DecisionTreeRegressor and RandomForestRegressor in scikit-learn are used to build DT and RF models respectively.

In this approach, we used 238 input time series datasets presented in Section 6.2.1 to simulate new ones. Each input time series consists of half-hourly observations over the period of 3 years. Given an input time series, one model is built for each algorithm. The models are trained to forecast one-day-ahead based on an input vector. The input vectors contain information about the day preceding the forecast. Further details about the feature
Table 6.2.: Hyperparameters used in building model in the model-based approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Hyperparameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>It contains 2 hidden layers and 20 node in each one of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN_MODIFIED1</td>
<td>It contains 1 hidden layers and 50 node in each one of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN_MODIFIED2</td>
<td>It contains 3 hidden layers and 50 node in each one of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>K=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN_MODIFIED1</td>
<td>K=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN_MODIFIED2</td>
<td>K=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>A grid search is applied for the maximum tree depth parameter in the range from 5 to 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>200 regression trees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

engineering process and the values of the input vectors are introduced in Section 6.3.1, where the same input features are used here. Each day of the original input time series consists of 26 observations, leading to forecast 26 values in our one-day ahead forecast.

After building the models, the same training input vectors were fed to the models generating one-day-ahead forecasts for each of the input vectors. For each model, the forecasts were then appended to create a new time series. For each algorithm and each input time series, a new time series was generated. Consequently, we were able to generate 1904 new time series with the same length and granularity of the original ones. The efficient preprocessing procedure presented in Section 6.2.1 including upward outliers and filling missing values is applied on the resulting new generated time series. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show examples of the new generated time series datasets. While the whole three year period of the generated time series is shown on the left, an excerpt of three days of that time series is depicted in the right figures.
**Figure 6.9.** Examples of the time series generated by the model-based approach.
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![Graphs showing time series generated by KNN, NN, RF, and DT models](image)

Figure 6.10.: Examples of time series generated by the model-based approach.
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6.3. Evaluation

As mentioned before, our meta learning approach is formulated as a multi-class classification problem in which the number of available examples plays an essential role. To generate new examples, we proposed two approaches, namely a weather-based and an aggregation-based approach. Those examples are then used to generate the related meta examples by extracting the meta features and assigning the label of the best forecasting model for them.

The key focus of the evaluation is to investigate the effect of increasing the number of meta examples on the predictive performance of meta learners. We compare the effects of the new meta examples generated by our approaches with the effect of the meta examples generated by a model-based approach existing in the literature. We start by presenting the meta learning use case scenario including the extraction of the different groups of meta features to characterize the input energy time series datasets. After that, an in-depth analysis study of the effect of the new meta examples is performed in two points of view. While the original representation of meta features is used in the first one, we utilize unsupervised deep learning to encode the extracted meta features by autoencoder in the second point of view (as shown in Chapter 5).

We apply a meta learning approach on the one-day ahead forecasting for solar power generation scenario presented later in Section 6.3.1. We set the predictive performance of the meta learner when it learned on the original input datasets as a baseline for our evaluation. Then, we investigate how the predictive performance of the meta learner changes, when it learns on extended training datasets. To this end, we start by transforming the newly generated time series into meta examples, where each meta example consists of the calculated meta features as predictors and the best forecasting model as a label. The better the used meta features characterize the behavior of time series datasets, the more accurate the selection of the best algorithm by a meta learner will be. Therefore, Time series, Statistical, Information-theoretic and Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) presented in Table 6.3 are extracted in our experiments.

As we see in this table, DSTMF for solar power generation time series datasets does not include the same aggregation levels as it were in the case of consumption. E.g., it doesn’t make sense to include weekends and workday aggregation levels. This is due to the fact that the electricity power generation of photovoltage power systems is only related to weather conditions and not affected by human behavior. In this group of experiments, we used R packages to extract a total of 67 meta features presented in Table 6.3. 44 time series meta features are extracted using tsfeatures in R. In Chapter 5, we found that the Time Series and DSTMF meta features are the best meta features for characterizing energy time series datasets. Therefore, we focus in our evaluation here on both of them and extract only 1 meta feature for each of Statistical and Information-theoretic category.
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Table 6.3.: Different groups of the extracted meta features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Feature Category</th>
<th>Meta Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time Series</td>
<td>Lumpiness, stability, flat_spots, unitroot_kpss, unitroot_pp, x_acf1, x_acf10, diff1_acf1, diff1_acf10, diff2_acf1, diff2_acf10, x_pacf5, diff1x_pacf5, diff2x_pacf5, alpha, beta, arch_acf, garch_acf, arch_r2, garch_r2, nonlinearity, ARCH.LM, ac_9, firstzero_ac, trev_num, motiftwo_entro3, walker_propcross, std1st_der, spreadrandomlocal_meantaul, histogram_mode, outlierinclude_mdrmd, fluctanal_prop_r1, trend, spike, linearity, curvature, e_acf1, e_acf10, max_kl_shift, max_level_shift, max_var_shift, mean_crossing_points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Var</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-theoretic</td>
<td>Entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSTMF</td>
<td>orig_max, orig_mean, orig_upper_quartile, orig_lower_quartile, orig_median, daily_max, daily_min, daily_mean, daily_upper_quartile, daily_lower_quartile, daily_median, weekly_max, weekly_min, weekly_mean, weekly_upper_quartile, weekly_lower_quartile, weekly_median, 4-weekly_max, 4-weekly_min, 4-weekly_mean, 4-weekly_upper_quartile, 4-weekly_lower_quartile, 4-weekly_median</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.1. Use Case Study: Power Generation Forecasting Scenario

In this section, we introduce the time series forecasting scenario which is used to evaluate our meta learning approach presented in Section 6.2. The proposed forecasting scenario is to forecast the solar power generation for the dataset presented in Section 6.2.1. To enable meta learners to recommend the best forecasting model for energy time series datasets, meta examples are required. In the corresponding meta examples, the label presents the forecasting model that performs best on the corresponding time series. To calculate these labels, many forecasts using different forecasting algorithms were performed in order to arrive at a sensible label for each time series. This process is crucial for the meta learning system, because wrongly classified meta-examples can negatively impact the classification accuracy of the meta learner.

Depending on the use-case, the forecasting horizon can be categorized into different categories, namely short-, very-short, mid- and long-term forecasting. While the long-term forecasting is considered for maintenance related issues, the short-term and very-short-term focuses are most important in the areas of storage control, automatic generation control, unit commitment and the electricity market [169].
In our evaluation scenario presented in this chapter, we will focus on the task of one-day-ahead forecasting of the solar power generation in the form of multi-step forecasts. For all of the time series datasets resulting from preprocessing as explained in Section 6.2.1, a forecasting horizon of 26 is used, because the number of observations in each day is 26 as discussed before. However for the time series datasets generated by the aggregation-based approach, the days can contain less than 26 observations. This means that the concrete forecasting horizon changes depending on the granularity of the time series to always match the one-day-ahead forecasting task.

In contrast to some forecasting approaches that use exogenous weather data like temperature and humidity as features to forecast energy power generation, we follow a univariate, data-driven forecasting approach whereby the forecasting of the power generation is based on historical data without using exogenous features to support forecasting. In general, the question whether linear or non-linear algorithms are more appropriate for time series forecasting, especially univariate time series, has no clear answer and depends on various factors, including the available sample size [31]. Because of this, Cerqueira et al. recommended that the experiments on forecasting should include both types of methods. To this end, both linear and nonlinear forecasting algorithms are included in our forecasting scenarios. On one hand, we chose Neural Network (NN) and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) as nonlinear algorithms. On the other hand, we chose Auto regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and Error Trend Seasonal (ETS) as linear algorithms.

Forecasts can be divided into multi-step ahead and single-step ahead ones. While only a single value is forecasted in single-step ahead forecasting, multi-step ahead forecasting concerns itself with forecasting multiple future values at once. The number of forecasted values in a multi-step-ahead forecast is called the length of the forecast or the length of the forecasting interval. However, there are three basic forecasting strategies, when it comes to multi-step forecasting [155], namely iterated, direct and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) forecasting.

With the iterated forecasting strategy, a single model performs multiple consecutive single-step forecasting. In each iteration, the value of the single-step forecast is fed back into the model, as if it was the most recent value of the time series. Based on this new given value, the model can then again perform a new single-step forecast. This is repeated until the forecasting horizon is reached. After that, all one-step forecasts are combined to form a multi-step forecast. This strategy has the disadvantage that it is very sensitive to early errors, i.e. the errors which are made at an early stage will propagate to future predictions and make them worse. In this way the errors accumulate more and more, the longer the forecasting horizon becomes.

By using a direct forecasting strategy, also called independent forecasting, a number of models are trained where each of them performs a point forecast with different forecasting horizons. The multi-step forecast is then formed by combining the forecasts of these different models. The errors of the forecasts of this method don’t accumulate. However because the models are independent from each other, this strategy can fail to capture dependencies between the predicted values.
For the MIMO forecasting strategy, the models can directly forecast more than one value at once. Such models can be e.g. neural networks, where the number of neurons in the output layer has the exact length of the forecasting interval. This strategy does not have the same disadvantages as the other, but it is less flexible since the same model is used to predict all future values.

For our evaluation instrumenting multi-step forecasting, the NN and KNN models follow the MIMO strategy, whilst ARIMA and ETS follow the iterated forecasting strategy. The KNN forecasting model is implemented with the python library scikit-learn version 0.21.3. ETS and ARIMA models are implemented in R with the package forecast version 8.12. NN models are implemented using keras version 2.3.1. All of these forecasting models except the NN models are made deterministic with a seed for better reproducibility. In the following, a brief explanation of hyperparameter settings of the aforementioned algorithms is presented.

- **Neural Network (NN):** To implement the neural network, we used the python library keras. The concrete network architecture consists of two hidden layers consisting of 20 densely connected neurons. Each of which use the ReLU activation function. The size of the output layer is equal to the length of the forecast horizon. The neurons in the output layer use a linear activation function. MAE is used as the loss function and rmsprop for optimizing the batch learning. We train the neural network for 500 epochs and set the batch equal to the length of the training set. We also use early stopping with patience 20.

- **K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN):** This algorithm was implemented using the scikit-learn class KNeighborsRegressor. The parameter k is set to 5, i.e. 5 neighbors are used with a uniform weighting.

- **Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA):** We use the auto.arima function from the R forecast package with the following settings: stepwise=TRUE, approximation=TRUE, allowmean=FALSE, truncate=5000 and method=CSS.

- **Error Trend Seasonal (ETS):** To implement the ETS algorithm, the stlm function from the R forecast package with the ets method was used. The seasonal component is removed before the ets function is applied and afterwards added back to the predictions of the ETS model. The ets function automatically tries differently parametrized ETS models and selects the best one using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). We need to seasonally adjust the time series, because the ets method can only handle data with periodicity smaller than 25 and our original half-hourly time series have daily periods of 26 data points.

When considering how to build the models and which input features to feed the forecasting algorithms, we differentiated between the linear models, namely ARIMA and ETS and the nonlinear ones, namely KNN and NN. For the linear models, the values in the training set are standardized. Then, based on this normalized time series, the ARIMA and ETS algorithms can build the forecasting model. After the model has made a forecast, the predicted values are transformed back to the original scale using the variance and mean...
from the training set. By using the mean and variance of the training set, we prevent data leakage from the test set.

For nonlinear models, the model building and feature engineering process is more complex. While we don’t need to explicitly construct input-output pairs for the linear models, we have to do so for the nonlinear ones. The input vectors can contain information about historical data points and timestamps, while the training output vector is the sequence of actual values \((y_t, ..., y_{t+h})\) of the day that is to be forecast. To construct the input vectors, we extract various time series features to support this learning process. Let \(y_i^s\) denote the value \(y_i\) that has been normalized based on the training set, then we extracted the following features:

- The 26 lagged, normalized data points \(y_{t-1}^s, ..., y_{t-26}^s\).
- The first-order differences \(d_{t-1}, ..., d_{t-25}\) of the normalized data points \(y_{t-1}^s, ..., y_{t-26}^s\), where \(d_i = y_i^s - y_{i-1}^s\) making up 25 features.
- The encoded values of month and day of the month of the day that is to be predicted. We first combine month and day to a value representing the ordinal day in the year and we then encode this value with a combination of a sine and a cosine function. The ordinal day \(o\) with periodicity \(p\) is encoded with \(f_s(v) = \sin(\frac{2\pi o}{p})\) and \(f_c(v) = \cos(\frac{2\pi o}{p})\). This results in 2 more features.

As a result, we extracted 53 features to formulate the input vector in the nonlinear forecasting models. The observed values for the next day, which are to be predicted, make up the output vector \((y_t, ..., y_{t+h})\), where \(h\) is the forecast horizon. In nonlinear forecasting models, we don’t need to transform the output values like we did with the linear algorithms. After creating the input-output vectors, the model can be trained to capture the relationship between input and output vectors. For the forecast, an additional input vector which corresponds to the test day is constructed and supplied to the model, which transforms it into an output vector, i.e. the one-day ahead forecast.

When trying to estimate the out-of-sample forecasting performance of a model on a time series, multiple out-of-sample forecasts should be performed to reduce estimation variance. For classification tasks, cross-validation is often used to better approximate the out-of-sample error as opposed to having a fixed test set. For time series forecasting, the ordinary cross-validation can’t be used, because it doesn’t preserve the temporal structure of the dataset and can cause data leakage, i.e. models could be able to make predictions based on future values that aren’t available at the time of the forecast. To avoid this problem, a variation of cross validation can be used known as time series cross validation or nested cross validation [15].

The main idea behind nested cross validation is to split the time series at some time \(t_p\) into training and test sets. Then a rolling forecast is performed on the test set in which we train the model anew at every step of the iteration, i.e. before each new forecast. It allows the models to use all past observations prior to the forecasting time for training as seen in Figure 6.11. However, it can be computationally expensive, if the model takes a long time to train. As we can see in this figure, each row represents one iteration. The red dots
represent forecasts and the blue dots are used for training. The average forecast error of all these forecasts can be used to better approximate the out-of-sample forecasting error of the final model.

![Figure 6.11: Methodology of nested time series cross validation [15].](image)

Generally, there is a trade-off when choosing how many one-day-ahead forecasts should be performed on a time series to measure algorithm performance on the time series. Increasing the number of forecasts yields more reliable results in terms of assessing algorithm performance. However, since for every forecast a new model is built, the computational cost of doing so also increases with every forecast. Considering the constraints of the available computational power and time, we chose to limit the extent of testing by restricting the algorithm to 28 one-day-ahead forecasts per time series. 28 days lead to 728 forecasted values or 4 weeks worth of forecasts for the half-hourly granularity of the original dataset.

To measure the error of a forecast, we can’t use percentage-based error measurements, because the time series contains zero values. Thus, we decided to use the MASE with periodicity 1 to measure the error of each multi-step one-day-ahead forecast. By using the MASE, we don’t weigh larger errors more heavily than smaller errors, as it is done e.g. by the MSE, which squares the errors. The average of these forecast errors, i.e. the mean MASE, then represents the algorithm performance on the time series. Driven by the aforementioned forecasting strategy, we perform our multi-step one-day-ahead forecasting on the original and new generated time series datasets resulting in a total of 7475 time series datasets to be forecasted. This part of the work was very computing-intensive and couldn’t be carried out on a simple home computer. To face this challenge, we carried out the computations using Kubernetes and Docker images on a computation cluster. We used 10 pods with each 3 cpu and 10 gigabyte memory to perform the calculations in parallel.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the mean MASE forecasting error of the ARIMA and NN forecasting models. The obtained error is used to determine the corresponding labels in the final knowledge matrix, where the algorithm that performs best on a time series dataset is set a label for it in the final knowledge matrix.
6. Generating Efficient Meta Examples for Energy Time Series Model Selection

6.3.2. Original Representation of Meta Features

Due to the large number of extracted meta features, the curse of dimensionality problem negatively affected the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model leading the model to overfill the training data. Moreover, a large number of meta features are originally highly correlated with each other. To address these problems, we applied an efficient feature selection procedure to reduce the number of meta features and remove the highly correlated ones. E.g., if we have two highly correlated features, then one of them is removed. Using the Pearson correlation coefficient as a correlation measure, we performed a correlation analysis on the aforementioned set of meta features and remove the meta features that are highly correlated. We successively removed the meta features that have a correlation coefficient of 80% or higher to another meta feature. As a result of features
selection, only 25 meta features are used in this group of experiments for characterizing energy time series datasets.

As mentioned before, the knowledge matrix on which the meta learner is trained consists of a set of meta examples, whereby each example represents a time series. While some meta examples represent the original input time series, the other ones represent time series that are generated by our new proposed generation approaches. To differentiate between these meta examples, we refer to them as aggregation-based, weather-based, model-based and original meta examples. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with a single hidden layer of 40 neurons is used as a meta learner to serve the main goal of meta learning in recommending the best power generation forecasting model. In the current meta learning use case, the meta learning classification model will classify the energy time series datasets in testing in one of four forecasting models, namely NN, KNN, ETS, ARIMA presented in Section 6.3.1.

In this group of experiments, we used the 238 original time series datasets resulting from the preprocessing procedure in Section 6.2.1. For those datasets, we build the relevant meta examples as explained before. To generalize the result, we repeated our experiments 100 times and the mean results were used as final result values. In each iteration, we split the original meta examples into training and testing sets randomly. The size of the testing set is 24 meta examples equaling 10% of the original meta examples.

The remaining 214 meta examples will build the original training datasets and are extended later to contain other meta examples resulting from the other categories, namely weather-based, aggregation-based and model-based. In each iteration, we extend the original training dataset with the newly generated meta examples in such a way that the original label distribution is preserved. This means that the extended datasets have the same label distribution as the original training set. To this end, performance differences will not be affected by the distribution of labels in the extended training datasets.

To precisely measure the effect of the new generated meta examples on the predictive performance of meta learner, we extend the training dataset on which the meta learner is trained according to 7 different sizes. While the original training dataset always contains 214 meta examples, the extending training dataset will contain 321, 428, 642, 856, 1070, 1284 and 1498 meta examples. These sizes correspond to 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 times the size of the original training set size. Table 6.4 shows the different extending scenarios performed in our experiments.

We created 4 extension scenarios for each of the aforementioned sizes of the training datasets meaning that we have 28 extended training sets in each iteration and a new meta learning model is built for each of those. After that, we normalize the meta features in the new extending training sets into a range between 0 and 1 to improve the learning process of the ANN meta learner. This is due to the fact that the normalization will lead the classification model to find the global minima more quickly. For stable evaluation, we also normalize the meta features in the testing set.
Table 6.4: Different extending scenarios of the training dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extending Scenario</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original + Aggregation-based</td>
<td>Extending the original training set with new meta examples resulting from the aggregation-based approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original + Weather-based</td>
<td>Extending the original training set with new meta examples resulting from the weather-based approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original + Model-based</td>
<td>Extending the original training set with new meta examples resulting from the model-based approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original + Aggregation-based + Weather-based</td>
<td>Extending the original training set with new meta examples resulting from a combination of aggregation-based and weather-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each iteration, the meta learner is trained on the original and 28 extended training datasets. We measure the relative classification accuracy improvement on the test set for each extended training according to Equation 6.1.

\[
Acc = \frac{Acc_{ext} - Acc_{orig}}{Acc_{orig}}
\]  

(6.1)

Let \(Acc_x\) be the number of correctly predicted labels in the test set divided by the number of meta examples in the test set for dataset \(x\). Consequently \(Acc_{orig}\) is the classification accuracy of the meta learner when it learns on the original training set, and \(Acc_{ext}\) the classification accuracy of the meta learner when it learns on some extended training set.

We performed 100 iterations, where in each iteration the relative performance improvement is recorded for the extended dataset, which differ by the amount and the category of the meta examples that the original training set was enhanced with. Figures 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17 show the mean relative accuracy improvements achieved by the different extension scenarios. The mean relative accuracy improvement of the meta learner, when the original training set is extended using meta examples resulting from the aggregation-based approach, is shown in Figure 6.14 for different training set sizes. As we can see in this figure, adding aggregation-based meta examples increases the meta learner’s performance consistently up to a training set size of 856, where a relative performance improvement of 15.60% is achieved. The best mean relative improvement of 16.77% is achieved by 1284 meta examples that correspond to extending the original training dataset with 6 times more meta examples.

In Figure 6.15, the mean relative improvement achieved by extending the original training set with the new weather-based meta examples is presented. As we can see, the relative predictive performance of ANN meta learner increases continuously until a training set size of 1070 meta examples to achieve an improvement of 12.91%. While the best relative improvement of 15.37% is obtained for the largest number of available meta examples in training, the meta learner is able to assign the best forecasting model for the energy
time series datasets in testing with a relative improvement of 12.91%, 11.96% and 11.67% at training set sizes of 1070, 856 and 642 respectively.

Figure 6.16 shows the results related to the model-based approach. As seen in this figure, the mean relative improvement in the performance increases continuously until having 856 meta examples where the best relative performance improvement of 14.67% is achieved. However, extending the training set with more meta examples resulting from the model-
based approach seems to have adverse effects on the predictive performance of the meta learner. It is noticed in this figure that the performance improvement drops to 13.02% and 13.14% for training set sizes of 1070 and 1284 respectively. For the largest extension of 1498 meta examples, the performance improvement drops to 11.74%, which is the second worst result for the model-based dataset.

![Figure 6.16: The mean relative accuracy improvement of the meta learner when extending original with model-based datasets.](image)

To further discover the effect of new meta examples on the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model, we extend the original training set with a combination of both weather- and aggregation-based meta features. After that, the predictive accuracy of the meta learner is measured and the relative improvement is calculated according to Equation (6.1) and presented in Figure 6.17. As seen in this figure, the highest mean relative improvement of 14.56% is obtained for a training set size of 1070 meta examples. Extending the training set further did not yield better results where 14% and 14.02% mean relative improvements are achieved for training set sizes of 1284 and 1498 respectively.

For fair evaluation, it is of great importance to compare our two proposed approaches for generating new meta examples with the model-based approach existing in the literature as seen in Table 6.5. As seen in this table, all of the proposed approaches to generate new meta examples enhanced the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model. Aggregation-based approach achieved a mean improvement of 8.75% up to 16.77%. A mean improvement of 4.8% up to 15.37% is obtained when extending the original training set with meta examples resulting from the weather-based approach. The reason for that lies in the fact that the additional examples in the training set increases the diversity and improves the generalization capabilities of the meta learner. Regarding the number of meta examples, the best results are obtained for 1284, 1498, 856 and 1070 for aggregation-based, weather-based, model-based and a combination of weather and aggregation-based respectively.
Interesting is that the aggregation-based meta examples achieve the best improvement in 5 out of the 7 training set sizes. For these 5 training set sizes, the aggregation-based approach outperforms the next best approach by 2.64%, 0.21%, 0.75%, 0.93% and 2.77% for a 321, 428, 642, 856 and 1284 training set size respectively. For the other 2 training set sizes, the aggregation-based approach is outperformed by the aggregation+weather and the weather-based approaches by only 0.15 and 0.21 percentage points, respectively. However and compared to the model-based approach existing in the literature, the aggregation-based meta examples produced better results than the model-based ones for every training set size as illustrated in Table 6.5.

The main reason for this phenomenon lies in the variance of features in each of the new generated meta examples. In multi-class classification problems, the variance of a feature determines how much it is impacting the response variable. If the variance is high, it implies there is a large impact of this feature on response and vice-versa. To this end, we used R packages to analyse the variance in each group of the new generated meta examples. We found that the largest variance is found in the meta examples generated based on the aggregation-based approach. For this reason, the aggregation-based approach yields the best mean relative improvement as seen before.

### 6.3.3. Encoded Representation of Meta Features

Similar to the encoding process presented in Chapter 5, the meta features are encoded in this group of experiments. In the hidden layers, the input values are encoded in such a way that they can be decoded again in the output layer. When a hidden layer has fewer neurons
than the input layer, the information in the input layers will have to be compressed leading to a more powerful representation form of features.

In this group of experiments, we investigate the effect of meta examples on the predictive performance of meta learners when using an encoded representation of meta examples. Encoding a meta example includes applying an autoencoder only on the meta features in this meta example. The goal of using autoencoders is to increase the amount of information included in the features, to remove the correlation between them and reduce the dimensionality of the meta learning classification problem. No feature selection procedure is applied in this group of experiments. As a result, we have 67 meta features in our meta examples to be encoded. The autoencoder is implemented using the deeplearning functions from h2o library in R with the following parameter settings: One hidden layer of size 8 is used to compress the information. The number of neurons in the last layer is equal to them in the first layer that corresponds to the number of input meta features we want to encode, namely 67 meta features. The activation function is the hyperbolic tangent (tanh).

The encoded meta-feature vectors are then the outputs of the neurons in the hidden layer of the autoencoder. The resulting encoded meta feature vectors are of length 8 compared to the original ones, which have length 67. The same meta learning use case used in the first group of experiments is used here with the goal of finding the best power generation forecasting model for energy time series datasets presented in Section 6.2.1. We repeat our experiments 100 times and the mean results are presented in this section. Equation (6.1) presented in the first group of experiments is used to calculate the mean relative improvement in the accuracy of the meta learning classification model.

In Figure 6.18, the mean relative performance improvement depending on the aggregation-based approach is shown. As seen in this figure, the predictive performance in assigning the best forecasting model improves dramatically as the original training set is extended with additional meta examples. A performance improvement of 23.56% is achieved by extending the original training set to double its size. Extending the original training set beyond this training set size resulted in results ranging from 22.25% to 27.07%. The best performance improvement of 27.07% was achieved using a training set size of 856 which is

### Table 6.5: General comparison of the effect of different meta examples generation approaches in terms of mean relative accuracy in the case of original representation of meta features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Set Size</th>
<th>Aggregation + Original</th>
<th>Aggregation + Weather + Original</th>
<th>Model + Original</th>
<th>Weather + Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>11.03</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>8.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>11.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>12.88</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1070</td>
<td>14.41</td>
<td>14.56</td>
<td>13.02</td>
<td>12.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1284</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>11.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1498</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>15.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this group of experiments, we investigate the effect of meta examples on the predictive performance of meta learners when using an encoded representation of meta examples. Encoding a meta example includes applying an autoencoder only on the meta features in this meta example. The goal of using autoencoders is to increase the amount of information included in the features, to remove the correlation between them and reduce the dimensionality of the meta learning classification problem. No feature selection procedure is applied in this group of experiments. As a result, we have 67 meta features in our meta examples to be encoded. The autoencoder is implemented using the deeplearning functions from h2o library in R with the following parameter settings: One hidden layer of size 8 is used to compress the information. The number of neurons in the last layer is equal to them in the first layer that corresponds to the number of input meta features we want to encode, namely 67 meta features. The activation function is the hyperbolic tangent (tanh).

The encoded meta-feature vectors are then the outputs of the neurons in the hidden layer of the autoencoder. The resulting encoded meta feature vectors are of length 8 compared to the original ones, which have length 67. The same meta learning use case used in the first group of experiments is used here with the goal of finding the best power generation forecasting model for energy time series datasets presented in Section 6.2.1. We repeat our experiments 100 times and the mean results are presented in this section. Equation (6.1) presented in the first group of experiments is used to calculate the mean relative improvement in the accuracy of the meta learning classification model.
better than the improvement obtained using the original representation of meta features as seen before.

In Figure 6.19, the mean relative improvement achieved by extending the original training set with the new weather-based meta examples is presented. As seen in this figure, the performance improvement increases for larger training set sizes, with the exception of the training set size 856 which is still better than the performance of the original meta examples, namely 214 meta examples. However, the increases become very small for large training set sizes. The performance improvements for the training set sizes 1070, 1284 and 1498 are 19.17%, 19.43% and 19.80% respectively. The best performance increase of 19.80% is achieved at the maximum training set size of 1498. This is similar to the first experiment where the best result was achieved with the largest training set size of 1498 as well (see Figure 6.15).

The mean relative improvement in the predictive performance of the ANN meta learner related to the model-based approach and a combination of aggregation as well as weather-based approaches are presented in Figure 6.20 and 6.21, respectively. For the model-based approach, the mean performance improvement increases steadily up to 22.16% for a training set size of 642. Increasing the training set size beyond this point resulted in improvement values ranging from 19.73% to 21.57%. Regarding the combined approach, the improvement increases steadily to 20.62% at 642 meta examples as depicted in Figure 6.21. However, the best and second best performances of 23.03% and 21.86% for this approach are achieved using the two largest training set sizes.

Table 6.6 presents a general comparison of the relative performance improvements of extending original meta examples with encoded ones. A good mean relative performance improvement is achieved for all of our approaches compared to the original case that
contains only 214 meta examples. Similar to the first experiment, the additional meta examples in the training set seem to increase the variance in meta features and improve the generalization capabilities of the meta learning classification model.

Interestingly, there is a limit after which no further improvement is obtained. Those limits are different depending on the proposed approach as seen in Table 6.6. E.g., the best results for the weather-based approach are achieved at the largest training set size in both
6.3. Evaluation

Figure 6.21: The mean relative accuracy improvement of the meta learner when extending original with combination of encoded aggregation- and weather-based datasets.

experiments. In contrast, for the model-based approach the best results are reached at training set sizes of 642 and 856 in the first group of experiments and at training set sizes of 642 and 1498 in the current group of experiments. The best improvement of 27.07% is achieved for the aggregation-based approach at extending the original dataset to include 856 meta examples. This can be explained by the high variance of the features in the extended meta examples on which the meta learner is trained. For the other methods the best achieved results are only 19.80%, 22.16% and 23.03% for the weather-based, model-based and combination-based approaches respectively.

The usage of autoencoder for encoding the meta features generally introduces better results than the one obtained based on the original representation of meta features. The best achieved overall performance improvement is 27.07%. It is achieved by the aggregation-based meta examples with an increase of 10.30% compared to the result of 16.77% in the first group of experiments.

As seen in Table 6.6, the model-based approach existing in the literature is outperformed by the aggregation-based one for every training set size. In contrast to the aggregation-based method, using the weather-based method resulted in the worst performance improvement out of all methods for 6 out of 7 training set sizes. This is similar to the first experiment, where the weather-based approach produced the worst results out of all approaches for 5 out of 7 extended training set sizes as presented in Table 6.5. Despite that, extending the original meta examples with meta examples resulting from the weather-based approach still improves the performance of the meta learner in comparison the case that only original meta examples are used.

Extending the original training set with a combination of meta examples from both aggregation- and weather-based approaches resulted in a mean performance improvement...
Table 6.6.: General comparison of the effect of different encoded meta examples generation approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Set Size</th>
<th>Performance Improvement in (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggregation + Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>15.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>23.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>22.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>27.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1070</td>
<td>25.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1284</td>
<td>23.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1498</td>
<td>23.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that lies between the results of the stand-alone approaches. This can be explained by looking at the variance of the features. Based on the fact that the variance of features plays an essential role in the accuracy of the classification model, we analysed the variance of features in each of the new time series datasets generated from the aggregation-based, weather-based, model-based and a combination of aggregation as well as weather-based approaches. We found that the large variance is existing in the datasets generated by the aggregation-based approach. The lowest variance is found in the datasets generated from the model-based approach.

Moreover, combining the meta examples resulting from both aggregation-based and weather-based introduced a variance which is lower than the variance of the aggregation-based and higher than weather-based datasets. Therefore and for every training set size, the aggregation-based approach performs better and the weather-based approach performs worse than a combination of them. This confirms the results from the first experiment, that combining the meta examples of both approaches didn’t improve performance, but rather that the weather-based meta examples dragged down the excellent relative performance improvement achieved by using only aggregation-based meta examples for extending the original one.

6.4. Summary

Meta learning is a machine learning method, which can quickly perform automatic algorithm selection. A so-called meta learner tries to learn the relationship between algorithm performance and problem characteristics using a data-driven approach. Because meta learning is a data-driven approach, the good classification performance of the meta learner depends on the availability of training examples. In this chapter, we introduced new concepts to generate new meta examples. We started in Section 6.1 by presenting the problem we aim to solve. In Section 6.2, we introduced our solution for generating new meta examples.
An extensive evaluation study for measuring the effect of the new generated meta examples on the predictive accuracy of the meta learning classification model is provided in Section 6.3. We analyzed the effects taking two points of view. While the original representation of meta features is used in the first one, an encoded representation of meta features using autoencoder is utilized in the second one. The evaluation results show that the newly generated meta examples are able to enhance the predictive performance of the ANN meta learner up to 16.77% and 27.07% in the case of using the original and encoded representation forms of meta features respectively.
7. **Automated Time Series Model Selection in Big Data Environments**

With the introduction of more and more renewable generation and volatile load an, efficient management of energy at grid level requires more and more accurate load and generation forecasting. Despite intensive research projects in this field, energy load and generation forecasting still represent a challenging task especially for non-expert users where finding the optimal candidate of a forecasting model can be a very time consuming and complex task.

The well-known no-free-lunch theorem states that no single forecasting model can provide the optimal solution for each forecasting problem [173]. Therefore, depending on the forecasting situation and a given time series to forecast, an appropriate model needs to be found for the given situation. The straightforward method to use a trial-and-error process, in which a lot of learning algorithms with different hyperparameters are tried out till a model with acceptable predictive performance is found, is a tedious and boring process. But even in this process, expert knowledge is highly required to understand, recognize and build the most suitable forecasting model. Moreover, this task is more difficult in the context of Big Data where a large amount of energy time series datasets need to be processed and afterwards forecasted. In order to minimize these difficulties, machine learning algorithms in a so-called meta learning approach can be used to automatically select the best forecasting model for a particular energy time series dataset.

In this chapter, a new microservice-based solution for instrumenting the concept of meta learning presented in Chapters 5 and 6 is introduced. The main advantage of the developed framework is the ability of solving the problem of energy time series model selection in Big Data environments and supporting non-expert users, category 2B, in performing energy time series forecasting for Big Data without the need of having deep knowledge in the field of machine learning and Big Data.

Firstly, Section 7.1 describes the problem statement in more detail. In this section, the problems to be solved, the challenges to be tackled, the group of non-expert users to
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be assisted, goals to be achieved, the scientific question to be answered and the major advantages of using microservices techniques for approaching the problem solution are described. Secondly, the conceptual microservice-based architecture for the proposed meta learning solution as an extension of the architecture introduced in Chapter 4 is presented in details in Section 7.2.1. An in-depth experimental study is performed in Section 7.3 to evaluate the performance of the meta learning framework in two points of view. In the first one, the predictive accuracy of the meta learning classification model in assigning the best forecasting model to the input energy time series datasets is evaluated. In the second one, the framework overhead and execution time required for performing meta learning tasks is investigated and discussed. Before starting the discussion of results obtained from the evaluation, the setup of experimental environment and therefore the deployment of the proposed meta learning framework in Big Data Environments is described. The research contributions presented in this chapter were the main topics of our paper in [145].

### 7.1. Problem Statement

As mentioned before in Chapter 4, a microservice-based framework is developed for supporting non-expert users category 2A presented in Table 1.1 to perform ML tasks in Big Data environments. This framework hides the low level configurations from the user and interfacing to the ML software on the cluster in a way that will allow plugging in different ML runtime environments, e.g. Apache Spark.

While users of category 2A have good know-how in data analytic, another category of non-expert users is existing, when performing ML tasks, namely category 2B, as seen in Table 1.1. Such users are inexperienced in the field of ML and statistics. Moreover, it is difficult or even impossible for them to build a required time series forecasting model, due to the lack of required experience in the field of ML. They only have the energy time series datasets and need to have some accurate forecasting results.

Choosing an adequate ML model for energy time series forecasting is not an easy task for those users. The reason for that lies in the fact that a great number of ML algorithms are existing and further can be applied to solve the same problem, but it’s difficult to find the right one. Such algorithms originate from different fields, for example, statistics, time series, neural networks, to name a few. Tuning the hyperparameters of such algorithms to correctly build an accurate forecasting model requires deep expert knowledge in the field of ML. Moreover, this task will become more complex when dealing with a large amount of energy time series datasets. To address this issue, the instrumenting of meta learning is proposed in this thesis to efficiently support non-expert users in selecting the best forecasting model without the need for building and testing a large number of models manually.

The main concept of meta learning presented in Chapter 5 can be instrumented by conceptualizing and implementing a microservice-based meta learning framework running in the Big Data environments which can be used for combining the different building
blocks of our solution into one easy-to-use integrated software platform. The proposed meta learning framework therefore takes advantage of modern runtime techniques such as container and microservices technologies. Microservices represent one of the state-of-the-art software architecture approach, where each service is designed to be a separate deployable software component running in its own execution environment making it horizontally scalable as mentioned in Chapter 2. In contrast to a monolithic architecture where the application is designated as one single unit, the microservice architecture splits up the entire dedicated functionality into a collection of smaller units communicating with each other via lightweight APIs, e.g. REST-APIs. This ensures better scalability, a very modular design and clearly visible explicit inter-dependencies between the different components solely defined by their service API. Thus, new functionality can be easily added to the system by introducing new services. Since each service has its own runtime environment and can be scaled independently from each other, container technologies are used to encapsulate each one in a standardized container image for runtime automation purposes.

In this chapter, we answer the research question RQ4 “How should non-expert users with neither ML knowledge, nor programming skills be supported in performing energy time series forecasting in Big Data environments?” by extending the solution presented in Chapter 4 to include three additional microservices for meta learning, namely Data Preprocessing Service (D.P.-Service), Meta Knowledge Extraction Service (M.K.E.-Service) and Meta Learning Service (M.L.-Service). More details about the general microservice-based architecture are provided in Section 7.2.

The developed framework is designed to be generic and flexible as much as possible for providing automatic model selection to a wide range of application areas. In the present work, energy time series model selection is considered as a meta learning use case as already introduced before. To this aim, a variety of meta features groups are extracted, namely simple, statistical, Information Theoretic (IT), Time Series (TS) and Descriptive Statistics Time-based Meta Features (DSTMF) meta features [143]. Both Random Forecast (RF) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithms are involved in the proposed meta learning framework as meta learners. To ensure better applicability of the classification rules by the meta learner, an efficient feature selection procedure is also integrated into our solution. The current framework utilizes Apache Spark as a runtime environment for ML on a Big Data cluster and spark.ml as a ML library. The storage layer of the framework utilizes the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and PostgreSQL database for storing the required input and the resulting output data as will be seen in the following sections.

### 7.2. Proposed Solution

In order to build a scalable and highly flexible meta learning framework for recommending the most appropriate forecasting model, the framework architecture presented in Chapter 4 is extended. In this section, we present our conceptual meta learning microservice-based architecture proposed to answer the aforementioned research question RQ4. To this end,
we clarify in detail the layers, the microservices and the communication between them to achieve the main goal of our framework.

### 7.2.1. Conceptual Meta Learning Microservice-based Architecture

Figure 7.1 describes the conceptual microservice-based architecture of our meta learning solution in Big Data environments. The major extension here compared to the architecture presented in Chapter 4 are the automated model selection UI besides the additional services required to realize the main concept of meta learning.

![Figure 7.1: Conceptual framework architecture for meta learning, adapted from Chapter 4.](image)

In the architecture presented in Chapter 4, two microservices are developed to perform ML jobs in Big Data environments. While one service focused on data and model management, the other service is responsible for running and monitoring ML jobs. As mentioned before, the main functionalities of the microservice-based framework presented in Chapter 4 are extended by adding three additional microservices to the service layer, namely data preprocessing, meta knowledge extraction and meta learning services to support non-expert users in selecting an adequate ML model for a given ML task as seen in Figure 7.1. The services provide RESTful APIs which are used by the applications in the UI layers to interact with the runtime environment to perform the main tasks.

Figure 7.2 illustrated the mapping between the meta learning concept and the proposed microservice-based framework. In this mapping, the different steps for building a meta learning classification model are mapped into their corresponding microservices. In the following sections, the layers including the microservices are described in more detail.
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Algorithm 1 Meta Learning System

Phase 1: prepare energy time series datasets and build meta learning classification model

Input:
- \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \): Problem space (energy time series datasets)
- \( A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m\} \): Algorithm space
- \( Agg = \{Daily, Weekly, Monthly, \ldots\} \): Aggregation levels of \( X \)
- \( PP \): Set of functions to preprocess \( X \)
- \( MF \): Set of functions to extract meta features categories
- \( DSTMF \): Set of functions to extract DSTMF meta features
- \( FF \): Set of functions to calculate forecasting features

Output:
- Meta learning classification model

1. for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) in \( X \) do
2. Apply \( PP \) to preprocess \( x_i \)
3. for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) in \( X \) do
4. Calculate forecasting features \( FF \) for \( x_i \)

Extract Meta knowledge
5. for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) in \( X \) do
6. Split \( x_i \) into training set \( x_{i \_training} \) and test set \( x_{i \_testing} \)
7. for \( j = 1 \) to \( m \) in \( A \) do
8. Aggregate \( x_{i \_training} \) based on \( Agg \)
9. Calculate meta features \( DSTMF \) on the aggregated datasets
10. Calculate meta features \( MF \) on training set \( x_{i \_training} \)
11. for \( k = 1 \) to \( m \) in \( A \) do
12. Train model \( q_k \) on \( x_{i \_training} \)
13. Test model \( q_k \) on \( x_{i \_testing} \) and save forecasting error
14. Select model with best performance measure as a label for \( x_j \)
15. Build Knowledge Matrix (KM)

16. Build and evaluate meta learning classifier on KM
17. Split KM into \( KM \_training \) and \( KM \_testing \)
18. train and test meta learning classification model on \( KM \_training \) and \( KM \_testing \)

Phase 2: model selection for a new energy time series dataset

Input:
- Meta learning classification model
- \( x_{new} \): Energy time series dataset to classify
- \( FF \) and \( DSTMF \) functions

Output:
- The adequate forecasting model

19. Apply \( PP \) to preprocess time series dataset \( x_{new} \)
20. Aggregate \( x_{new} \) based on \( Agg \)
21. Apply \( DSTMF \) functions on the aggregated results
22. Apply \( MF \) functions on \( x_{new} \)
23. Predict the best model for \( x_{new} \) based on meta features
24. Update KM with \( x_{new} \)

Figure 7.2.: Mapping the different steps of the meta learning approach to the corresponding microservices.
7.2.1.1. User Interface (UI) Layer

This layer handles the user interaction and provides the necessary functionality and information to aid non-expert users in accomplishing their ML tasks in Big Data environments effectively. It consists of separate web applications which interact with the service layer via RESTful APIs to provide the dedicated functionalities. In the present meta learning framework, the UI presented in Chapter 4 is extended to include the automated model selection UI to support non-expert users in performing efficiently selecting the most appropriate energy time series forecasting model. In the following, the sub-parts of the UI are explained in more detail.

Data Management UI: As mentioned in Chapter 4.

Model Management UI: As mentioned in Chapter 4.

Job Execution UI: As mentioned in Chapter 4.

Cluster Configuration UI: As mentioned in Chapter 4.

Automated Model Selection UI: This UI is new and responsible for the tasks of meta learning. It allows the user to upload or select a new dataset, for which the most appropriate ML model needs to be automatically recommended, e.g. in our setting a “time series forecast”. After that, a new meta learning task is established. In this task, a meta learning classification model based on a wide range of datasets stored in the persistence and storage layer of the proposed framework is built and used to assign the adequate, e.g. forecasting model, for the new uploaded energy time series dataset.

7.2.1.2. Service Layer

As mentioned before, the main advantage of using microservices, apart from their modularity, is that each component of the framework can be developed separately using, e.g. different technologies and programming languages. In this layer and in the context of meta learning, the main domain functionalities have been divided into five microservices on the service layer, namely the Job Management Service (J.M.-Service), the Data Management Service (D.M.-Service), Data Preprocessing Service (D.P.-Service), Meta Knowledge Extraction Service (M.K.E.-Service) and Meta Learning Service (M.L.-Service) as shown in Figure 7.1. Because both J.M.-Service and D.M.-Service were already explained in Chapter 4, we will only present the other services in more detail in the following sections.

D.P.-Service: As its name implies, this service is responsible for preprocessing and preparing energy time series datasets for the tasks of forecasting and meta learning. The preprocessing steps involved in this service include outlier detection or the handling of gaps in the input energy time series datasets. Forecasting features which are required to perform an accurate forecasting are extracted by this service. This step is followed by an efficient feature selection procedure in which the most important uncorrelated features are selected. Moreover, the aggregation task in DSTMF [143] is considered as a preprocessing step and performed by this service. Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
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Technique (SMOTE) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) techniques as major steps to enhance the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model are applied by this service. Generally, the D.P.-Service communicates with D.M.-Service to get the time series datasets that need to be preprocessed. Then, it creates a preprocessing job and sends it to the J.M.-Service which in turn accesses the persistence and processing layer to execute the job on the Big Data cluster. The main functionalities of D.P.-Service REST-APIs are summarized by the URL patterns presented in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL Pattern</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/extractFeatures/dataset_id</td>
<td>A post request on this URL is used to Start feature extraction (forecasting features) for dataset and adds features to dataset file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/aggregate/dataset_id</td>
<td>A post request on this URL is used to create new aggregated dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/aggregate/dataset_id/all</td>
<td>A post request on this URL is used to create new datasets with all available aggregation levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/process/dataset_id</td>
<td>A post request on this URL is used to perform preprocessing such as outlier detection or the handling of gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/selectFeatures/dataset_id</td>
<td>A post request on this URL is used to Start feature selection procedure on the features extracted for this dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pca/dataset_id</td>
<td>A post request on this URL is used to perform principal component analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/smote/dataset_id</td>
<td>A post request on this URL is used apply synthetic minority over sampling technique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M.K.E.-Service: As mentioned before, the main goal of meta learning is to support non-expert users in finding the most adequate forecasting model. To this end, meta learning tries to find the mapping between the meta features that describe the energy time series datasets and the algorithm space, from which the best model is recommended. To achieve that, the Knowledge Matrix (KM), as defined in Chapter 5, needs to be built to be later used by the M.L.-Service to perform the time series automated model selection. The M.K.E.-Service is responsible for preparing information for the building of the Knowledge Matrix.

In the KM, each row corresponds to one energy time series dataset containing meta features of it as predictors and the best model e.g. forecasting model as a label. Five different types of meta features are taken into account as already described before, namely Simple, Statistical, Information-theoretic, Time Series and DSTMF meta features. A comprehensive description about them was already is presented in Chapter 5. The main functionalities of M.K.E.-Service REST-APIs are summarized by the URL patterns presented in Table 7.2. Building and maintaining the KM is performed as follows:

1. The M.K.E.-Service communicates with the D.M.-Service to get the required energy time series datasets, from which the meta knowledge will be extracted.
2. The M.K.E.-Service triggers both D.M.-Service and J.M.-Service for trying all possible models on the cluster to determine the best and most adequate one to be set as a label for each time series dataset.
3. The M.K.E.-Service triggers both D.M.-Service and J.M.-Service for extracting the required meta features for each time series dataset.
Table 7.2: List of the URL patterns of the M.K.E.-Service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL Pattern</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/metaFeatures</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve all available meta features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/metaFeatures/dataset_id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve meta features for a specific dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/metaFeatures/dataset_id</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to extract meta features for a specific dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/testingPerformance</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve all available testing performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/testingPerformance/dataset_id/algo_id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve testing performance for a specific dataset and algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/testingPerformance/dataset_id/algo_id</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to execute training for specific dataset with a specific algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/testingPerformance/dataset_id/all</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve testing performance for all available algorithms for a specific dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/testingPerformance/dataset_id/all</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to execute training for specific dataset with all available algorithms in parallel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**M.L.-Service:** After extracting the meta knowledge by the M.K.E.-Service, the M.L.-Service gathers this information to build KM. After that, the M.L.-Service trains and tests an algorithm, referred to as a meta learner, responsible for learning the mapping between meta features and the best models. As meta learners, RF and ANN are used. Based on this mapping learned during the training phases, the resulting meta learning classification model is used later to recommend the best forecasting model for a new energy time series dataset.

To achieve that, the M.L.-Service first sets up the meta learning job, in which a meta learning model is trained and tested. Then, it sends this job to the J.M.-Service which in turn accesses the persistence and processing layer to perform the job on the cluster. The main functionalities of M.L.-Service REST-APIs are described by the following URL patterns described in Table 7.3:

### 7.2.1.3. Persistence and Processing Layer

This layer is responsible for storing all data and processing tasks. It communicates with the service layer to perform ML tasks in Big Data environments hiding the details of the runtime environments from the implementation of the services. A detailed explanation of this layer was already given in Chapter 4.

### 7.3. Evaluation

To evaluate the efficiency of the microservice-based meta learning framework, a set of experiments were designed to explore several aspects related to the accuracy of the meta
### Table 7.3: List of the URL patterns of the M.L.-Service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL Pattern</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/project</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve all meta learning projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/project</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to create a new meta learning project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/project/project_id</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve a specific meta learning project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/project/project_id/dataset_id</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to add a specific dataset to the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/project/project_id/datasets</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve all datasets in a specific project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/knowledge/project_id/metaFeatures</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve all meta features for a specific project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/knowledge/project_id/labels</td>
<td>A GET request on this URL is used to retrieve all class labels for a specific project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/knowledge/project_id/update</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to gather knowledge matrix and upload it to a distributed file system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/knowledge/project_id/metaFeatureCorr</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to calculate meta features correlations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/knowledge/project_id/featureImportance</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to calculate meta features importance scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/learner/project_id/train</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to train meta learner on knowledge matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/learner/project_id/evaluate</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to evaluate meta learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/learner/project_id/rfe</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL is used to execute recursive feature elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/learner/project_id/classify/dataset_id</td>
<td>A POST request on this URL uses a trained meta learner to predict a model for a specific dataset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

learner, the execution time and the overhead of the framework. The use case used for performing these experiments is the same one presented in Section 5.2.2, in which a meta learning scenario for selecting the best short-term load forecasting model is presented. In this use case, seven groups of meta features, namely Simple, Statistical, Information-theoretic, Time Series, DSTMF, All without DSTMF and All were instrumented. Random forest and artificial neural networks, as meta learners, are used to discover the mapping between the extracted meta features and the best forecasting model from a group of 4 models, namely decision tree, random forest, gradient boosted tree and linear regression. For better utilization and exploitation of the available abilities of the underlying Big Data cluster, the custom configurations shown in Table 4.3 are used. 200 time series datasets corresponding to 200 buildings are selected from Energo+ in these experiments.

In contrast to the evaluation presented in Section 5.3, in which the accuracy of meta features in characterizing energy time series datasets is measured, the focus here is on the enhancement achieved in the predictive performance of the meta learner. The enhancements are analyzed from three points of view as shown in Figure 7.4. In the first one, the curse of dimensionality that negatively affects the predictive performance
of the meta learning classification model is solved by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In the second one, the high correlation between meta features is removed by applying an efficient feature selection procedure. In the third one, the imbalancing in the resulting knowledge matrix is fixed by applying Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) to increase the number of examples that correspond to minority class.

Moreover, the computational complexity of the different groups of meta features extracted in this work is discussed, highlighting DSTMF as a new convincing form of meta features for characterizing energy time series datasets. The evaluation is started by presenting the deployment of the microservice-based meta learning framework on cluster for setting up the evaluation environment. After that, the obtained results are introduced and discussed.

### 7.3.1. Deployment of Microservice-based Meta Learning Architecture in Big Data Environments

In this section, a brief overview of the deployment of our proposed microservice-based meta learning framework in Big Data Environments is introduced. For a long time, the term virtualization referred to as a hypervisor-based virtualization. A hypervisor is a software which allows an abstraction from the underlying hardware. It can be used to emulate the hardware as a "virtual machine". This virtual machine runs isolated from the host system and other virtual machines managed by the hypervisor software. Inside the virtual machine, an operating system and software can be installed. In contrast to hypervisor-based virtualization, container-based virtualization does not emulate the necessary hardware but uses operating system features to isolate processes and create so called containers as isolated runtime environments for applications. All containers of a system use the same operating system kernel which significantly lowers the overhead.

Docker is the most well-known container runtime environment, where each docker software installation consists of multiple components:

- **Docker Daemon**: It can be seen as a background daemon process running on the host operating system which is accessible from other computers by exposing a REST API, and otherwise. It is also responsible for creating and managing the running containers on the host.

- **Docker Container**: It can be seen as a standardized isolated runtime environment on a host which runs applications.

- **Docker Image**: It can be seen as a template for setting up an internal file system within a container to run a dedicated set of applications. Therefore, images can be used to store and deploy applications with all their third party dependencies needed for running the applications (e.g. frameworks, configuration files, needed content, etc.). The file system representing the image contain all software which is needed to run one or more applications within the container.
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- **Registries**: It can be seen as a repository for Docker images. Images can be pushed to or pulled from registries by the docker daemon to execute them in a container on a host. Registries can either be public or private, and make images available for easy deployment.

![Diagram of Microservices Deployment]

**Figure 7.3.**: Deployment of Microservices.

Figure 7.3 illustrates the deployment of our meta learning framework on cluster. As seen in this figure, docker was utilized to build container environments for the microservice presented in Section 6.2.2. For each microservice, we create a docker image that can be accessed by a private docker registry. This procedure allows us to exploit the advantages our microservice architecture entails, namely easy re-deployment and scalability. The persistent database was installed as a PostgreSQL server that also resides in a docker container.

To automatically deploy docker containers on different nodes in a cloud environment, a container orchestration software, called Kubernetes, is used. Kubernetes allows managing multiple machines (nodes) as a cluster. Each cluster contains at minimum one master node and one worker node. The master node is responsible for global decisions about the cluster and monitors the state of worker nodes. It also provides an interface for access by clients.

Each worker node contains multiple components:
• **Kubelet**: It is an agent that makes sure all pods are healthy. A pod is the simplest kubernetes object and represents a set of running containers. The Kubelet takes pod specifications and tries to fill them.

• **Kube-proxy**: It manages network rules on nodes.

• **Container Runtime**: It is the software that is responsible for running the containers, for example Docker.

Using kubernetes as container orchestration software, it is possible to deploy multiple containers and specify the network environment, persistent storage or replications and can pull docker images directly from a docker registry. Therefore, it is well-suited for the deployment of multiple microservices which have to communicate with each other.

### 7.3.2. Results and Discussion

In this section, the predictive performance of the proposed microservice-based meta learning framework in recommending the best forecasting model for energy time series datasets is evaluated. As mentioned before, the same meta learning use case presented in Chapter 5 is considered in this group of experiments. The goal is to enhance the predictive performance of the meta learner by applying state-of-the-art techniques in feature engineering. Firstly, the obtained results in terms of the accuracy of the meta learning classification model are presented and discussed. After that, the framework overhead and execution time are introduced.

#### 7.3.2.1. Accuracy of Meta Learning Classification Model

Figure 7.4 illustrates the overall methodology applied in the evaluation for achieving the best predictive performance of the meta learner using the aforementioned groups of meta features. As seen in this figure, an efficient feature selection process including the removal of highly correlated features followed by Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) is performed to achieve better classification results.

To address the problem of imbalanced classes, Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [34] is applied to create a more balanced dataset. The curse of dimensionality that is considered as one of the major problems affecting the accuracy of the classification models is mainly addressed by applying a Principal Component Analysis (PCA), whereby PCA is one of the state-of-the-art unsupervised linear transformation technique that learns the relationships between predictors to find a list of principal components [129]. To this end, the number of features is reduced leading to more accurate classification results as will be seen in this section. All of these techniques are performed by the aforementioned M.K.E.-Service and the D.P.-Service.

In this section, only the results of applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) are introduced, as the other results
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Figure 7.4.: Methodology applied to improve the predictive performance of meta learning classification model.

related to removing the highly correlated meta features were already presented and discussed in Section 5.3 for our use case.

Figure 7.5.: Model Distribution before applying SMOTE.

After extracting meta features and building the required short-term forecasting models for each input time series dataset to set up the knowledge matrix, the distribution of models is shown in Figure 7.5. As seen in this figure, the Gradient Boosted Tree (GBT) models introduced the best forecasting predictive performance for the greatest number of time series datasets, closely followed by the Linear Regression models. Random Forest and Decision Tree Models rank not quite as good as the other models. Such distribution
of labels finally leads to an imbalanced knowledge matrix which will badly affect the predictive performance of our meta learning classification model.

To address this issue, oversampling techniques are applied. SMOTE is one of the state-of-the-art techniques existing in the literature to perform oversampling, in which the number of minority classes is increased to achieve the balance in the overall class distribution. The main idea is to artificially generate new examples of the minority class using the nearest neighbors of these cases. Furthermore, the majority class examples are also under-sampled, leading to a more balanced class distribution. The class distribution of DT, RF, DT and GBT after applying SMOTE is shown in Figure 7.6. As seen in this figure, the number of minority classes in the original unbalanced dataset is increased to become 62 and 48 for DT and RF respectively, where GBT still represents the majority class with 65 values against 53 values for the class of LR.

![Figure 7.6: Model Distribution after applying SMOTE.](image)

The predictive performance of both RF and ANN as meta learners are presented in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 respectively. As seen in these tables, both meta learners achieved a classification accuracy of 80% in the third testing scenario in which the testing dataset is not covered by the training one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predictive Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Covered</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another technique proposed in literature to solve the curse of dimensionality and multicollinearity between features is PCA. The goal of these experiments is to select the most efficient meta features and reduce the total number by producing new efficient components of meta features. Generally, PCA is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of possibly correlated features into a set of features of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. The disadvantage in such approaches lies in the fact that new components are introduced to represent the input meta features hiding as well as encapsulating the original meta features in a new group of features. Therefore, we will not be able to recognize the final meta features used in our meta learning classification model.

Before applying PCA, it is highly recommended to normalize the dataset. The reason behind this is that performing PCA on un-normalized variables will lead to insanely large loadings for variables with high variance. In turn, this will lead to dependence of a principal component on the variable with high variance. Concerning the number of principal components, we decided to produce the same number of meta features resulted from the feature selection process presented in Table 5.4. That means, 2, 7, 2, 20, 22, 30 and 52 principal components for the 7 meta-feature groups, namely Simple, Statistical, Information-theoretic, TS, DSTMF, All without” and All, respectively as seen in Tables 7.6 and 7.7.

The resulting principal components represent the original meta features and are used to train and test the performance of random forest and neural network meta learners in the aforementioned three different testing scenarios. Tables 7.6 and 7.7 clearly show the obtained results. As seen in these tables, in the third testing scenario, a classification accuracy of 80% for both random forest and neural network is achieved when using all available meta features. In the last meta feature category, the positive effect of DSTMF can
Table 7.7.: The predictive performance of neural network meta learner after applying PCA technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predictive Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Covered</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be clearly seen achieving an improvement of 20% compared to the category “All without DSTMF” for both meta learners.

Typically, the third testing scenario is the most difficult and reliable one compared to the other testing scenarios considered in these experiments. Driven by that, only the predictive accuracy of RF and ANN meta learners in the case of a testing dataset that is not covered by the training one is summarized.

Table 7.8.: General Comparison in the case of using random forest meta learner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predictive Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Processing</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Selection</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.9.: General Comparison in the case of using neural network meta learner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predictive Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Processing</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Selection</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clearly seen in Tables 7.8 and 7.9 that handling Simple, Statistical and Information-theoretic separately don’t lead to an acceptable classification accuracy for either of the both meta learners. Even after using the feature selection, SMOTE and PCA, both meta learners introduce a bad predictive performance in recommending the adequate short-term forecasting model when using these groups of meta features as seen in Tables 7.8 and 7.9. While RF and ANN achieved an accuracy of 70% for TS and DSTMF meta features, the best predictive performance in terms of accuracy was achieved when using all meta features to characterize energy time series datasets. Comparing the previous tables, it is highly recommended to use neural networks as meta learners to find the association between meta features and the best forecasting model.
7.3. Evaluation

7.3.2.2. Framework Execution Time and Overhead

So far, the accuracy of the meta learning classification model is evaluated on different categories of meta features. In this section, the efficiency of our proposed microservice-based meta learning framework in recommending the best forecasting model is investigated. To achieve that, the total time required for different tasks is measured. The experiments are repeated five times and the mean values of the results are computed.

**Case 1: Meta Feature Extraction:** The goal of this task is to extract the meta features required to describe energy time series datasets. As already discussed, these meta features are used as predictors in the meta learning classification model. This task is performed by the M.K.E.-Service but there is also some inter-service communication needed in order to get information from the D.M.-Service and submit the job via the J.M.-Service.

The total time needed for this task is calculated according to Equation (7.1) and it is subdivided into an overhead and extraction time as shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8 respectively.

\[ T_{total} = T_{ms} + T_{co} + T_{spark} + T_{ex} + T_{preparation} \]  (7.1)

Where:
- \( T_{ms} \) is the internal processing time of the microservices including database access,
- \( T_{co} \) is the time the microservices need for their internal communication,
- \( T_{spark} \) is the time needed to launch the spark application added to Spark overhead,
- \( T_{ex} \) is the total time required within the cluster to perform the task,
- \( T_{preparation} \) is the time required to load the dataset from HDFS for processing, where each dataset is loaded only one time and all required operations are performed on it.

As seen in Figure 7.7, the microservice processing time and inter-service communication overhead is vanishingly small and we have a relative constant spark application launch overhead. The time needed to load and prepare the dataset increases with greater dataset sizes, which is also to be expected.

A look at the meta feature extraction time in Figure 7.8 reveals a great increase in the processing time, as the size of the dataset increases. To investigate further how the extraction time is distributed between the calculations of the different groups of meta features, the extraction time is measured for the calculation of each group separately as depicted in Figure 7.9.

Interesting is that DSTMF introduces a comparative predictive performance to TS as seen in Section 7.3.2.1 with the advantage that DSTMF exhibits a much lower extraction time than TS.

**Case 2: Forecasting Feature Extraction:** Calendar features such as hour, day, month and weekend are extracted. To this aim, the D.P.-Service prepares a Spark application with the respective needed information and communicates with both D.M.-Service and
J.M.-Service to launch the Spark application and send it to the cluster. The total time is calculated according to Equation (7.2).

$$T_{total} = T_{ms} + T_{co} + T_{spark} + T_{ex}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)
To evaluate the effect of dataset size, the measurements are performed for different aggregation levels of the same dataset. The original time series has an aggregation level of 15 minutes and 353310 data points which is a load time series of over 10 years. The other compared datasets are created by the following aggregation levels: 1H (1 Hour), 2H, 3H, 4H, 6H and 8H. It can be observed that compared to the execution time and the Spark overhead, the microservice processing and communication time are quite small and do not really impact the $T_{total}$ much as seen in Figure 7.10.

**Case 3: Building the Meta Learning Classification Model**: After constructing the KM by the M.K.E.-Service, the M.L.-Service trains RF and ANN classifiers as meta learners to build the meta learning classification model. This model is responsible for assigning the best forecasting model for a new energy time series dataset without the need for trying a lot of forecasting algorithms to discover the best one. The total time is calculated according to the previous Equation (7.2).

The building of the meta learning model can be done either in evaluation mode or production mode. While the M.L.-Service performs a 10-fold cross validation in the evaluation mode, it builds the meta learning model by splitting the KM into training and testing without cross validation in the production mode. The mean $T_{total}$ in both evaluation and production mode is presented in Figure 7.11 for the RF meta learner, where the large bars correspond to the evaluation mode reflecting the additional time required for training the meta learning model compared to a smaller time needed in case of production mode. This experiment is carried out using different sizes of KM as seen in Figure 7.11, where no difference in the training time of RF is noticed in the production mode. This is due to the power of Apache Spark, for which a KM of 1000 examples is considered as a small dataset.
and does not affect the execution time. For the evaluation mode, the higher execution time can be attributed to the cross validation process which trains not only one but multiple models to get an average classification accuracy over all models.
7.4. Summary

In this chapter, a microservice-based meta learning solution for automating energy time series model selection in Big Data environments is presented. It is designated as a modular, scalable and generic tool based on container and microservice technologies. In Section 7.1, problem statements are introduced focusing on problems to be solved, techniques to be used and non-expert users to be supported. In Section 7.2.1, the conceptual meta learning microservice-based architecture is introduced highlighting the extension that is performed upon the architecture presented in Chapter 4 to realize the concept of meta learning.

An extensive evaluation study was carried out to measure the predictive accuracy of meta learning classification model and framework execution time as well as the framework overhead as presented in Section 7.3. The obtained results are discussed in Section 7.3.2.1 including the effect of different groups of meta features on the predictive performance of meta learners. In this context, the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model is improved by applying an efficient feature engineering procedure. To further improve the predictive performance, SMOTE and PCA techniques are applied. The evaluation results showed that an accuracy of 80% is achieved for both RF and ANN meta learners.

In terms of execution time and overhead, the proposed framework introduced an acceptable execution time with small overhead as seen in Section 7.3.2.2. It should be mentioned that the new type of meta features introduced, namely DSTMF, have, besides good characterization behaviour of energy time series datasets, also a very small execution time and overhead compared to the other categories of meta features.
8. Summary and Outlook

In this chapter, we present a short summary of the solutions, concepts and methodologies proposed in this work for supporting non-expert users in performing ML tasks and arrive at some main conclusions. Afterwards, we will give some suggestions regarding potential future work.

8.1. Summary

Applying Machine Learning (ML) manually to a given problem setting is a tedious and time-consuming process which brings many challenges with it, especially in the context of Big Data. With the growing interest in ML the last few years, particularly people without extensive ML expertise have a high demand for frameworks assisting people in applying the right ML algorithm to their problem setting. This is especially true in the field of smart energy system applications where more and more ML algorithms are used e.g. for time series data forecasting or state estimation.

The aim of this thesis was to evaluate how meta learning technology can be efficiently applied to the problem space of data analytics for smart energy systems to assist energy system experts which are not data analytics experts in applying the right ML algorithms to their data analytics problems. The work was performed in context of the research work for conceptualizing and implementing a digital research platform for German energy researchers within the Helmholtz research program ESD. Thus, there was a high demand that results of this work could be seamlessly integrated as an expandable solution into this bigger digital research platform. Therefore, main building blocks of such an integrable solution were conceptualized, and then implemented as parts of an evaluation platform: (1) e.g. an easy-to-use modular extendable microservice-architecture based ML framework for instrumenting and evaluating ML algorithms performed by using Open Source Big Data ML software stacks running on computing clusters with a modular web based user interface (2a) a generic meta learner framework extending this environment (2b) a generic concept of how meta features could be represented by meta feature sets which are unfortunately dependent on the given data analytics problem type, e.g. forecasting load or generation time series, in a generic fashion. Therefore, a generic solution was introduced where meta feature sets could be “parameters” of the problem to be solved. Especially for evaluation, the dedicated set of meta feature DSTMF was instrumented as new art of meta features for the ML task of time series forecasting (3) how the concept of a knowledge matrix together with the concept of a meta feature set can be used to train the generic meta learner which
then finds the most adequate ML algorithm for a given data analytics job, e.g. time series forecasting (4) how data have to be pre-processed so that they can be used by the meta learning building blocks (5) how the learning environment can be widen and enhanced by automatically generating additional data sets for training (6) How a software environment with these software components can be setup with user interfaces that allows the user to perform complex data analytics tasks on computing clusters without expert knowledge in either data analytics or cluster computing environments.

To evaluate the building blocks by performing experiments and gathering evaluation data, concrete use cases were instrumented on the evaluation platform with a focus on performing time series analysis and forecasting on load and generation times series data sets. Using the instrumented use cases, the evaluation platform was then used to perform many data analytics experiments for gathering evaluation data capturing key characteristics of the building blocks of the meta learning platform. These evaluation data were then analyzed to verify main statements of the proposed research questions introduced in the introduction of this thesis. In following, the stated research questions and the main evaluation results are summarized.

The first research question stated in the introduction “How should non-expert users with ML knowledge, but without programming skills be supported in performing ML tasks on computing clusters using Big Data ML frameworks?” is answered in Chapter 4 by proposing a microservice-based framework built on top of big data software stack to ensure the ability of performing ML tasks for large amounts of data on computing clusters. Our conceptual solution facilitates the well-known trial-and-error approach in which a combination of different algorithms with their hyperparameters are tried by an ML user (non-expert users, category 2A introduced in the introduction) until an adequate model is found. This is done by supporting this trial-and-error approach by an easy-to-use software tool environment which can be used via a web browser and where several approaches can run in parallel on the cluster computing environment. The proposed ML framework can even cache tuned models, and their results for easier replication or tuning. It connects a modular highly configurable Web UI in the front-end with a grid of microservices in the back-end which in turn communicates with distributed Big Data ML processing environments via their service interfaces. The framework decouples the user from the Big Data runtime environment, and sets up the runtime environment automatically to execute ML jobs based on user input. It thereby hides the complexities of the Big Data runtime environment from the user. The whole environment is highly scalable, modular, expandable and needless integrable with other microservice-based environments, such as the digital energy research platform of the ESD program.

The framework was evaluated using different sizes of energy time series datasets and four state-of-the-art regression algorithms for time series regression forecasting implemented in spark.ml, namely linear regression, decision trees, gradient-boosted trees, and random forests as examples of forecasting algorithms. The framework is designed in such a way that further algorithms can be easily added to the framework as needed. As seen in Chapter 4, the major advantage of the proposed framework lies in the microservice-based architecture that ensures better scalability and maintainability. Moreover, the framework
has the ability to manage, store and retrieve ML models to be used later for another task without the need to build a new model. The results of the evaluation showed only a small framework overhead and an obvious benefit of utilizing a cluster environment for larger data sets. Caching of input data is another advantage of our framework that has a positive effect of speeding up the execution of the ML tasks while introducing only a low overhead. Also, the thresholds as well as the conditions to which the input data must adhere, so that performing the ML tasks on clusters is feasible, were introduced and discussed.

To support even non-expert users category 2B, a meta learning solution was conceptualized and integrated into the ML environment (see steps 2-5 further above). This solution was evaluated in context of several further research questions stated in the introduction. The second research question “How to efficiently characterize energy time series datasets to enhance the performance of automated model selection?” introduced in Chapter 5 proposed the Descriptive Statistics Time based Meta Features (DSTMF), a new form of meta feature for better capturing the deep characteristics of energy time series datasets regarding their forecasting. DSTMF is based on the idea of aggregating energy time series datasets into different aggregation levels as “forecasting horizons with different time resolution”. After that and for each level, the five number summary in addition to the mean are extracted and formulated together as a group of meta features to capture the energy time series “time sequential” behavior.

As seen in Chapter 5, a short-term load forecasting scenario was used for evaluation. In our evaluation study, DSTMF outperformed the other state-of-the-art meta features introduced in the literature to characterize energy time series datasets, namely simple, statistical, information-theoretic and time series meta features. We used random forest and artificial neural networks as meta learners to learn the mapping between meta features and the forecasting models. As a result of our evaluation, the artificial neural network solution introduced better predictive performance in recommending the best forecasting model than random forest. The predictive performance was analyzed in two different cases. In the first one, the original representation form of meta features is used in which only an efficient feature selection procedure on meta features is applied. In the second one, unsupervised deep learning using an autoencoder is applied to encode the meta feature into another more compact representation form. One result is that the encoded representation form outperformed the original one. Additionally, the meta learner was able to assign the best forecasting model even when it is trained on a few number of training examples.

The third research question “How to enhance the performance of automated model selection in the context of energy by creating appropriate learning datasets?” was investigated in Chapter 6. Two new approaches to generate new energy time series datasets to be used as training meta examples by the meta learner depending on the type of time series dataset (i.e. generation or energy consumption time series) were developed. The first approach for generation datasets makes use of weather time series datasets to split, filter, sort and group the input energy time series datasets into different “snippets” according to their similarity based on the same weather conditions. The snippets can then be used to generate new generation time series by alternating the series of weather conditions in
reasonable ways. The second approach used for energy consumption time series follows the same methodology of DSTMF proposed in Chapter 5.

It aggregates the input energy time series datasets creating new ones with different aggregation levels which is feasible for consumption data because energy is an integral property. We compared the achieved learning performance introduced by the new energy time series datasets with the one achieved by a model-based generation of new datasets as existing in the literature whereby a one-day-ahead power generation forecasting scenario is used as a use case study to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed dataset generation approaches. For such scenarios K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN), Neural Network (NN), Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model (ARMIA) and Exponential Smoothing (ETS) are possible ML forecasting models which were instrumented for the evaluation. The evaluation study was carried out using the original and encoded representation of meta features. Tables 8.1 and 8.2 summarize the final results in terms of enhancing the predictive performance of the meta learner when the training set is scaled up with additional meta examples generated according to our proposed approaches.

### Table 8.1: Relative performance improvement in terms of accuracy achieved by using extended datasets in the case of using original representation of meta features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Set Size</th>
<th>Aggregation + Original</th>
<th>Weather + Original</th>
<th>Aggregation + Weather + Original</th>
<th>Model + Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>11.03</td>
<td>12.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>13.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>11.96</td>
<td>12.88</td>
<td>14.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1070</td>
<td>14.41</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>14.56</td>
<td>13.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1284</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>13.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1498</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>15.37</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in this table, extending the original training sets with new meta examples generated by the aggregation and weather-based approaches outperformed the case in which the original is extended by new simulated energy time series datasets. One likely explanation could be that the simulation model based generation approach adheres to a certain mode logic which hinders the creation of too diverse new datasets which makes it more difficult for the meta learner to learn the mappings of all possible forecasting possibilities (even those which are not addressed by the simulation model). The max enhancement is achieved in the case of encoding meta features by autoencoder as seen in Table 8.2 whereby the aggregation-based approach introduces the best case.

The fourth research question “How should non-expert users with neither ML knowledge, nor programming skills be supported in performing energy time series forecasting in Big Data environments?” is answered in Chapter 7. We extended the microservice-based solution presented in Chapter 4 to support the automated selection of the best forecasting
model. To this end, we combined the new approaches for extracting DSTMF meta features and generating new meta examples into the solution developed in Chapter 4. Additionally, a wizard-like modular web based user interface was created which assists non-expert users, category 2B, in performing ML tasks by automatically selecting the best algorithm using the meta learning environment. A detailed in-depth evaluation study was performed in which the predictive accuracy of the meta learner was investigated. As meta learners, Random Forests and Artificial Neural Networks are used whereby the neural network solution features better performance. We have seen that an efficient feature selection procedure including the resolving of the problem of curse of dimensionality, removing the highly correlated meta features and balancing the training datasets plays an essential role in enhancing the predictive performance of the meta learning classification model. We find that an accuracy of 80% is achieved for both RF and ANN meta learners. We also evaluated the developed framework in terms of execution time and overhead while performing the major tasks in model selection. We have seen that an acceptable execution time with small overhead is introduced. Interesting is that our new form of meta features for solving the ASP problem for forecasting, namely DSTMF, could be calculated in very small execution time and overhead compared to the other categories of meta features. This shows that it is very important to provide for each ML task that should be supported on the platform the right set of meta features for having the best performance.

8.2. Outlook

This thesis introduced a solution to support non-expert users in performing energy power generation and load forecasting in Big Data environments. The proposed solution is an ongoing work for developing an even more interactive and intelligent concept for fully automating, managing, deploying, monitoring, organizing and documenting ML tasks. By answering the research questions presented in Chapter 1, a variety of related research projects are existing in the literature as seen in Chapter 3. However, further
8. Summary and Outlook

Investigation and even more deeper evaluation is still required to precisely capture the possible potentials of our solution. In the following, we highlight some possible future work and extension scenarios concerning each research question.

**Research Question 1 [RQ1]: How should non-expert users with ML knowledge, but without programming skills be supported in performing ML tasks on computing clusters using Big Data ML frameworks?**

In this context, an in-depth user feedback study with a larger number of users, in particular, non-expert users, should be performed to gather feedback for tuning to make the web-based user interface as easy and comfortable as possible for this user group. Toward better management of ML tasks, user authentication and authorization issues have to be taken into account too. Driven by the large advantage of deep learning in a lot of application fields, such as object recognition and anomaly detection, a Big Data deep learning framework as pluggable engine should be integrated in the persistence and storage layer to support performing deep learning tasks.

**Research Question 2 [RQ2]: How to efficiently characterize energy time series datasets to enhance the performance of automated model selection?**

The outlook here includes opening our scope to use our methodological approaches for other forecasting models and scenarios. Not only short-term load forecasting for buildings but also mid- as well as long-term forecasting horizons for different use cases in energy should be handled and included in a benchmark evaluation study. To ensure better applicability of meta feature encoding, the evaluation needs to be carried out and extended to cover PCA and the other arts of autoencoders proposed for the purpose of learning representation. In general, the research on finding adequate meta feature sets should also be extended to other ML tasks beside forecasting, e.g. outlier or anomaly detection.

**Research Question 3 [RQ3]: How to enhance the performance of automated model selection in the context of energy by creating appropriate learning datasets?**

Further evaluation including other energy use cases is needed to underpin the general usability of the weather and aggregation-based approaches for generating new energy time series datasets. Not only the enhancement of the predictive performance achieved by extending the training set with the new generated meta examples should be measured, but also the properties, similarity and the diversity of the new datasets needs to be investigated to precisely capture their characteristics and differentiate them from the original ones. As the main concept proposed to answer this research question is based on generating new energy time series datasets from the original one, the initial number of the available datasets needs to be precisely defined.

**Research Question 4 [RQ4]: How should non-expert users with neither ML knowledge, nor programming skills be supported in performing energy time series forecasting in Big Data environments?**

Toward more support of this group of non-expert users, the automation of further steps in the machine learning pipeline, namely preprocessing and hyperparameter tuning needs to be provided. The added deep learning framework should be augmented by already
available deep learning algorithms for performing common ML tasks by non-expert users of category 2B. In general, more ML solutions for common specific ML tasks (e.g. anomaly detection in energy time series data) should be added to the platform as plug & play solutions for non-experts users. Moreover, extending the evaluation study to cover other use cases not only in energy, but also in a wide range of application fields is required to ensure better support of non-expert users from different domains in selecting the best ML model.
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